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Abstract 

Consumers differ in the way they make consumption choices, and many factors influence 

decision-making. The rational choice paradigm suggests that individuals evaluate alternatives and 

their prospective outcomes by assuming their probabilities and make trade-offs among choice 

attributes to determine which alternative has the highest utility. However, in the field of cognitive 

psychology, it was recognized that to make judgments of choice alternatives, individuals do not 

necessarily behave in a rational manner. A perspective of irrational behavior relates to evaluations 

that rely on past experience. In this vein, habit formation is an important consideration since habit 

is a central feature of daily life. While the influence of habit on overall behavior has been studied, 

previous research did not examine whether habitual tendency influences choice attributes that are 

considered in the decision-process. In addition, habitual propensity does not equally influence 

individuals’ choices. That is, the extent to which habitual propensity influences choices may be 

individual specific. Thus, habitual propensity may be heterogeneous in explaining choice behavior.  

Making choices for accommodation is an important stage of the leisure decision-making 

process. Consistent with the rational choice behavior, research on accommodation choice has 

revealed various factors that influence decision-making on hotels. Empirical evidence of 

identifying key hotel attributes has been accumulated, and studies generally agree that attributes 

such as price, location, room features and hotel facilities are important factors in hotel selection. 

As travel becomes a natural aspiration, the choice process for accommodation may be represented 

by a limited problem solving as opposed to an extended problem solving (i.e., exhaustive 

evaluation of choice alternatives). Also, as travelers learn how to travel, familiarity with the choice 

task enables decision-makers to rely on decision strategies that were found to be satisfactory in 
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previous encounters. Understanding how habit shapes preferences in the accommodation choice 

context is relevant because the choice task itself (i.e., hotel booking) is repeated over time.  

This thesis examined whether (1) habit formation accounts for heterogeneity in examining 

hotel choice decisions, and (2) whether decision-making styles explain heterogeneous preferences. 

To observe choice behavior, a stated preference experiment was constructed, and to measure 

decision-making styles, a new measurement scale was developed, which integrated two existing 

measurement scales from previous research. The questionnaire was distributed and administered 

by a specialized market research company, and data was collected from Chinese respondents 

residing in Mainland China. The data was analyzed using discrete modeling approaches, such as 

multinomial logit, mixed logit, and hybrid choice models. The results of the study revealed that 

individuals exhibit heterogeneous preferences toward hotel attributes, and habitual propensity 

accounted for a portion of the heterogeneity. The study also found that accounting for 

heterogeneity in habitual propensity led to a decrease in sensitivities of hotel attributes. Finally, 

seven underlying constructs of decision-making styles that explained heterogenous preferences 

were identified and validated.  

This research sheds light on how habitual propensity shapes preferences. Unlike previous 

research that examined the influence of habit on behavioral outcomes, this research assessed the 

role of habit on choice attributes. By accounting for habitual propensity as a source of 

heterogeneity, this study offers instructive insights into research on habit not only in the field of 

tourism and hospitality, but also in other areas such as psychology or consumer behavior. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research background 

1.1.1 Commoditization of hotel products 

Given the experiential nature of tourism products, companies face the challenge of delivering 

on the promise associated with the product/service (Kusluvan, Kusluvan, Ilhan, & Buyruk, 2010; 

LeBel, Dubé, Sears, & Renaghan, Leo, 2010). Although the physical attributes of hospitality 

products (e.g., features of a hotel room) are important considerations for travelers in selecting one 

hotel over another, there are other factors that drive decision-making (LeBel et al., 2010). For 

instance, related research suggests that branding can be used as an effective tool to trigger 

consumer choice (T. Erdem, Swait, & Valenzuela, 2006). That is, brands are seen as a composition 

of intangible assets of a company that help consumers to make a connection with the firm, 

including expected quality and logo/image (O’Neill & Carlbäck, 2011; Prasad & Dev, 2000).  

Building strong brands is one way to become successful in today’s competitive hospitality 

market (Prasad & Dev, 2000). For this purpose, large hospitality companies use branding as a 

strategic tool to gain competitive advantage by developing multiple brands that serve different 

market segments (de Chernatony & Segal-Horn, 2001; W. Jiang, Dev, & Rao, 2002). 

Organizations can also choose to be affiliated with a recognized brand/brand-family. The chain 

affiliation grants the service organizations with access to customer capital and ready-made 

infrastructure, including immediate reputation through the logo of the brand, reduced 

advertisement costs, access to distribution channels, customer databases and advanced forecasting 
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methods all of which culminate into a positive effect on the firm’s performance (Enz & Canina, 

2011; K. Walsh, Enz, & Canina, 2008). 

Commoditization, defined as the market condition where competitors offer homogenous 

products to price-sensitive customers, is still a concern for the hospitality industry (Beldona, 

Miller, Francis, & Kher, 2015). Indeed, as Peterson’s (2011) research indicates, more than two-

thirds of respondents did not identify noticeable differences between hotel brands. Similarly, when 

advertisements of different hotel brands were shown to customers, nearly half (40%) of 

respondents were not able to associate the advertisement with the brand name (Christou, 2013). 

This indicates that hotel brands have a challenge in creating a symbol in the consumers’ minds to 

which they can attach that particular brand. The commoditized nature of the hospitality industry, 

perhaps, contributes to the phenomenon where hotel companies find it challenging to attract the 

new generation of consumers engaged with hotels and hotel brands. As a result, only one in five 

millennials are engaged with hospitality brands (Gallup, 2016). The reason why engaged 

customers are beneficial to firms is acknowledged in the hospitality marketing literature. That is, 

companies intend to establish a long-term relationship with their customers because it will 

positively influence their behavioral intentions, including loyalty and repurchase intentions (P.-T. 

Chen & Hu, 2010; Gremler & Gwinner, 2000). In finding ways to communicate with customers, 

it is important for companies to identify what drives customers’ choice given their heterogeneous 

preferences and decision orientations.  

1.1.2 Online travel agents and online product distribution 

Distribution refers to the process of making products/services accessible to consumers by 

direct/indirect means of intermediaries (Kotler, Bowen, & Makens, 2013). In the traditional 

business model, travel organizers and travel agencies act as intermediaries, dealing with 
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accommodation providers and/or consumers. The development of technology (e.g., internet, 

mobile technology) influenced the way accommodation as a product is distributed to potential 

tourists. The emergence of electronic commerce (e-commerce) resulted in a new business model, 

where Online Travel Agents (OTAs) are seen as a platform, bringing two groups of users together 

(Eisenmann, Parker, & Alstyne, 2006). As a consequence of the appearance and dominance of 

OTAs, the role of the classic Global Distribution System (GDS) based travel agencies decreased. 

In addition, the emergence of meta-search agents (e.g., kayak.com) allow customers to filter and 

compare different product offerings (Granados, Kauffman, & King, 2008). 

The online business model, including OTAs, has a fundamental difference compared to the 

traditional business model. That is, both hotels and guests became customers of OTAs (Oskam & 

Zandberg, 2016). With this business model, OTAs can achieve a big market share, which makes 

OTAs attractive to travel suppliers as distributors. This results in increasing economies of scale 

because travel suppliers are willing to pay a fee to OTAs that provide access to the market. 

Consequently, the difference in business models makes it very difficult for hotels to compete 

effectively with OTAs. 

The expansion of OTAs’ business model is inevitable. For instance, room bookings of both 

chain and independent hotels significantly increased once the rooms were offered on an OTA 

platform (Anderson, 2009). Also, the appearance of OTAs changed the booking behavior of 

travelers, which has a significant impact on hotel brands. For example, customers often book a 

hotel room without visiting the hotel’s website. Instead, they use price comparing websites, OTAs’ 

websites, or mobile phone applications (Granados et al., 2008; H. Y. Wang & Wang, 2010). 

Research on hotel choice found that travelers evaluate hotel attributes and attach different weights 

to these attributes during the choice process (D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; Masiero, Heo, & Pan, 2015; 
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Román & Martín, 2016). Also, consumers are heterogenous in terms of making consumption 

decisions and their different purchasing orientations directly affect buying preferences (Alavi, 

Rezaei, Valaei, & Wan Ismail, 2016). Thus, due to the shift in booking behavior towards using 

OTA booking channels, the role of brand has changed. Evidence in the literature indicates that the 

brand name weighs considerably less than other factors when travelers evaluate accommodation 

alternatives and attributes (D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; Noone & McGuire, 2013). Consequently, 

there is a need to understand what drives consumer preferences regarding attributes that are 

frequently presented on various distribution channels. 

1.1.3 Increased travel demand 

Parallel with the projected growth of the population, travel volume has continued to increase 

year-by-year. It is forecasted that by 2030, an extra billion people will live in the world, of which 

20% is expected to travel (LSE Consulting, 2016). While global overnight tourist flows dropped 

slightly due to the financial crisis in 2009, a successful recovery has been observed since then. As 

the global economy continues to improve, a 4.5% growth rate of visitor flows is projected between 

2012 and 2023 as shown in Figure 1.1 (Oxford Economics, 2014). With regard to the 

accommodation sector, international bed nights grew at the rate of 5.1% annually in comparison 

to 3.4% of domestic accommodation nights during the forecasted period of 2002-2022 (Oxford 

Economics, 2014).  
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Figure 1.1 Global overnight visitor flows, 2002-2023 
Source: Oxford Economics (2014) 

The continued growth of travel flows worldwide can be explained by the rising consumer 

demand rooted in the demographic redistribution of the population, including aging societies and 

the rise of the middle class (LSE Consulting, 2016). Aging populations will characterize many 

advanced nations worldwide (Amadeus, 2015). By 2030, the median age of the global population 

is expected to increase to 33.2 years from 29.6 years (United Nations, 2013). Also, a global middle 

class is emerging. According to the World Bank (2007), the population of global middle class with 

earnings of US$10-20 a day will expand from 430 million to 1.2 billion by 2030. Due to the 

increased income, travel will be a natural aspiration (Amadeus, 2010). As a consequence of the 

additional travel demand, motivations and preferences of travelers will be increasingly fragmented, 

which will be manifested in differentiated expectations associated with travel products (Oxford 

Economics, 2014). That is, the growing travel demand of the new segments together with the 

experienced travelers will result in an increasingly heterogeneous market.  
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Due to redistribution of the population and discretionary income increase, individuals from a 

broad range of economic, geographic, and social backgrounds are likely to travel (Amadeus, 2015). 

Given the heterogeneity of travelers’ preferences and motivations, coupled with the influence of 

OTAs on booking behavior, the traditional business model commonly adopted by hotel brands 

with the aim of standardization may not be sustainable to meet customer expectations (Peterson, 

2011). The additional set of travelers will result in a composition of both relatively unexperienced 

and experienced travelers; therefore, research investigating accommodation choice preferences 

and decision-making orientations is necessary. 

1.2 Research questions and objectives 

1.2.1 Accommodation choice  

To understand tourist decision-making, previous research adopted frameworks developed in 

consumer behavior. These frameworks include the Engel-Blackwell-Kollat model of buyer 

behavior (Engel, Kollat, & Blackwell, 1968), Nicosia model (Nicosia, 1966) or Howarth-Sheth 

model of buyer behavior (Howard & Sheth, 1969). These models are based on theoretical 

approaches from disciplines such as economics and psychology. It can, thus, be surmised that 

theoretical development on understanding tourist decision-making process may have followed a 

rather unsystematic approach given the adoption of theories –on an ad hoc basis – from different 

disciplines that were deemed suitable for a specific study (McCabe, Li, & Chen, 2016).  

Within tourism research, accommodation choice represents a significant stream of research. 

Although searching and booking a hotel online might seem easy, especially with online meta-

search agents and price comparing websites, related research acknowledged that it is a more 

complex process (Boffa & Succurro, 2012; Lockyer, 2005a). For instance, consumers spend a great 
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amount of time evaluating each hotel option, making hotel choice more complicated than initially 

thought (Pan, Zhang, & Law, 2013). As the accommodation choice process is getting more 

complex, the topic has been investigated using different methodologies. For instance, a stream of 

research focused on hotel attributes and their perceived importance to hotel guests (Cobanoglu, 

Corbaci, Moreo, & Ekinci, 2003; Law & Hsu, 2005). With this approach, it is possible to explore 

the importance of a large number of hotel attributes, but obtaining ratings on an attitudinal scale 

does not suggest the dynamics of the decision-making/choice. Other studies utilized semantic 

analysis of big data by obtaining online reviews of hotel guests to identify and classify hotel 

attributes (C. Chiu, Chiu, Sung, & Hsieh, 2015; Mankad, Han, Goh, & Gavirneni, 2016; Tolkach 

& Tse, 2016). In addition, a few recent studies utilized discrete choice modeling of hotel selection 

to understand consumers’ preferences (D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; Masiero et al., 2015). Some of 

these studies investigated hotel guests’ willingness to pay for hotel attributes, including higher 

floor, access to club lounge, better view and luxury room amenities (Heo & Hyun, 2015; Román 

& Martín, 2016). Willingness to pay is an important concept in understanding individuals’ 

preferences because it reflects how much money an individual is willing to spend in order to 

receive the benefits a product/service offers (Hensher, Rose, & Greene, 2015). Further, recent 

research found asymmetries in hotel customers’ preferences, indicating reference dependent 

behavior (Masiero, Pan, & Heo, 2016; Román & Martín, 2016). Regardless of the methodology 

adopted in different investigations, studies largely report that the factors that influence hotel choice 

include hotel location, service, room features, hotel facilities and price. This thesis uses the term 

‘hotel attribute(s)’ to describe services and characteristics of the hotel product that drive choice 

behavior. Using this term is consistent with the product characteristics theory proposed by 
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Lancaster (1966a), which suggests that the demand for a product is determined by the product 

characteristics rather than the product itself.  

When individuals process information, a mindset gets activated. Mindset is regarded as a 

persistent judgmental criterion, activated to perform a specific task (Xu & Wyer, 2007). However, 

mindset is not limited to a specific decision-context; it can be generalized to other situations 

(Förster & Liberman, 2007). That is, understanding how the mindset gets activated is an important 

consideration. Wyer (2008) noted that the activation of the mindset is strongly associated with 

knowledge accessibility, wherein previous decision-making practices form the basis for 

subsequent evaluations. A stream of research identified different mindsets, including deliberate 

and implemental mindsets (Gollwitzer, Heckhausen, & Steller, 1990), counterfactual mindset 

(Galinsky & Kray, 2004; Galinsky & Moskowitz, 2000), comparative mindset (Xu & Wyer, 2007, 

2008), maximizing and satisficing mindsets (Cheek & Schwartz, 2016; Ma & Roese, 2014; 

Polman, 2010; Schwartz et al., 2002). A more recent typology of mindset involves busy mindset 

(J. C. Kim, Wadhwa, & Chattopadhyay, 2019), fresh-start mindset (Price, Coulter, Strizhakova, & 

Schultz, 2018), stress mindset (Crum, Salovey, & Achor, 2013), scarcity mindset (Shah, 

Mullainathan, & Shafir, 2012), and power mindset (Rucker & Galinsky, 2016). Each type of 

mindset describes how individuals solve problems by focusing on specific mechanisms through 

the activation of the mindset. Within the stream of research on tourist decision-making, recent 

studies attempted to understand the impact of mindset on choices. For example, a study in the 

destination choice context revealed differences between maximizers and satisficers as a result of 

the temporal distance of travel (Q. Li, Li, McCabe, & Xu, 2019). However, without controlling for 

temporal distance, no differences were observed between maximizers and satisficers. That is, 

temporal distance could be seen as a trigger that facilitates the activation of both maximizing and 
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satisficing. Consequently, decision contexts involving cues could potentially activate the mindset. 

However, the question that remains unanswered is how the mindset gets activated in problem-

solving related to hotel choice. 

Exploring and identifying influential choice attributes suggest that the tourist decision-making 

process follows a number of steps that lead to the choice outcome. This perspective is heavily 

based on rationality assumption. However, empirical evidence indicates the existence of a 

limited/routine choice process where potential tourists do not follow the sequential processes 

(Bargeman & van der Poel, 2006; Massidda & Etzo, 2012; Mckercher & Yankholmes, 2018). That 

is, if decisions are not optimized for rationality, individuals make choices in a different way. 

Recently, Masiero, Yang and Qiu (2019) compared decision rules associated with rationality and 

regret in the hotel selection context with a focus on location, and found that decision-makers 

exhibit regret associated with hotel location choice, suggesting that rationality may not dominate 

decision-making. Also, Decrop and Kozak (2009) put forward a framework that suggest that a 

decision-maker either relies on previous evaluations or constructs new assessment criteria. 

Differences in how individuals make choices are termed decision-strategies that represent 

consistent decision practices. If a behavior is repeated consistently and it proves to be successful 

in providing satisfactory solution to problems, the behavior may become habitual. Habit is 

consistently present in individuals’ daily life (Wood & Neal, 2009). Habit formation has two 

prerequisites: (1) behavior is frequently repeated and (2) the behavior occurs in a stable context 

(Wood & Neal, 2007). Examining the influence of habit on decision-making represents an 

important stream of research. Habit is typically measured with self-reported measures, for example 

the Self-Report Index of Habit Strength (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). That is, the tendency for 
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habitual behavior and strength of habit largely depend on individuals’ self-perception. This thesis 

uses the term ‘habitual propensity’ to refer to individuals’ tendency to engage in habitual behavior.  

Hotel choice process involves sub-decisions that may relate to habitual behavior. For instance, 

hotel choice does not merely depend on product characteristics, but also on the channel where the 

product is distributed. That is, considering the distribution channel is important to further 

understand drivers of decisions for hotels (X. Xie, Anderson, & Verma, 2017). In that regard, 

Masiero and Law (2016) found that trip characteristics (e.g., length of trip, advanced booking, 

travel party) and hotel features (e.g., service quality) determine hotel booking across different 

distribution channels. Recent research has considered OTAs as the primary distribution channel 

utilized by travelers for making hotel bookings (Kwok, Xie, & Richards, 2017; Mellinas, Nicolau, 

& Park, 2019; S. Park & Nicolau, 2015; Schuckert, Liu, & Law, 2015), suggesting that travelers 

repeatedly search and book hotels through these platforms. Consequently, hotel booking on a 

specific channel may relate to habitual propensity because the behavior is repeated in a stable 

context provided by the distribution channel, where travelers typically make travel arrangements. 

Indeed, whether individuals would continue using an information system (e.g., booking channel) 

is determined by habitual propensity with the information system, including online hotel booking 

(G. Agag & El-Masry, 2016; Limayem, Hirt, & Cheung, 2007). Given that travelers typically make 

choices on OTA platforms, where large amount of information needs to be considered, it can be 

argued that processing online content requires a mindset. In the regard, habitual propensity may 

be embedded in the mindset. A related term, ‘habitual mindset’, was proposed by Verplanken 

(2006) to describe a way of processing information with automaticity and efficiency without 

increased cognitive involvement. However, habitual mindset has not been empirically validated. 
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In addition, little is known about how habitual mindset may be activated or how it may influence 

the hotel choice attributes involved in the decision-making. 

Given the online distribution of tourism products (e.g., OTAs, meta-search agents), travelers 

face a range of choice contexts, resulting in situations where evaluating alternatives requires an 

increased cognitive effort (McCabe et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2013). Also, tourism product offerings 

are readily accessible on multiple platforms (e.g., website, mobile phone application) (Murphy, 

Chen, & Cossutta, 2016). However, the volume of information potentially leads to information 

overload (Rodríguez-Molina, Frías-Jamilena, & Castañeda-García, 2015). As a result, consumers 

might attempt to limit the cognitive effort required to make a decision. However, how individuals 

reduce their cognitive effort in evaluating large number of alternatives remains unanswered.  

An active stream of research evolved in recent years that aimed at understanding the impact 

of social influence in the decision-making process. This research stream became especially 

relevant as a result of the shift in travelers’ tendencies to search for information and make travel 

arrangements in the online ecosystem involving e-commerce or mobile commerce (m-commerce) 

platforms. Also, in consumers’ eyes, hotels are seen as homogenous products that are difficult to 

differentiate (Christou, 2013). Thus, potential travelers rely on user-generated content (UGC) 

readily available on hotel booking platforms (Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). With reference to UGC, the 

term electronic word-of-mouth (e-WOM) has been used as a collective term to describe different 

types of UGC such as online ratings, online opinions, online reviews, or online recommendations 

(Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). Potential travelers rely on e-WOM because it is helpful, reliable and 

authentic (G. M. Agag & El-Masry, 2017; Qazi, Tamjidyamcholo, Raj, Hardaker, & Standing, 

2017; Schuckert et al., 2015). The importance of online reviews was demonstrated in pre-purchase 

evaluations and decision-making, including hotel selection (Book, Tanford, & Chen, 2016; Kwok 
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et al., 2017; Mankad et al., 2016; Mellinas et al., 2019; Noone & McGuire, 2013; S. Park & 

Nicolau, 2015). While previous research realized the impact of e-WOM on decision-making, it is 

unclear what drives preferences of potential travelers associated with different e-WOM attributes. 

1.2.2 Decision-making styles 

Individuals are different in the way they make purchase decisions, and consumer preferences 

are directly influenced by shopping orientations (Alavi et al., 2016). Essentially, factors that 

influence buying preferences vary across markets and consumer segments (Seo & Moon, 2016; 

Siu, Wang, Chang, & Hui, 2001). To study consumers’ purchasing orientations, various scholars 

developed decision-making styles (Scott & Bruce, 1995; Sproles & Kendall, 1986).  

The decision-making styles literature distinguishes three approaches in terms of characterizing 

consumers, including consumer characteristic approach, consumer typology approach, and 

psychographic/lifestyle approach. While the psychographic/lifestyle approach illustrates the 

consumer behavior by identifying more than 100 traits that are based on general personality 

characteristics (Lastovicka, 1982), the consumer typology approach classifies consumers based on 

their consuming practices of an object (Holt, 1995). The consumer characteristic approach builds 

on the assumption that consumers’ decision outcomes are highly influenced by underlying 

cognitive and affective orientations towards buying (Scott & Bruce, 1995). Decision-making styles 

are considered a set of cognitive styles that concerns how individuals utilize their intellectual 

abilities in situations, for instance in processing information (Galotti et al., 2006). Further, Sproles 

and Kendall (1986, p. 286) defined decision-making styles as “mental orientation characterizing a 

consumer’s approach to making choices”. Another characterization includes the notion that 

decision-making styles are habitual patterns used in decision-situations (Driver, 1979). Based on 

the cognitive style approach, eight general consumer styles were explored (perfectionist, brand 
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consciousness, novelty and fashion consciousness, hedonistic/recreational shopping 

consciousness, price-value consciousness, impulsiveness, confused by over-choice, and 

habitual/brand-loyal orientation) (Sproles & Kendall, 1986). Meanwhile, the habit-based 

conceptualization revealed five decision-making styles (rational, intuitive, dependent, avoidant 

and spontaneous decision styles) (Scott & Bruce, 1995).  

Using both decision-making style classifications, a number of studies attempted to provide 

generalizability to the frameworks by applying them in different contexts. However, the different 

research settings (e.g., decision-context, cultural differences) often resulted in inconsistent 

decision-style structures. For example, decision-making styles of German customers were best 

described with a seven-factor model (G. Walsh, Mitchell, & Henning-Thurau, 2001); a six factor-

model was applicable to Taiwanese (C. Yang & Wu, 2007) and Austrian (Sinkovics, 

Leelapanyalert, & Yamin, 2010), eight-factor model to the Korean (Wickliffe, 2004) and United 

Kingdom (Bakewell & Mitchell, 2006) and ten-factor model to the Iranian customers (Hanzaee & 

Aghasibeig, 2008). In addition, decision-making styles vary within country/culture in terms of the 

number of styles identified, for example in China (C.-L. Wang, Siu, & Hui, 2004; Zhou, Arnold, 

Pereira, & Yu, 2010) and in the United States (Cowart & Goldsmith, 2007; Wesley, LeHew, & 

Woodside, 2006). The inconclusive empirical evidence suggests that measuring decision-making 

styles across contexts with a single unified instrument may not be feasible because response 

patterns are influenced by product characteristics (Bauer, Sauer, & Becker, 2006). While evidence 

provides support for the applicability of decision-making style inventories in different research 

settings, applications in the hospitality and tourism literature are scarce (Y. A. Park, 2007; Seo & 

Moon, 2016). Further, studies in tourism research did not focus on the habit-based decision-

making styles. 
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To operationalize decision-making styles, Sproles and Kendall (1986) developed instruments 

for the cognitive styles known as Consumer Style Inventory (CSI). Scott and Bruce (1995) also 

developed instruments for the habit-based styles known as General Decision-Making Style 

instrument (GDMS). Although these instruments were tested in different contexts, the 

accommodation choice context was not explored. Further, the empirical applications in measuring 

decision-making styles resulted in a number of methodological (e.g., validity, employing student 

samples) and conceptual issues (Section 2.7.4). Additionally, empirical applications adopted either 

the CSI or the GDMS scales. However, Thunholm (2004) recognized that decision-making styles 

should reflect both approaches. Therefore, an objective of this study includes developing a 

measurement for decision-making styles that is (1) not restricted to either approaches and (2) 

applicable to measure decision-making styles in the hotel choice context.  

1.2.3 Chinese domestic tourism and tourism infrastructure development  

Since launching the ‘open-door’ policy in 1978, China’s tourism sector has undergone 

remarkable development. Indeed, the industry has boomed in the last ten years in both domestic 

and the international markets. In 2016, 4.44 billion domestic tourist trips were registered, an 11% 

increase compared to the previous year (China National Tourism Administration, 2017). 

Combining outbound and inbound tourism, 0.26 billion trips were recorded, indicating a 3.9% 

increase from the previous year. The increased tourist flow in China resulted in 13.6% growth rate 

in annual tourism revenue, reaching ¥ 4.69 billion (ibid). Further, domestic tourism generated a 

revenue of ¥ 3.94 trillion, 15.19% increase compared to the previous year, of which ¥ 3.22 trillion 

was received from urban residents and ¥ 0.71 trillion from rural residents, accounting for a growth 

of 16.77% and 8.56% respectively. In 2016, the direct contribution of the travel and tourism 
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industry to the GDP was 2.5%, illustrating the importance of the sector to the Chinese economy 

(World Travel & Tourism Council, 2017).  

Besides its economic impact, it was recognized that tourism could be utilized as a successful 

tool to reduce poverty in poor communities in China (Bowden, 2005). Having recognized the 

potential of tourism in increasing the economic growth of less developed areas, the Chinese 

government initiated structural reforms in the country known as five-year plans. The development 

of tourism is one of the strategic aims of the Chinese government; consequently, it was included 

in the 13th Five-Year Plan (Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, 2016), covering 

the years between 2016 and 2020. Chinese tourism is expected to continue developing in the future 

because China’s economy is growing steadily, and transportation networks and facilities are being 

drastically improved (Yu, Li, & Qiu, 2017). In particular, China National Tourism Administration 

(2017) predicted that domestic tourist visits would rise by 10% to 4.88 billion in 2017. According 

to Wu, Zhu and Xu (2000), three factors substantially contributed to the development of Chinese 

domestic tourism, including structural adjustment of the national economy, increased leisure time, 

and growth of income per capita. Having a better knowledge of Chinese domestic travelers’ 

behavior would assist the Chinese government in understanding travelers’ destination choice and 

development of the tourism infrastructure (Goh, Li, & Li, 2014). 

The economic development of a territory within China influences residents’ income. 

However, a number of studies identified a correlation between income inequalities among regions 

and the level of development of the regions. Despite the efforts of the Chinese government to 

reduce economic differences between the inland and coastal regions with initiatives such as The 

Rise of Central China or Great Western Development, several studies have argued that the huge 

income disparity is still prevalent (Pedroni & Yao, 2006; Tian, Zhang, Zhou, & Yu, 2016). 
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Household consumption is a key consideration to determine demand for tourism products (Tribe, 

2011). In 1999, the five-day work week system was introduced and the national holiday system 

was reformed, including Golden Weeks (National Day, Chinese New Year), thereby providing 

citizens with more leisure time as well as boosting domestic travel (Y. Yang, Liu, & Qi, 2014). In 

addition, some other national public holidays across the year (e.g., Ching Ming Holiday, Labor 

Day, Dragon Boat Festival Holiday) facilitated additional short-distance trips (Wu et al., 2000). 

This study focuses on the latter, namely the accommodation selection in the context of short-term 

domestic leisure trips. 

Previous studies explored and identified notable characteristics and differences between long-

term and short-term travels. For instance, the short-term travel may be considered as secondary in 

its nature, which means that they are often taken in addition to the main holiday, providing the 

motivation to distinguish between primary holiday and secondary trips (Dunne, Buckley, & 

Flanagan, 2007). Consequently, academic research began to treat short-term travels separately 

from the long-term travels. While short-term travel includes a break to a destination, the definition 

of the length of the break varies (Herington, Merrilees, & Wilkins, 2013). While earlier studies 

defined short-term travel as lasting up to three nights (Edgar, Litteljohn, & Allardyce, 1994), Trew 

and Cockerell (2002) suggested that the trip length of short-term breaks can be extended to 5 

nights. However, length of the city break may be different across countries, given the annual leave 

system, as well as the amount of public holiday in a country (Dunne et al., 2007). In the short-term 

travel context, a stream of research emerged, investigating breaks to city destinations. However, 

these studies were conducted in the Western context, including Ireland (Dunne et al., 2007), France 

(Lebrun, 2014), Switzerland (Mussalam & Tajeddini, 2016) and Australia (Herington et al., 2013). 

That is, research investigating short-term travel preferences of Chinese travelers, especially in the 
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domestic context, is uncommon. The structural reforms in China, including the national holiday 

systems, aim to facilitate domestic consumption (Barton, Chen, & Jin, 2013); therefore, exploring 

preferences of short-term domestic travels is essential for effective tourism infrastructure 

development, including accommodations. Based on the definition suggested by Trew and 

Cockerell (2002), this thesis uses the term ‘extended weekend’ to refer to a travel trip of up to 5 

nights. 

This thesis addresses three key questions: 

I. Does habitual propensity introduce a mindset?  

II. What hotel attributes are important for short-term domestic travels such as extended 

weekend?  

III. Do decision-making styles explain heterogeneity in preferences for hotels?  

The research objectives that inform the study are as follows: 

1. Assess the relative importance of hotel choice attributes in the extended weekend travel 

context.  

2. Examine willingness to pay of hotel attributes. 

3. Explore individuals’ heterogeneity associated with hotel attributes. 

4. Assess individuals’ heterogeneity associated with habitual propensity. 

5. Develop a scale of decision-making styles that is relevant to measure hotel choice 

behavior. 

6. Evaluate the influence of decision-making styles on individuals’ preferences associated 

with hotel choice attributes. 
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1.3 Significance of the study 

This research aims to investigate how habitual propensity influences consumer preferences 

for hotels. Accounting for habitual propensity in information processing may be responsible for 

triggering a mindset, namely habitual mindset. By addressing habitual mindset, this thesis 

contributes to the consumer behavior literature both theoretically and practically. 

This research has at least four academic contributions: 

First, while previous studies have investigated habit formation as well as mindset 

independently, the integration of these two, namely habitual mindset, has received limited 

attention. By accounting for habitual propensity in examining choice behavior, this thesis brings 

these two concepts together. Due to the online distribution of tourism products (e.g., OTAs, meta-

search agents), travelers face a range of choice decisions, resulting in situations where evaluating 

alternatives requires an increased cognitive effort (McCabe et al., 2016; Pan et al., 2013). Also, 

tourism product offerings are readily accessible on multiple platforms (e.g., website, mobile phone 

application) (Murphy et al., 2016). However, the volume of information potentially leads to 

information overload (Rodríguez-Molina et al., 2015). That is, habitual mindset may represent an 

information processing strategy that allows decision-makers to use limited cognitive effort.  

Second, this thesis advances habit research in two distinctive way: (1) measurement of 

habitual propensity, and (2) accounting heterogeneity associated with habitual propensity. First, 

previous research on studying habit relied heavily on self-reported measures in obtaining the 

strength of habitual propensity (Verplanken & Orbell, 2003). This thesis uses actual behavior in 

measuring habitual propensity as opposed to self-reported measures. Second, this study accounts 

for heterogeneity attributed to habitual propensity. Previous research identified habit as a latent 

construct; however, habitual propensity was typically not considered as a source of heterogeneity.  
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Third, this study developed a measurement scale for decision-making styles that integrated 

two existing measurement scales from the extant literature (Scott & Bruce, 1995; Sproles & 

Kendall, 1986). Previous research typically utilized decision-making styles to obtain differences 

based on choice contexts (e.g., product type) or sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., geographic 

location). This research utilized decision-making styles to explain individuals’ heterogeneous 

preferences, which was not observed in previous studies. While the measurement scale in this 

thesis was developed for the hotel choice context, the domains broadly reflect several aspects of 

the decision-making personalities. This study, therefore, extends previous work on the 

measurement scale. 

Fourth, this thesis extends current knowledge on tourism research with respect to 

understanding travelers’ preferences toward hotel choice attributes in the short-term travel as well 

as in the Chinese domestic travel context. The majority of hotel choice studies investigated drivers 

and hotel preferences without considering the time-frame involved in the travel. However, as 

discussed by Dunnne et al. (2007), short-term holidays are different in nature compared to long-

term travels. Thus, preferences as well as the decision-process may be different too.  

The practical contributions of this study are two-fold. The first relates to the examination of 

hotel choice attributes. Because this thesis explores the relative importance of these attributes, the 

findings of the study hold implications for management. Further, this research examines 

willingness-to-pay values across predefined segments. Estimates for willingness-to-pay provide 

further information on individuals’ preferences toward attributes. This information can be utilized 

in market segmentation or product presentation across different distribution channels as well as in 

implementing pricing strategies associated with different hotel attributes.  
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Also, this thesis examines sources of heterogeneity at the individual level as a result of which 

heterogeneity is identified and analyzed. By exploring drivers of heterogeneity, the insights offered 

in this thesis can be used to develop marketing strategies for managers based on the investigation 

of individuals’ preferences for hotel choice attributes. Thus, tailor-made products can be designed 

to match the preferences of individuals.  
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Chapter 2 Literature review 

2.1 Introduction 

An overview of the main concepts of this thesis is provided in this chapter. A theory of 

accommodation choice cannot be found in the literature. Thus, Section 2.2 reviews the tourist 

choice process in general. Evidence in the literature suggests that the rational choice process may 

not be the dominant choice paradigm that informs decisions, especially when individuals need to 

evaluate large amount of information. Decision strategies describe differences among decision-

makers on how a choice is made. Given that the rationality assumption may not hold in every 

situation, decision-makers may adopt different strategies in choice situations. Thus, Section 2.3 

provides an overview of decision strategies. Specific decision strategies related to problem-

solving, including limited problem solving, are reviewed in Section 2.4. An important concept of 

this thesis relates to habit formation, explained in Section 2.5. Further, hotel choice is driven by 

how individuals evaluate service attributes of the hotel product; hence, Section 2.6 reviews 

research on hotel choice and hotel attributes. Decision-making styles may uncover further 

differences in how individuals make choices; hence, an overview of decision-making styles is 

provided in Section 2.7. Finally, Section 2.8 provides the theoretical framework of the study. 

2.2 Theories of choice behavior 

Tourists quickly adapt to technological advancements in their environment (e.g., shift from 

offline to online choices, from website to mobile platforms). As a result, they appear to have more 

complex preference structures and choice patterns. Therefore, understanding today’s tourist 

choices is crucial. The literature on tourist decision-making acknowledge that the choice, purchase 
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and consumption of tourism products and services involve several personal, environmental, and 

psycho-social influences and processes.  

To understand tourist decision-making, various studies adopted frameworks developed in 

consumer behavior. These frameworks include the Engel-Blackwell-Kollat model (Engel et al., 

1968), Nicosia model (Nicosia, 1966) or Howarth-Sheth model of buyer behavior (Howard & 

Sheth, 1969). These models are referred to as grand models or general models in the literature (S. 

A. Cohen, Prayag, & Moital, 2014; McCabe et al., 2016) because they approach decision-making 

from a broad input-output standpoint in which the decision-making process involves three stages: 

pre-trip purchase, consumption and post-trip experience. The above-mentioned general decision-

making frameworks are useful in providing an overarching understanding of the influential input 

variables as well as the individual specific (e.g., personality, motivation) characteristics in the 

tourist decision-making process. However, their complexity does not allow operationalization, 

thereby making their application in empirical investigations challenging (Moutinho, 1987).  

Over time, theoretical fields such as economics, psychology, geography and anthropology 

developed theories that are grounded in their respective study areas. The theoretical development 

in tourism followed a different route, and other than some notable examples such as tourist area 

life cycle (Butler, 1980), scholarly research in tourism adapted theories from a range of fields that 

suit the context of investigation. For instance, McCabe et al. (2016) categorized the major 

theoretical perspectives that contributed to theory building and knowledge advancement of the 

tourist decision-making as follows: the normative approach, prescriptive approach, and the 

structured process approach. Each of these approaches is discussed in the subsequent sections.  
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2.2.1 Normative approach 

The normative approach provides a micro-economic view that associates consumers’ behavior 

with rational decision-making. Specifically, based on traditional microeconomic consumption 

theory, the demand for products/services can be explained by an individual’s maximization of 

utility under a budget constraint given that the consumer has full information of the products of 

interest on the market (Smeral, 1994). The theoretical background for measuring utility is provided 

by the expected utility theory. While the foundation of the expected utility theory goes back to the 

eighteenth century, the explicit calculation of utility was provided by von Neumann and 

Morgenstern (1947) who formulated axioms of the expected utility theory as follows: 

completeness, transitivity, independence and continuity.  

Even though the traditional economic theory assumes that consumers select goods that 

potentially maximize utility, this view does not account for whether the choice is determined by 

the intrinsic properties of goods (Lancaster, 1966b). To address this limitation, Lancaster (1966a, 

1971) proposed a perspective that considers choice as the outcome of product characteristics rather 

than products themselves. According to this perspective, characteristics can be defined as 

“objective properties of things that are relevant to choice by people” (Lancaster, 1971, p. 6). 

Lancaster (1966b) argued that in satisfying consumers’ needs, consumers have interest in obtaining 

goods with  relevant features /characteristics. Also, goods are seen as a means of producing 

characteristics that provide utility to the consumers (Lancaster, 1971). According to Tussyadiah, 

Kono and Morisugi (2006), the product characteristics theory is suitable for the tourism context 

because tourists do not consume tourist products (e.g., destination) as a whole, but some specific 

services of it such as attractions, restaurants, and accommodations. After the initial application of 

the product characteristics theory in tourism by Rugg (1973), several other studies (Apostolakis & 
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Shabbar, 2005; Morley, 1992; Papatheodorou, 2001a, 2002; Seddighi & Theocharous, 2002; 

Tussyadiah et al., 2006) utilized Lancaster’s theory to explain tourist decision-making from a 

normative perspective.  

Despite the prominence of the rational choice paradigm, other models questioned the 

principles of utility maximization, and the paradigm’s capability to capture the whole decision 

process. Although economic studies of preferences were based on solid mathematical foundations, 

the axioms do not appear to capture the psychological process of decision-making. Moreover, the 

product characteristics theory was critiqued with regard to the subjective definition of the 

attributes/characteristics included in the analysis; therefore, the number of characteristics to be 

defined may be unlimited (Nicosia, 1974). Further discussion revealed the theory’s limitation in 

considering consumers’ perceptions during the choice process (Hauser & Gaskin, 1984). As 

McFadden (2001) noted, consumer choice involves a more complex process, including attitudes 

and perceptions in addition to observable characteristics of products. Moreover, individuals often 

wish to find a satisficing rather than an optimum solution to the choice problem (Simon, 1997). 

To address the limitations of rationality, the psychology-based decision-making is discussed in the 

next section.  

2.2.2 Prescriptive approach 

The second stream of research utilized classical psychological theory which submits that the 

actual behavior is based on whether individuals believe that the behavior leads to a desired 

outcome. Two prominent theories are based on the premise of beliefs, namely theory of reasoned 

action [TRA] (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975), and theory of planned behavior [TPB] (Ajzen, 1991). 

While both TRA and TPB were formulated under the assumption that behavioral intention leads 

to actual behavior, some crucial differences exist between the two models. TRA proposes that 
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behavioral and normative beliefs, attitude towards a behavior and subjective norms influence 

behavioral intention. For instance, constructs embedded in TRA allow the model to focus on 

exploring the volitional efforts for a specific behavior, but the non-volitional control is ignored 

(Fishbein & Ajzen, 2011). TPB was developed as the extension of TRA with additional constructs 

associated with non-volitional factors. Indeed, TPB proposes that behavior is predicted by 

favorable/unfavorable attitudes, experienced social pressure and perceived control over the 

difficulty/ease of the task (Ajzen, 1991, 2005). The validity and applicability of TPB in explaining 

tourist behavior has been widely tested. Application of TPB indicates that the visiting intention of 

destination is a function of travelers’ attitudes toward the destination as well as subjective norm 

and perceived behavior control regarding the trip. TPB was extended with several constructs, 

including past behavior (Lam & Hsu, 2006), emotions (Perugini & Bagozzi, 2001), and satisfaction 

(Baker & Crompton, 2000). TPB received criticism because it assumes that consumer choices are 

based on comprehensive cognitive processing and evaluations prior to consumption (Smallman & 

Moore, 2010). That is, TPB’s extensive reliance on cognition does not consider other influences 

that result from other mechanisms, for example habit. Indeed, contrary to the rational decision 

paradigm, empirical evidence suggests the existence of a less cognitively demanding information 

processing, which is likely driven by routinized processes (Bargeman & van der Poel, 2006).  

The limitations of rationality introduced in Section 2.2.1 can be addressed and explained by 

the dual-process theory (Epstein & Pacini, 1999; Evans, 2003). The dual-process theory was 

developed on the premise that the process of judgments can be characterized by the operations of 

two systems, namely the automatic and the controlled serial operations of reasoning (Kahneman 

& Frederick, 2002). To distinguish between the two processes, Stanovic and West (2002) named 

them as System I and System II. According to the dual-process view, the human thinking operates 
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in one of the two modes or jointly depending on the particular nature of the situation (Robinson-

Riegler & Robinson-Riegler, 2012). System I quickly proposes intuitive solutions to decision 

problems, and System II evaluates the quality of the proposed solutions, and subsequently approve, 

amend, or override them. While the rational model is regarded as cognitively demanding, the dual-

process model may allow for a quicker and faster information processing due to the automation of 

processes (Slovic, Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2007). Further, evidence of applications of the 

dual-system framework indicates that the task involvement (e.g., information search) determines 

which information processing systems dominates the decision-making. For example, Jun and Vogt 

(2013) found that individuals utilize the effortless-processing mode (i.e., System I) rather than the 

effortful-processing mode (i.e., System II) in low-involvement situations.  

Another stream within psychology research extensively explored the role of affect. Affect is 

considered as a dimension of the tripartite representation of attitude consisting of affective, 

cognitive and conative processes (Bagozzi & Burnkrant, 1979; Eagly & Chaiken, 1993). In 

essence, the term affect appears to be used as the evaluative component of attitudes. While affect 

represents an internal state of feeling, for example liking something, Cohen, Pham and Andrade 

(2008) argued that affect should be considered separately from liking an object or people. Indeed, 

as Russell and Carroll (1999) mentioned, affect best describes subjective moods or feelings (e.g., 

feeling sad) rather than thoughts associated with events or objects (e.g., Word War II as a sad 

period in human history).  

A considerable body of research was dedicated to assessing affect. For instance, a stream of 

research attempted to identify its underlying dimensions. In general, various studies support the 

framework of affect that involves two aspects: pleasantness versus unpleasantness and 

activation/arousal versus deactivation (Remington, Fabrigar, & Visser, 2000; Russell, 2009; 
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Russell & Carroll, 1999). Figure 2.1 illustrates affect along the two orthogonal dimensions, 

mapping individual emotion and mood descriptors around the perimeter of a circle and hence 

adopting the term circumplex model of affect (Russell, 2003). On the horizontal dimension of the 

framework, pleasure–displeasure is depicted as a range between the extremes (agony and ecstasy) 

through a neutral point positioned in the center. On the vertical dimension, arousal is portrayed 

ranging from drowsiness to excitement through various stages of alertness. That is, feelings may 

be regarded as a sense of mobilization and energy (Russell, 2009). 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 The circumplex model of affect 

Source: Russell (2003) 

 

Based on the circumplex model of affect, Russell (2003) proposed two components of the 

model: core affect and affective quality. Core affect is characterized as a psychological state that 

is consciously accessible as the simplest non-reflective feeling in moods and emotions. As Russell 
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explained, core affect is always experienced. For example, core affect can be described by a single 

point in Figure 2.1 that shifts around as one reacts to life events. If the point is located in the center, 

the affect is neutral while location towards the periphery indicates extreme affect. The second 

component, affective quality, is an affective interpretation of a stimulus (e.g., object or event). 

Core affect and affective quality, combined with information processing, can explain emotional 

influences on decision-making (Russell, 2003, 2009). 

Affect plays an important role in consumer judgement and decision-making. Besides, Cohen 

et al. (2008) differentiated three types of affect relevant to the consumer choice context, namely 

integral affect, incidental affect and task-related affect. Integral affect is concerned with affective 

responses, connecting genuine experiences with the object of decision-making. Integral affect 

involves responses that reflect the current state of feeling from an experience through an object 

(e.g., tasting a fine wine), or may represent experiences that are externally provoked (e.g., wine 

commercial). These types of affective responses are considered integral in nature because they are 

elicited by characteristics of the object. Incidental affect is viewed as affective experiences is not 

clearly linked to the object assessed. For example, research investigating the influence of mood on 

consumer behavior may be considered as incidental because mood is typically not directly linked 

to the choice made. That is, incidental affect may result from an individual’s emotional state, 

temperament or contextual stimuli associated with the integral affect. Finally, task-related affect 

may be positioned between integral and incidental affect. This characterization of affect may be 

described as responses elicited by the task or decision-making process by contrast of integral 

responses associated with objects or incidental feelings. For instance, emotional stress related to 

difficulties to make a choice between two appealing products may be considered as task-related 

affect because it is induced by the choice process. That is, a decision may evoke unpleasant affect 
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associated with the task even if the choice outcome is related to a pleasant integral affect, such as 

making a choice for a holiday destination. Indeed, research in consumer behavior, for example, 

revealed the relationship between assortment size and affect (Buturak & Evren, 2017; Spassova & 

Isen, 2013). 

In addition to the representation of affect as an internal feeling state, researchers realized that 

affect may be seen as a short-cut that may simplify decisions. In that regard, Slovic and colleagues 

conducted extensive research, and introduced the term “affect heuristic”, which involves the 

proposition that objects and events in individuals’ minds are associated with affect (Slovic, 

Finucane, Peters, & MacGregor, 2002). Specifically, an affect pool that comprises the positive and 

negative associations with objects and events is consulted during the decision process just as 

similarity which serves as a cue for judging probabilities of events in the representativeness 

heuristic (Kahneman & Frederick, 2002) may affect important judgements. As a result, utilizing 

the affective associations enables a more effective judgement than weighing of pros and cons, 

which is a characterization of a mental short-cut of adopting the expression “heuristic” (Slovic et 

al., 2002). 

Another research stream investigated the relation between affect and risk perceptions. 

Perception and responses to risk are directly associated to the extent to which emotions are evoked 

by hazard (Slovic & Peters, 2006). For example, activities related to cancer appear to be perceived 

riskier than other less dreaded forms of illnesses. For many hazards, the higher the perceived risk, 

the lower the perceived benefit, and vice versa, suggesting a negative relationship. Further, the 

inverse association is an important consideration because it occurs in the judgement process even 

when the nature of risk is distinct from the subject of assessment (Slovic et al., 2002). This reverse 

relationship may imply that an activity may not necessarily be cognitively, but rather affectively 
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assessed (Slovic, Peters, Finucane, & MacGregor, 2005). That is, if one likes an activity, he/she 

will judge risks as low and consider benefits to be high. Given the negative relationship between 

risk and benefit, the varying degree of information on risk would change the perception of benefit. 

To test this assumption, an experiment was conducted by providing different sorts of information 

to respondents by manipulating the increase/decrease of the perceived benefit and risk. It was 

observed that change associated with perceived risk or benefit resulted in an inverse impact of 

affect (Finucane, Alhakami, Slovic, & Johnson, 2000). The relationship among risks, benefits and 

affect is depicted in Figure 2.2.  

 

 

Source: Slovic et al. (2007) 

Figure 2.2 Relationship among different risk and benefit information 

The relationships among affect, risk and benefit with respect to decision-making were 

investigated in different studies. For example Sokolowska and Sleboda (2015) found that favorable 

attitudes toward solar energy and wind turbines as opposed to nuclear energy may be explained by 

the inverse relation between benefits and risks. Further, King and Jesse (2014) studied the impact 
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of affect on risk and benefits for product innovations, and found that the innovations individuals 

liked were assessed as less risky and more beneficial as opposed to the product they did not like. 

These studies suggest that affect may underlie the judgement of risk and benefits. However, as 

argued by Pachur, Hertwig and Steinmann (2012), affect heuristic is not the only explanation for 

risk assessment. These researchers investigated situations when individuals would predominantly 

use affect heuristic and/or an alternative heuristic, namely availability heuristic. Indeed, when 

assessing an exhaustive set of cancers, people tend to rely on availability heuristic, and affect 

heuristic to a different degree, depending on the measure of risk. In addition to these contexts, 

travel decision-making process may involve responses to risk and benefits. For example, Yang, 

Shin, Joun and Koo (2017) examined heuristic attributes of online hotel reviews, and found that 

affect plays a role in shaping hotel preferences while travelers evaluate photos of a hotel.  

2.2.3 Structured process approach 

The third stream of research considered the decision-making as a dynamic process where the 

focus was on exploring the characteristics of the different stages in the choice process. Two distinct 

types of research include the behavioral approach (Mansfeld, 1992) and choice set approach (Um 

& Crompton, 1990). According to the behavioral approach, travelers face a series of choices during 

the decision process – this is termed vacation sequence (van Raaij & Francken, 1984). The arousal 

for travel triggers an information search on candidate tourist destinations, followed by comparison 

and elimination of alternatives leading to a choice on the destination (Mansfeld, 1992). The aim 

of the behavioral approach is to explore stages in the tourist choice process, and determine external 

factors that influence the different stages involved in the process (Sirakaya & Woodside, 2005). 

In line with the behavioral approach, the focal point of the choice set approach involves an 

understanding of the stages of the decision process. The crucial difference between these 
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approaches is the treatment of alternative destinations. The choice set approach was originally 

developed in the consumer behavior field by Howard (1963) and then introduced to the tourism 

literature by Woodside and Sherrell (1977). According to this approach, the tourist choice process 

evolves in three stages, including awareness-available set, inert set and inept set. Based on the 

work of Woodside and Sherrell (1977), Um and Crompton (1990) adjusted the choice set model, 

and turned it to a three-stage framework. This framework has an initial set of destinations which 

are then narrowed down by the elimination of some destinations, from which the final selection is 

made. Subsequent studies attempted to extend the choice set approach by introducing additional 

stages. For instance, Decrop (2010) proposed that following the evoked set, tourists consider 

alternatives based on constraints, and the options where no constraints are experienced will 

comprise the available set, from which the final selection is made. Recently, Karl, Reitinger and 

Schmude (2015) deepened our understanding by linking stages of the choice process and the 

characteristics of the destinations considered by tourists. While the choice set approach has 

interesting theoretical implications for the sequence of the tourist choice process, it appears to 

oversimplify the overall process into structured outcome stages (McCabe et al., 2016). That is, the 

reality of choice process appears to be oversimplified to a binary logic (Decrop, 2010).  

2.3 Choice strategies 

2.3.1 Overview of choice strategies 

During the choice process, alternatives are evaluated against each other. When assessing 

alternatives, individuals often rely on existing evaluations stored in one’s memory based on 

previous experiences (e.g., purchase or consumption experiences). By contrast, consumers can also 

develop new evaluations when they are either unable to retrieve existing evaluations or they do 
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not have experience with the product (Decrop & Kozak, 2009). A framework of pre-purchase 

evaluation strategies is shown in Figure 2.3. To construct new evaluation, consumers can utilize 

the categorical process in which the evaluation of a choice alternative is related to a category 

ascribed to the alternatives. Categories may be general (e.g., holiday destination) or specific (e.g., 

beach destination). The second approach to evaluation strategies is regarded as the piecemeal 

process – here, the evaluation is constructed based on pieces of information related to the product 

such as attributes of the product. While the categorical process may be regarded as a holistic 

approach to alternative evaluation, the piecemeal process may be described as an analytical 

process. The piecemeal evaluation strategy assumes that products are not assessed as a whole but 

based on bundle of attributes. The piecemeal evaluation process shares common features with 

Lancaster’s (1966a, 1971) product characteristics theory.  

 

 

Figure 2.3 Pre-purchase evaluation of alternatives 
Source: Decrop and Kozak (2009) 
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According to Arnould, Price and Zinkhan (2004), three decision strategies can be identified, 

namely economic models, cognitive models and simplistic models. Economic models are based 

on the utilitarian approach introduced in Section 2.2.1 where individuals attempt to maximize their 

utility. However, besides the expected utility theory, other decision strategies can be identified. 

Another prominent economic decision strategy is based on the prospect theory which proposes 

that a decision-maker evaluates outcomes not on their absolute level, but on their deviation from 

the reference point (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). A specific characteristic of the prospect theory 

relates to the fact that individuals are more sensitive to losses compared to gains. The prospect 

theory was adopted in different tourism contexts, including destination choice (Masiero & Qiu, 

2018), hotel choice (Masiero et al., 2016; Román & Martín, 2016), evaluation of online reviews 

(S. Park & Nicolau, 2015) and evaluation of tour packages between distribution channels (Nicolau, 

2013). The final economic decision strategy introduced is the satisficing strategy, which proposes 

that decision-makers seek a satisfactory (i.e., acceptable) rather than an optimal decision (Simon, 

1956).  

Cognitive decision strategies are the second cluster that identifies how individuals make 

choices based on the cognitive information processing. According to Bettman, Luce and Payne 

(1998), the product information processing can be identified on the basis of a product or attributes 

of the product. For example, consumers may process information attribute by attribute or 

alternative by alternative. Attribute processing involves the evaluation of only one attribute and 

consumers attempt to identify the best alternative based on the attribute, which is followed by the 

same process on the second attribute. Bettman et al. (1998) noted two attribute-based strategies, 

lexicographic and elimination by aspect strategies.  
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In the lexicographic strategy, consumers focus on a specific attribute (e.g., hotel location), 

which is considered as the most influential, and all alternatives are assessed on this attribute. The 

alternative that provides the best value on the attribute is chosen. In case of elimination by aspect, 

attributes of alternatives are evaluated; however, the difference is that consumers use a defined 

threshold for the attributes. Choice alternatives that do not satisfy the minimum criteria in terms 

of the cut-off value on the attribute will be eliminated. Recently, Koo, Collings, Willimason and 

Caponecchia (2018) empirically validated elimination by aspect decision strategy by assessing 

safety risk levels of flight choice for leisure purpose. In addition to the two attribute processing 

strategies mentioned above, other strategies exist – for example random regret minimization 

(RRM) or attribute non-attendance (ANA). RRM posits that the decision-maker experiences regret 

that is considered as a negative emotion because some attributes of the chosen alternative 

underperform the unchosen alternative (Chorus, 2010; Chorus, Arentze, & Timmermans, 2008). 

Recenlty, Masiero, Yang and Qiu (2019) evaluated and compared RRM with the classic random 

utility maximization framework, and concluded that in the hotel location choice setting, travelers 

more likely minimize the anticipated regret than maximize their utility. Lastly, ANA is based on 

the premise that some attributes are not considered/ignored during the decision process. While 

ANA has been adopted in the transport (Hess, Stathopoulos, Campbell, O’Neill, & Caussade, 

2013), environmental economics (Campbell, Hensher, & Scarpa, 2011) and the health economics 

(S. Erdem, Campbell, & Hole, 2015) contexts, no empirical application has been observed in 

tourism. 

In contrast, the alternative based information processing involves consideration of several 

attributes of a single alternative before the second alternative is considered (Payne, Bettman, & 

Schkade, 1999). A commonly adopted strategy in applied research is the weighted-additive 
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strategy, which assumes that individuals consider one alternative at a time, and a global score for 

each alternative is produced by summing each attribute’s subjective performance. Another strategy 

is the equal-weight strategy. This strategy is similar to the weighted-additive strategy except that 

weights attached to importance of attributes are not considered. The weighted-additive strategy is 

a frequently adopted tool in tourism research, for example in the context of destination choice 

(Papatheodorou, 2001b; Seddighi & Theocharous, 2002) or festivals (Van Zyl, 2012). 

Simple decision strategies describe decision rules that are constructed to simplify the 

complexity of the choice process due to, for example, large number of alternatives (Decrop & 

Kozak, 2009). Examples in tourism research exist that may be considered as simplistic strategies. 

For instance, using a hierarchical structure, research aimed at understanding sequence of steps 

involved in destination choice (S. Park, Nicolau, & Fesenmaier, 2013) and hotel choice (Masiero 

& Nicolau, 2016).  

2.3.2 Mindset and choice 

Mindset is defined as “the persistence of cognitive processes and judgmental criteria that are 

activated in the course of performing a task. Once activated, it generalizes to other situations, 

affecting responses in these situations as well” (Xu & Wyer, 2007, p. 556). Processes of the 

mindset is based on the theory of knowledge accessibility. Knowledge associated with previous 

judgement/decision-making is utilized as a foundation for future evaluations irrespective of 

whether the subject of the evaluation is related to the original information (Förster & Liberman, 

2007; Wyer, 2008). Consequently, a process adopted in a situation can become more accessible to 

individuals, and is thus likely be activated and used in subsequent evaluations.  

Previous research applied mindset in different contexts, resulting in a typology of mindset. 

For example, based on how individuals complete a story, Gollwitzer, Heckhausen and Steller 
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(1990) categorized individuals’ mindset as either deliberative or implemental. The deliberative 

mindset is characterized as evaluating the pros and cons prior to a decision while an implemental 

mindset focuses on executing the decision associated with the action (Dhar, Huber, & Khan, 2007). 

Another type of mindset is the counterfactual mindset in which a past outcome appears to dominate 

the consideration about alternatives involved in the decision/problem (Galinsky & Moskowitz, 

2000). The impact of counterfactual mindset was demonstrated by Kray, Galinsky and Wong 

(2006), showing that counterfactual mindset improved the analytical performance on tasks but 

diminished the performance on tasks that involve creative thinking. When a problem has to be 

handled as a group, counterfactual mindsets had beneficial effects on the dynamics and group 

decision-making accuracy (Galinsky & Kray, 2004). Yet another mindset is considered as 

comparative mindset, which proposes that the tendency to make purchase decisions can be induced 

by the initial purchase of one type of product (Xu & Wyer, 2007), or by expressing one’s relative 

dislike for products in a different domain (Xu & Wyer, 2008). 

On the basis of the rational choice theory, which suggests that individuals are utility 

maximizers, various studies investigated the possibility that getting the best out of a situation (i.e., 

maximizing) is associated with a mindset. In this context, considerable effort was devoted to 

characterize maximizing mindset (Cheek & Schwartz, 2016; Dar-Nimrod, Rawn, Lehman, & 

Schwartz, 2009; Polman, 2010). By giving individuals smaller or larger choice sets to make a 

decision, Levav, Reinhotlz and Lin (2012) found that increasing the size of the choice set yielded 

to a more engaged information search to locate the best option available within the choice set, 

suggesting a condition capable of triggering the maximizing mindset. Further, the same study 

reported that the maximizing mindset led to dissatisfaction with the choice made by maximizers. 

Similarly, findings indicated that the maximizing mindset promotes working harder, searching for 
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more information, and better performance in tasks; however, it also leads to regretful and less 

satisfied decisions (Ma & Roese, 2014; Schwartz et al., 2002). Additionally, self-customization of 

products elevated the maximizing behavior only if the self-customization process was simplified; 

otherwise, the choice likelihood decreased (Nardini & Sela, 2019).  

Despite the prevalence of maximizing, some individuals do not aim to maximize; instead, they 

find a satisfactory/acceptable option (Simon, 1955). Thus, differences between maximizers and 

non-maximizers may be evident. To investigate this, studies were conducted to explore differences 

between the two mindsets. It was found that satisficers were less likely than maximizers to engage 

in social comparison (Misuraca & Teuscher, 2013; Weaver, Daniloski, Schwarz, & Cottone, 

2015). Also, satisficers were found to be less regretful, happier with their decisions than 

maximizers and had higher self-esteem (Schwartz et al., 2002). In addition, dispositional tendency 

of maximizing had a negative effect on well-being (Roets, Schwartz, & Guan, 2012). However, 

differences between maximizing and satisficing individuals are dominant in tasks involved in the 

decision-making process. As found by Misuraca and Teuscher (2013), maximizers and satisficers 

perceived time differently during decision-making; however, no differences were reported in other 

activities. Finally, a recent study (Q. Li et al., 2019) examined the shift in tourists’ destination 

choice preferences across stages of decision-making in relation to temporal distance, and whether 

a shift can be explained by maximizing versus satisficing mindset. While no differences were 

observed between satisficers and maximizers in terms of preferring the desirable set over the 

feasible set of destinations as the temporal distance decreased, satisficers were more inclined to 

adjust their preferences.  

In addition to the above mentioned classification of mindsets, recent research has attempted 

to extend the typologies of mindset that appear to be important in consumer behavior, including 
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busy mindset (J. C. Kim et al., 2019), fresh-start mindset (Price et al., 2018), stress mindset (Crum 

et al., 2013), scarcity mindset (Shah et al., 2012), and power mindset (Rucker & Galinsky, 2016). 

These mindsets are briefly discussed. 

When a product is evaluated, consumers may have a mindset that is not directly related to the 

decision context. For example, the concept of busyness (i.e., having a lot of work-related activities 

to be done) may be represented as a mindset (J. C. Kim et al., 2019). Despite being occupied with 

work-related tasks, decisions have to be made that are not related to work. Notwithstanding the 

fact that time pressure is typically associated with a negative affective state (Maule, Hockey, & 

Bdzola, 2000), busyness has positive outcomes, for example considering it as a privilege and a 

quality feature of good life (Gershuny, 2005). That is, the busy mindset may be characterized as 

an important descriptor of the modern-day consumer (Schulte, 2014). A series of experimental 

studies and a generic field study conducted by Kim et al. (2019) on food consumption decisions 

show that busy mindset increases one’s self-importance, resulting in self-control behaviors. A 

specific finding in Kim et al.’s research (2019) is that imposing busyness through visual signs 

resulted in more healthy food choices.  

Fresh-start mindset defined as “a belief that people can make a new start, get a new beginning, 

and chart a new course in life” was introduced by Price et al. (2018, p. 22) based on the idea of 

consumer transformation (Crockett, Downey, Fırat, Ozanne, & Pettigrew, 2013) to assist 

individuals to make changes in their life for a more positive future. Fresh-start mindset is formed 

on the basis of the liquid modernity and contemporary consumer culture, where one can shift from 

one social position to another in a liquid manner, and consumers’ self-identity is continuously and 

actively recreated (Baumann, 2000, 2001; Giddens, 1990). The study of Price et al. (2018) 

developed a measurement scale for fresh mindset and demonstrated that this mindset is different 
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from other concepts, including optimism, consumer variety seeking, perseverance, future temporal 

focus, resilience, and self-efficacy. Whether fresh-start mindset plays a role in consumer decision-

making was demonstrated by the fresh-start mindset manipulation, indicating that fresh-start 

mindset leads to higher purchase intention of the product the consumer is considering. 

Decisions often have to be made when one is not fully focused on the choice task due to 

external environmental stressors, for example anxiety. Crum et al. (2013, p. 716) proposed that 

responding to stress may be associated with shifting one’s mindset. Hence, stress mindset may be 

seen as an individual’s beliefs that stress has favorable outcomes on health, productivity, and 

performance termed “stress-is-enhancing mindset”; or stress has negative outcomes, termed 

“stress-is-debilitating mindset”. As demonstrated by Garvey, Germann and Bolton (2016), stress 

mindset may be seen as an important underlying mechanism explaining performance brand 

placebo and task performance outcomes. The study found that the purchase of performance 

branded products leads to change in consumers’ mindset which in turn improves an individual’s 

objective performance outcomes. 

Research on decision-making in consumption situations demonstrated that resource scarcity 

has important implications (Huijsmans et al., 2019; Laran & Salerno, 2013; Shah, Shafir, & 

Mullainathan, 2015; Zhu & Ratner, 2015). Further, resource scarcity may be represented as a 

mindset on how individuals consider problems and make decisions. Conceptually, scarcity is not 

related to circumstances of poverty. It rather reflects a situation of not having enough of the desired 

resource, which leads to a greater engagement in resolving the issue responsible for the scarce 

resource (Shah et al., 2012). Empirical evidence on the relationship between scarcity and price-

quality judgement suggest that the desire for abundance increases the tendency to judge the quality 

of a product based on price (Rao, 2005). Research conducted by Park, Lalwani and Silvera (2019) 
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investigated how scarcity mindset impacts the price-quality judgements, and found that scarcity 

decreased price-quality judgement due to the process induced by scarcity, namely categorization. 

Specifically, resource scarcity activated a process that lead to a decreased tendency to categorize 

products.  

The extent to which individuals perceive themselves as powerful or powerless has a 

transformative impact on consumer behavior (Rucker, Galinsky, & Dubois, 2012). Power is seen 

is a social construct that has a hierarchical structure, where access to the desired resources is not 

distributed evenly, making some people powerful and others powerless (Rucker, Hu, & Galinsky, 

2014). Further, power is associated with goal orientation and agency orientation involving the 

desire for self-protection and independence from others (Rucker & Galinsky, 2016). Moreover, 

empirical evidence show that power may be considered as a mindset that is activated through 

recalling past events when an individual possessed more/less power (Galinsky, Gruenfeld, & 

Magee, 2003; Mehraliyev, Choi, & King, 2020), constructing an image as one’s future job role in 

a hierarchical organization, such as a manager (Dubois, Rucker, & Galinsky, 2010). The relevance 

of power in the consumer behavior context was demonstrated through a series of experimental 

manipulations conducted by Jiang, Zhan and Rucker (2014). These studies show that consumer 

switching behavior is influenced by increased state of power. 

2.4 Limited problem-solving process  

Figure 2.3 suggests that one form of travelers’ decision strategy is to rely on existing 

evaluations. The question to be asked, thus, borders on the processes that underlie the utilization 

of existing evaluations. The activity of purchasing is strongly associated with a learning process. 

As a result of the process of buying, followed by the experience of using the product, individuals 

become educated about the product as well as about the purchasing process that in turn will impact 
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their future buying behavior. Increased familiarity with the product may enable individuals to 

conduct the buying process more routinely (Engel, Blackwell, & Miniard, 1995). Empirical 

evidence indicates that travel as a learnt behavior has a significant role in explaining future 

behavior irrespective of whether the learning came from the individual or the adoption of patterns 

(Gnoth & Matteucci, 2014; Mckercher & Yankholmes, 2018). As a result of learning, travelers 

might follow a limited rather than an extended choice process when evaluating alternatives. 

The theories introduced in Section 2.2 are based on the idea that tourist decision-making 

follows a sequential process, and choices are based on cognitive evaluation. However, tourist 

decisions do not necessarily require increased cognitive processing. Engel et al. (1995) used the 

terms limited problem-solving (LPS) and routine problem-solving (RPS), as opposed to extended 

problem-solving (EPS), to describe processes where decreased cognitive effort is satisfactory for 

making choices. While theoretical frameworks associated with decision-making in tourism 

research usually assume an increased cognitive effort (i.e., EPS), tourists’ choices often rely on 

limited information gathering and processing. For instance, consumers who rely on LPS may have 

acquired product familiarity; therefore, they experience less risk as opposed to those who do not 

have extensive knowledge about the product (Gursoy, 2019). External information sources are less 

likely to be used by consumers familiar with the product, and the decision-making process 

increasingly relies on prior experience. Therefore, the number of competing product alternatives 

might be considerably less for those consumers who have comprehensive product knowledge.  

The application of LPS and RPS is relevant in the context of tourist decision-making. Using 

a qualitative inquiry on Dutch vacationers, Bargeman and van der Poel (2006) found that not all 

tourists were subjected to an extended decision process; instead, they appeared to rely on a limited 

or routine choice process. When Dutch households choose a domestic holiday destination, they 
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typically undergo a limited decision-making process, in which the internal information search 

dominates compared to a cognitively exhausting external information search. Another explanation 

for LPS may be habit formation. For example, Massidda and Etzo (2012) explained Italian tourists’ 

return to the same region where they had spent the previous year’s holidays with the strong 

presence of habit persistence. 

A crucial stage of the tourist decision-making process is the information search process. The 

choice task complexity (i.e., whether tourists face LPS or EPS) is strongly related to information 

sources utilized during the decision-making process. The theories introduced in Section 2.2 assume 

rationality in that travelers search information and evaluate a large number of alternatives. Engel, 

Blackwell and Miniard (1995, p. 182) define information search as “the motivated activation of 

knowledge stored in memory or acquisition of information from the environment”. That is, 

information acquisition can be internal if the information search is based on memory retrieval, and 

external if individuals obtain information from other sources (Moutinho, 1987). An internal 

information search is facilitated by the traveler if the trip planning is based on existing knowledge 

and experience. Whether additional external search will take place depends on how adequate the 

internal information is perceived by the individual (Fodness & Murray, 1997a).  

If the internal search does not provide sufficient information from memory/experience to make 

a decision, the attention and effort of the traveler are directed toward external information search 

(Gursoy & McCleary, 2004). Key characteristics of the extended problem-solving approach 

involve comprehensive information search and prolonged trip planning process (Fodness & 

Murray, 1997b). With less extensive product familiarity, consumers may perceive higher risk and, 

thus, adopt the extended problem-solving approach. On the contrary, reasons for utilizing limited 

external sources may be that familiar situations enable individuals to perform a more efficient 
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information search as opposed to the exhaustive information search given their lack of product 

familiarity. Consequently, familiarity and previous experience with the product or the process 

allow individuals to undertake a more specialized information search that focuses on specific 

product attributes (Gursoy, 2019). Utilizing LPS or RPS may not only be related to product 

familiarity, but also to habit formation discussed in the next section. 

2.5 Habit formation 

Research on habit formation is a significant aspect of consumer behavior because repetition 

is a key characteristic of life (Wood & Neal, 2009). As such, purchases and consumptions are also 

repetitive. Individuals appear to consume similar brands/products across different purchasing 

experiences (Evanschitzky et al., 2012). Consequently, repeated behavior is a relevant 

characteristic in consumer behavior that is strongly connected to marketing outcomes. Repeated 

behavior may be manifested in various forms such as repeated purchasing, loyalty or habit.  

Verplanken and Aarts (1999, p. 104) define habit as “learned sequences of acts that have 

become automatic responses to specific cues, and are functional in obtaining certain goals or end 

states”. In the absence of habits, evaluation and behaviors require an involvement in information 

processing, thinking, and awareness. Consequently, the development of habits necessitates 

repetition or practice to a certain extent (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2000). Once habit is established, 

the behavior is performed, and the execution of the action requires less conscious attention (Wood, 

Quinn, & Kashy, 2002). Because decision-making influenced by habits requires less effort on 

controlled information processing, habitual behavior may be considered as both efficient and 

effortless (Lindbladh & Lyttkens, 2002). When executing the action, an association between the 

behavior and the situation is established. Further repetition establishes and strengthens the 

association in individuals’ memory (Wood & Neal, 2009).  
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Repetition is a prerequisite of habit, and past behavior is strongly associated with repetition. 

Thus, past behavior is deeply embedded in habit formation. Some studies even equated frequency 

of a behavior with habit (S. S. Kim & Malhotra, 2005), or frequency was used as a proxy for habit 

(C.-K. Huang, Chen, & Liu, 2019). A number of studies considered past behavior as an antecedent 

of future behavioral outcomes in models of attitude-behavior relationships such as the TRA 

[Section 2.2.2] (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). However, as Verplanken (2006) stressed, past behavior 

should not be equated with habit because past behavior may evolve to automatic responses, and 

may become habits only when the task is sufficiently and satisfactorily repeated. Research on 

attitude-behavior relationship found that the inclusion of past behavior improves the prediction of 

future behavior. Verplanken (2006) suggested that the reason why past behavior is a significant 

indicator of future behavior may be explained by habits. Specifically, a model that included habit 

as an independent construct, such as a mediator, predicted future behavior better while controlling 

for constructs of other related behavioral theories (e.g., TRA, TPB). This indicates that repeated 

behavior may transform into a habit, and therefore represents a more powerful predictor of future 

behavior than attitudes and intentions. Further, while repetitions are necessary for habit formation, 

habit is not the same as repetition, and should therefore be seen as a distinct psychological 

construct (Limayem et al., 2007). Nonetheless, a history of repeated behavior is only part of the 

concept of habit because the mental aspect of habit is not captured through repetition (Verplanken, 

2006). As a result, recent empirical research in consumer behavior utilized habit as a distinct 

underlying construct in different contexts (G. Agag & El-Masry, 2016; M.-H. Hsu, Chang, & 

Chuang, 2015; Lally, Wardle, & Gardner, 2011; Yen & Wu, 2016). 

A key feature of habit is the extent to which individuals execute behavior without thinking 

about what they are doing, indicating that the behavior is automatic (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2000). 
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Beside automaticity, the other defining characteristic of habit is that the behavior occurs in stable 

contexts (Wood et al., 2002). When performing a repeated behavior, stable contexts enable 

individuals to process information with limited cognitive involvement (Orbell & Verplanken, 

2015). In this case, behavior is dependent on the propensity to execute the task under similar 

conditions, where similar situational cues are present. A stable context is characterized by the 

condition that individuals’ goals (i.e., in terms of the outcome of the behavior) and situational cues 

remain almost the same in consecutive situations. If the choice of pursing a behavior provided a 

satisfactory outcome, one knows how to achieve success in similar situations through the 

knowledge and experience accumulated in the situations (Gnoth & Matteucci, 2014). It is 

indicative that with further repetitions, the confidence of executing a particular behavior is 

reinforced when taking the same action. At the same time, less cognitively engaged choice process 

is necessary to make connection between situational cues and responses. 

A strong association between goals and habits exists. Habits can be considered as a 

manifestation of an automatic goal-directed behavior, where habits represent the link between a 

goal and actions that facilitate individuals to achieve the goal (Aarts & Dijksterhuis, 2000). 

However, the strength of the link may not be the same for all individuals, and the strength is 

determined by how often one activates the link with relevant behaviors. The more frequently a 

goal results in the outcome under similar circumstances, the stronger the habit will become. 

According to Wood and Neal (2007), different forms of interaction between habits and goals exist. 

First, the decision context is defined by the goal, where the behavior is repeated. That is, habits are 

directed by goals, thereby making people to encounter choice situations where habitual responding 

is activated. Second, habits and goals interact to guide an action when decision-making from the 
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past informs individuals’ goals. Thus, in this way, habits provide information that individuals can 

use to reflect on their past behavior in order to justify their goals.  

In decision-making, specifically service/product purchasing situations, the influence of habit 

has been demonstrated in previous research. Further, habit not only drives choice behavior but also 

influences different stages of the decision-making process. For instance, as a result of habitual 

tendency, individuals search for limited information about the subject of decision-making, 

especially about other alternatives (Wood & Neal, 2009). While habit limits information search, 

information search is directed toward information source that reinforces past behavior. Once habit 

is developed, future information processing decreases the value of engaging in a completely new 

behavior as opposed to habitual behavior. Habitual consumers are goal oriented, prefer well 

practiced behavior and engage in limited information search (Engel et al., 1995; Orbell & 

Verplanken, 2015; Wood & Neal, 2007). Individuals may also prefer activities driven by habit and 

other familiar behaviors because of their ease of performance. When consumers frequently repeat 

certain tasks, they experience a cognitive lock-in that is especially relevant in the case of using 

services (Johnson, Bellman, & Lohse, 2003). For example, when consumers were instructed to 

repeatedly use a specific web platform, and then asked whether they would want to stick to it or 

switch to a different web platform, preferences for the platform with repeated practice increased 

linearly with the increase of practice (Murray & Häubl, 2007). At the same time, consumers' 

preferences on using the web platform they practiced may be a reflection that using that web 

platform seemed easier than a novel one. That is, habits appear to promote consumer preferences 

by making use of an underlying/psychological tendency advocating the behavior individuals feel 

easy to perform. This is because tasks that are familiar through frequent practices are preferred 
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over new activities that may be more challenging at first because they are new (Wood & Neal, 

2007). 

As indicated above, habit formation is evident in stable contexts, suggesting the role of 

decision-context. Since consumers perform information search and purchase decisions 

predominantly on online platforms, studies were conducted to understand the role of habits in using 

an online platform. Empirical evidence supports the notion that habit directly influences trust and 

perceived usefulness of making purchase decisions in the e-commerce setting (Liao, Palvia, & Lin, 

2006; Limayem et al., 2007; Venkatesh, Thong, & Xu, 2012). With the further shift from e-

commerce to m-commerce, recent studies found that habit directly influences perceived 

enjoyment, ease of use and usefulness of mobile financial services (Yen & Wu, 2016) as well as 

shopping using mobile phones (Hubert, Blut, Brock, Backhaus, & Eberhardt, 2017). Consequently, 

habit in the online decision context can be conceived as an automatic response stimulated by an 

environmental cause without engaging in a conscious mental processing, resulting from 

experiences in previous encounters that provided satisfactory solution (C.-M. Chiu, Hsu, Lai, & 

Chang, 2012; Wood & Neal, 2007). In general, studies support the notion that habit has an impact 

on behavioral outcomes, including the direct influence on purchasing intentions (Khalifa & Liu, 

2007), repeat purchase intentions (C.-M. Chiu et al., 2012; M.-H. Hsu et al., 2015), and information 

system usage continuance intentions (Limayem et al., 2007; Yen & Wu, 2016). In addition, habit 

has been used as the construct that moderates the relationship between perceived value and 

purchase intentions (M.-H. Hsu et al., 2015) as well as the relationship between trust and purchase 

intentions (G. Agag & El-Masry, 2016; C.-M. Chiu et al., 2012). The influence of habit with 

respect to the different decision-contexts were extended further, including the adoption of e-
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Government tools (Rey-Moreno & Medina-Molina, 2017) and discontinuance of a gaming app 

(C.-K. Huang et al., 2019). 

As outlined above, habit is an important predictor of behavioral outcomes. However, habit 

may not only influence outcomes, but also impact decision attributes that are used to evaluate a 

product/service. As indicated by Wood and Neal (2009), any significant features of the context 

where a behavior is constantly repeated may signal habits. Thus, the term ‘context cue’ refers to 

elements in the environment that are consistently present as actions are repeated (Lally & Gardner, 

2013). Consequently, contexts can then activate the response, implying that habits are triggered by 

context without depending on the goal. Within context cuing, direct cuing represents the link 

between context and response that is stored in memory and developed from repeated activation of 

the response to the context (Wood & Neal, 2007). For example, a field experiment showed that 

individuals who frequently eat popcorn appear to consume popcorn more likely in a movie theater 

than during a musical show (Wood & Neal, 2009), suggesting that the context (i.e., movie theater) 

activated the habit of eating popcorn. 

2.6 Hotel choice attributes 

A hotel as a product consists of a range of services that contribute to the guests’ experience 

during their stay. Providing excellent service experiences to customers is beneficial to the 

hospitality businesses because it helps with customer retention through word-of-mouth and leads 

to increased firm’s profit eventually (Han, Hyun, & Kim, 2014). Consequently, a number of 

previous studies stressed the importance of service quality in hotels (Dortyol, Varinli, & Kitapci, 

2014; Hemsley-Brown & Alnawas, 2016; Ladhari, 2009; Su, Swanson, & Chen, 2016). Guest 

satisfaction with different hotel product attributes/services is vital to hotel operators because 
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service quality positively influences customer satisfaction, revisit intentions and loyalty (Chow, 

Lau, Lo, Sha, & Yun, 2007; Han & Ryu, 2012; Ladhari, 2009; Lai, 2015).  

In the context of hotel selection, some studies focused on the underlying mechanism of the 

hotel choice process. For instance, focusing on the importance of hotel price, Lockyer (2005a) 

explored indicators of hotel selection criteria with both qualitative and quantitative research 

methodologies. When respondents were asked to indicate their hotel choice criteria under the 

circumstances of different experiments, the results were different. For example, customers rate 

cleanliness of the room and price as important factors of hotel choice differently in two 

measurements. This may suggest that a hotel choice is not dependent on individual factors (e.g., 

price, location, room) but hotel attributes correlate with each other, and there may be triggers that 

change the way consumers think of these attributes (Lockyer, 2005a). In addition, using a website 

experiment of hotel selection patterns, Pan et al. (2013) found that customers do not follow the 

same pattern in the selection process, and the choice may depend on the listing position (e.g., 

top/middle/bottom) on a website, the number of options in the list or whether an image is provided 

as an illustration. These studies indicate that consumers try to use different criteria to narrow down 

options. Indeed, evidence indicates that the tourist decision-making process is a multi-step 

procedure (Masiero & Nicolau, 2016; Nicolau & Más, 2008; S. Park et al., 2013).  

2.6.1 Classification of hotel attributes 

Hotel attributes and their importance were widely studied across different contexts and 

segments; hence, their classification and empirical evidence are very heterogeneous. Early studies 

on the topic presented a long list of attributes and identified the most important ones for hotel 

guests, including room cleanliness, location, price, room equipment and safety (Chu & Choi, 2000; 

Qu, Ryan, & Chu, 2000). Drawing on a review of previous studies, Dolnicar and Otter (2003) 
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categorized items as follows: price/value, services, room, hotel, marketing, image, F&B, security, 

location and others. Using data mining technique, Chiu, Chiu, Sung and Hsieh (2015) reclassified 

the list of Dolnicar and Otter (2003), and added hotel image and amenities. Besides, hotel attributes 

can be classified into two broad general groups, including functional and emotional components 

(J. J. Zhang & Mao, 2012). In addition, Bodet, Anaba and Bouchet (2017) identified hotel 

attributes and attached specific aspects of the hotel on the basis of how they might be associated 

with guest satisfaction. These include key attribute (hotel room), plus attribute (e.g., bar), basic 

attributes (e.g., reception, breakfast, staff, cleanliness) and secondary attribute (e.g., swimming 

pool, concierge, car park). Further, D. Kim and Perdue (2013) suggested that besides cognitive 

attributes (e.g., physical dimensions), hotel choice is determined by affective (e.g., friendly staff) 

and sensory (e.g., atmosphere) product characteristics, hence providing another classification to 

hotel attributes. 

Apart from the above-mentioned hotel attributes (e.g., clean room, comfortable bed, price, 

location) representing the core of the hotel as a product, hotel attributes have been extended by a 

number of other attributes in recent studies, including efficient check-in/check-out, Wi-Fi service, 

sport facilities (e.g., fitness room, swimming pool), spa facilities (e.g., massage, beauty salon, 

sauna), interior atmosphere of the hotel, noise level, room view, floor, branded luxury room 

amenities, distance from beach/city center, staff friendliness, brand name of the hotel, ratings on 

social media (e.g., TripAdvisor), and environmentally friendly attributes (e.g., recycling bin, 

energy efficient policies, bed-linen policy) (Bodet et al., 2017; Bulchand-Gidumal, Melián-

González, & López-Valcárcel, 2011; Chou & Chen, 2014; Heo & Hyun, 2015; Jeong & Jeon, 

2008; D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; Masiero et al., 2015; Millar & Baloglu, 2011; J. Y. Park & Jang, 

2013; Román & Martín, 2016). Although Wi-Fi service is considered an amenity that is often a 
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complimentary service, its importance cannot be neglected as it outweighs other hotel amenities 

such as free breakfast and free shuttle service (Kucukusta, 2017; Tripadvisor, 2015). Although the 

empirical evidence of hotel attributes has substantially grown in the last two decades, different 

perspectives form the basis of hotel attributes classification. The heterogeneity of research design 

and data analysis techniques makes it challenging to generate a list of hotel attributes that can be 

generalized (Dolnicar & Otter, 2003). 

Other studies classified the list of attributes using a data driven approach, for example 

Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA)/Principal Component Analysis (PCA), to detect the underlying 

dimensions of items and to group correlated attribute items (Ariffin & Maghzi, 2012; Emir & 

Kozak, 2011; Qu et al., 2000; Shanka & Taylor, 2004; Wilensky & Buttle, 1988). These studies 

usually modify the attribute list of previous studies to their study context. As a result, the 

components that these studies retain are very diverse because of the context (e.g., accommodation 

type, hotel category), segment (e.g., leisure/business travelers) and the study or analytical approach 

chosen (Dolnicar & Otter, 2003). Nevertheless, the factors retained are somewhat consistent with 

studies that employed a list of attributes, for instance room cleanliness, location, service 

experience, staff-responsiveness, and hotel facilities. The only difference is that the importance of 

these factors that largely depends on the extraction method and the samples’ characteristics.  

Because customer satisfaction is seen as an antecedent of behavior, investigating the impact 

of hotel attributes on satisfaction has been addressed by a number of empirical studies. While 

guestroom is the attribute that significantly affects satisfaction in a hotel, other attributes (including 

reception, breakfast, staff) can both positively and negatively influence satisfaction (Bodet et al., 

2017). However, the room itself cannot generate high level of satisfaction because the room is 

perceived as the core hotel product, and its features (e.g., room cleanliness, comfortable bed) are 
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expected by the guest (Gu & Ryan, 2008). Besides, Wi-Fi service is an area that can be the subject 

of customer dissatisfaction (Tolkach & Tse, 2016). Indeed, providing complementary Wi-Fi 

service can boost customer satisfaction and ratings in social media websites (Bulchand-Gidumal 

et al., 2011). In addition, satisfaction is driven by perceived value, room, cleanliness and check-

in/check-out service (Jeong & Jeon, 2008). Moreover, online ratings may be understood as 

satisfaction with the hotel experience, and the connotation of words (i.e., positive, negative) 

consumers include in their review correlates with the overall rating assigned by the guests on the 

service. For instance, words indicating negative service encounter experiences (e.g., dirt, smell, 

mold) are often associated with lower ratings (Stringam & Gerdes, 2010). These studies indicate 

that hotel attributes have an important role and a strong impact on the hotel choice. Indeed, as 

empirical evidence indicates, direct and indirect relationships exist among service quality, service 

experience, perceived value, satisfaction, word-of-mouth and behavioral and attitudinal loyalty 

(Han et al., 2014; Hennig-Thurau, Gwinner, & Gremler, 2002; Lai, 2015), suggesting that hotel 

attributes directly/indirectly influence hotel booking behavior. The following section introduces 

empirical evidence concerning key hotel attributes that influence hotel choice, including attributes 

commonly found on social media sites: price, location, room quality. 

2.6.2 Price  

Marketers utilize price as a strategic tool. Price in the accommodation choice literature appears 

to be an important determinant of hotel choice. In general, price has a dual role in product 

evaluations, including two distinctive characteristics, namely informational cues and sacrifice 

(Theysohn, Klein, Völckner, & Spann, 2013). First, price involves a psychological component 

because it provides informational cues to potential consumers. Also, consumers often use price 

when they evaluate product offering as a signal, especially if they do not have full information of 
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all products available on the market (Zeithaml, 1988). Consumers typically associate quality 

perceptions with the product, where a higher price would suggest a higher perceived quality (Ye, 

Li, Wang, & Law, 2014). Second, price serves as an indicator of what individuals have to sacrifice 

in order to obtain a product/service. The sacrifice effect is based on the classic economic theory, 

where consumers derive disutility associated with price (Varian, 2010). Further, prices set higher 

decrease consumer surplus, indicating a negative relationship between price and the perceived 

value of the product. In the accommodation choice context, empirical studies show that decision-

makers typically have negative preferences associated with price (D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; 

Kucukusta, 2017). In addition, consumers not only evaluate price in its absolute value but also as 

a deviation from a neutral reference point (Masiero et al., 2016; Román & Martín, 2016). 

Moreover, hotel preference studies often investigate the marginal rate of substitution such as 

compensation measures (e.g., willingness-to-pay) for choice attributes that is seen a key indicator 

of individual taste (Masiero et al., 2015). 

2.6.3 Location  

The location of a hotel is seen as particularly important and considered a unique hotel attribute 

because it determines proximity to attractions and tourist spots (Bull, 1994). In considering a hotel 

at a city destination, travelers evaluate specific hotel location characteristics, including walking 

distance to nearest metro station, shopping district, and cultural attractions as well as hotel 

neighborhood which in turn influence travelers’ hotel choice (Masiero et al., 2019). Further, an 

approximated distance of the hotel’s location to tourist spots is positively associated with room 

rates, indicating that hotel guests are willing to pay a higher price for a hotel room that is closer to 

tourists spots and tourist attractions (Castro, Ferreira, & Ferreira, 2016; Fleischer & Tchetchik, 

2005). Consequently, hotels that are located near the beach, city center and tourist attractions can 
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charge a premium price (Coenders, Espinet, & Saez, 2003; Espinet, Saez, Coenders, & Fluvia, 

2003; Papatheodorou, 2002). Drawing on qualitative evidence, Lockyer (2005a) suggested that the 

location of a hotel is an important factor in the selection process, and a linear relationship exists 

between price and location. The location of the accommodation is important because it gives 

travelers access to different destinations. Consequently, the choice of the accommodation 

determines tourists’ spatial movements and their engagement with the destination (Shoval, 

McKercher, Ng, & Birenboim, 2011).  

2.6.4 Room characteristics 

Room features are often a strong indicator of behavioral intention in terms of booking a hotel 

room. For instance, when consumers want to book a room, they attach a high level of importance 

to the characteristics of the room, including cleanliness/comfortableness of the bed and quietness 

of the room (Emir & Kozak, 2011; D. Kim & Perdue, 2013). Also, when consumers look for 

information on hotels’ website, they are interested in information related to the guestroom facilities 

and photos of hotel features (Law & Hsu, 2005). Further, during the choice process, consumers 

use pictorial illustrations of the hotel facilities and guest rooms that provide guidance with their 

hotel selection (Pan et al., 2013). As a room characteristic, the view (e.g., room with sea view) also 

influences customers’ hotel choice. For instance, studies confirm that choice is strongly influenced 

by whether the room of the resort has a sea view or the hotel at an urban destination has a harbor 

or city view (Masiero et al., 2015, 2016; Román & Martín, 2016) 

Several studies have highlighted the importance of guest room amenities as well. For guests, 

it is important that all room amenities (e.g., lights, TV, radio) are in good working condition (Yavas 

& Babakus, 2003). Also, when luxury brand room amenities are provided, guests are willing to 

pay more for a hotel room upgrade (Heo & Hyun, 2015). Recently, Kucukusta (2017) explored 
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hotel amenities and found that complimentary in-room and lobby Wi-Fi internet service is the most 

important hotel room amenity, followed by price, complimentary breakfast, shuttle service and 

quality tea/coffee provided in the room.  

2.6.5 Hotel attributes appearing on social media sites 

Online platforms represent the main source where potential travelers collect information, and 

recent empirical research has established the impact of online information sources on decision-

making (Book et al., 2016; Book, Tanford, Montgomery, & Love, 2018; Ladhari & Michaud, 

2015; Nieto-García, Muñoz-Gallego, & González-Benito, 2017; Schuckert et al., 2015; Tanford 

& Kim, 2018; Zhao, Wang, Guo, & Law, 2015). Within the online decision-making domain, the 

term e-WOM has been used to describe online opinions, online recommendations, or online 

reviews (Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). The ease of getting information from online sources, 

especially from review sites (e.g., TripAdvisor), relates to features of such platforms where ratings 

and reviews of products are accessible in large volume.  

Chen and Xie (2008, p. 477) define consumer reviews as “a type of product information 

created by users based on personal usage experience”. In general, online reviews perform a dual 

function, serving as a medium where consumers can access user-generated product information 

and providing recommendations to potential consumers (D.-H. Park, Lee, & Han, 2007). That is, 

consumers intentionally look for user-generated reviews as a means of obtaining information about 

the destination/product so as to narrow down choice alternatives (Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). In 

addition, consumers’ primary intention for reading user generated comments is to obtain travel 

related information of the destination, including hotels and attractions (Y. Huang, Basu, & Hsu, 

2010). Besides, consumers perceive online travel communities and consumer reviews to be more 

trustworthy than companies’ advertising campaigns (Casaló, Flavián, & Guinalíu, 2011). Also, in 
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terms of searching travel related information, social media platforms seem to outweigh other 

sources of information, suggesting the predominant role of online reviews in the travel  planning 

process (Z. Xiang & Gretzel, 2010). Ratings on review platforms are important for customers 

because these are used as a quality indicator. For instance, higher rated hotels are perceived more 

favorably than lower rated hotels (Jeong & Jeon, 2008).  

Because information obtained from online reviews drives behavior, research effort has been 

directed towards understanding the content of reviews. In these investigations, both qualitative and 

big data approach were utilized. For example, utilizing a text analytical approach on big data 

enables a deconstruction of hotel guests’ experience and its relationship with customer satisfaction 

(Z. Xiang, Schwartz, Gerdes, & Uysal, 2015). Similarly, Mankad, Han, Goh and Gavirneni (2016) 

mapped the importance of hotel attributes on a timeline (such as before arrival, check-in, during 

stay, check-out and after departure) when guests might interact with the hotel. Another approach 

is the classification of online reviews into several groups based on the overarching themes that 

reviews are related to. For instance, Chiu et al. (2015) classified hotel attributes as follows: 

location, hotel image, amenities, F&B, room, services, and price/value. Another way to detect 

contemporary hotel attribute themes is to conduct content analysis (Tolkach & Tse, 2016; Torres, 

Fu, & Lehto, 2014; J. J. Zhang & Mao, 2012). Tolkach and Tse (2016) recognized that hotel guests 

are concerned with monetary aspects of the hotel experience, including currency conversion and 

different payments (e.g., room deposit) at the hotel. Studies that utilize online reviews to classify 

hotel attributes clearly represent a contemporary wave in hotel attribute research, and new hotel 

attribute characterization may be drawn.  

Apart from online reviews provided by customers, studies often obtain other types of data 

from review sites, such as star rating and review valence, that are used as indicators of choice 
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(Sparks & Browning, 2011). For instance, poor ratings are negatively associated with consumers’ 

willingness to book a room in a hotel (Eriksson & Fagerstrøm, 2017). Further, it was found that 

ratings are positively associated with consumers’ evaluation, which means that consumers use 

these ratings as an external cue to judge the hotel as the subject of behavioral outcome (Huertas-

Garcia, Garcia, & Consolación, 2014). Also, other hotel amenities, including free Wi-Fi or air 

conditioning, have a positive influence on online ratings (Radojevic, Stanisic, & Stanic, 2015). 

Moreover, words that describe room conditions are often associated with lower rating (Stringam 

& Gerdes, 2010), indicating that the room (e.g., cleanliness) is the core of the product and guests 

expect these attributes as the service minimum. Consequently, they do not associate increased 

satisfaction with it. Empirical evidence indicates that reviews and ratings are significant predictors 

of behavioral outcomes (e.g., consumer choice, satisfaction), stressing that consumers utilize 

online reviews as an important source of information in assessing products in the purchasing 

decision process (Kwok et al., 2017). 

Online ratings are also used as an indicator of the number of bookings made in hotels. For 

instance, Ye, Law, Gu and Chen’s (2011) study revealed that positive sentiments positively 

influence the number of online bookings made. Further, Xie, Zhang and Zhang’s (2014) work 

established that overall ratings, ratings of value, cleanliness and location as well as volume of 

reviews are positively related to the performance of the hotel. Consequently, online reviews have 

a significant impact on hotels’ sales performance and the pricing of hotel rooms (Öğüt & Taş, 

2012; Ye, Law, & Gu, 2009).  

2.6.6 Summary 

Table 2.1 presents an overview of studies that have investigated hotel attributes. Based on 

these studies, the following conclusions can be drawn. Regarding influential factors of hotel 
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choice, evidence appears to be conclusive and suggests that hotel choice attributes considered by 

travelers include hotel location, price, room characteristics, service, facilities, and amenities. 

Besides data collection with surveys, studies have begun to apply techniques using data from social 

media platforms. The number of studies that utilized such data and analytical technique has grown 

exponentially in the last decade. From an analytical perspective, studies have utilized a wide range 

of techniques, including importance-performance analysis, regression analysis, EFA/PCA, testing 

differences among segments, structural-equation modeling (SEM), hedonic price model, eye-

tracking method, content analysis, conjoint analysis and discrete choice modeling. Often, the data 

analysis technique chosen also defines the number of hotel attributes to be analyzed. For instance, 

importance-performance analysis utilizes a longer list of different attributes that respondents have 

to rate while discrete choice modeling uses fewer attributes. 
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Table 2.1 An overview of studies that have investigated hotel attributes 

Source Focus Data source Data analysis 
Yavas and Babaku (2003) Relative strength and weaknesses of hotel attributes comparing business 

and leisure guests staying in Holiday Inn hotel 
Primary data Importance-performance 

analysis, group comparisons 
Dolnicar and Otter (2003) Classification of hotel attributes  Conceptual Content analysis 
Lockyer (2005a) Examining the influencing factors of the price, given the presence of 

other hotel attributes 
Primary data Focus-group interviews, 

frequency distributions 
Law and Hsu (2005) Importance of dimensions and hotel attributes of hotels’ websites, 

influencing prospective hotel guest choice 
Primary data Mean values 

Jeong and Jeon (2008) Examining the influence of online reviews on hotel guests’ satisfaction 
and returning intention 

Big-data Group comparisons, 
regression 

Ladhari (2009) Influence of service quality and emotional satisfaction on hotel guests’ 
behavioral intentions 

Primary data SEM 

Stringam and Gerdes (2010) Analysis of online reviews and the pattern of word usage when assigning 
an online rating to the experience 

Big-data Difference between 
proportions method 

Emir and Kozak (2011) Influence of perceived performance of hotel services and facilities on 
future visit to the same hotel  

Primary data SEM 

Millar and Baloglu (2011) Exploring environmentally friendly hotel attributes Primary data Conjoint analysis 
Ye et al. (2011) Investigating the impact of positive/negative online reviews on the 

number of bookings and hotels’ sales performance 
Big-data Regression 

Öğüt and Taş (2012) Influence of consumer generated star rating and customer rating on 
hotels’ sales performance and pricing  

Big-data Regression 

Zhang and Mao (2012) Examining the effect of travel blog on consumers’ perception for hotels’ 
image  

Big-data Content analysis 

Ariffin and Maghzi (2012) Influence of sociodemographic characteristics and latent dimensions of 
hospitality factors on expectations 

Primary data EFA, group differences 

Pan et al. (2013) The allocation of attention when selecting a hotel from a list  Primary data Eye-tracking method 
Liu et al. (2013) Influence of trip-mode characteristics on hotel customers’ expectations 

and satisfaction  
Big-data Association mining 

D. Kim and Perdue (2013) Investigating the impact of cognitive, sensory and affective hotel 
attributes on hotel choice behavior 

Primary data Discrete choice modeling 
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Li et al. (2013) Multiple-criteria decision-making process on inbound travelers’ hotel 
selection preferences   

Big-data Choquet Integral 

A. Chen & Peng (2014) Influence of symbolic, experiential and functional value on luxury hotel 
guests’ hotel choice 

Primary data SEM 

Torres et al. (2014) Examining aspects driving customer delight experience in hotels from a 
cross-cultural perspective 

Primary data Content analysis 

Hsu (2014) Identifying domestic Chinese travelers brand perceptions of 
international and domestics hotel brands  

Primary data Mean values and group 
differences 

Xie et al. (2014) Influence of online reviews on hotel’s business performance Big-data Regression 
Heo and Hyun (2015) Influence of luxury brand room amenities on hotel guests’ evaluations of 

the hotel and willingness to pay  
Primary data Group comparisons  

Z. J. Huang and Cai (2015) Chinese customers’ brand perceptions of US-based franchised hotel 
brands for domestic and international travel  

Primary data SEM 

Masiero, Heo et al. (2015) Hotel guests’ willingness to pay for hotel attributes based on a single 
hotel 

Primary data Discrete choice modeling 

Chiu et al. (2015) Hotel attributes classification of online reviews Big-data Opinion mining 
Y. Yang, Mueller and Croes 
(2016) 

Analysis of hotel characteristics, online quality signaling factors and 
market accessibility on price 

Big-data Hedonic price model 

Román & Martín (2016) Asymmetries for preference formation by examining the difference 
between willingness to pay and willingness to accept 

Primary data Discrete choice modeling 

Masiero & Nicolau (2016) Hotel choice follows a two-stage nested decision process Primary data Discrete choice modeling 
Castro et al. (2016) Analysis of hotel characteristics and room attributes on hotel room rates 

at multiple location 
Big-data Hedonic price model 

Kucukusta (2017) Analysis of Chinese travelers’ preferences for hotel room characteristics 
of booking a hotel room  

Primary data Conjoint analysis 

Eriksson & Fagerstrøm (2017) Impact of Wi-Fi reviews and price on young travelers’ intention to book 
a hotel room 

Primary data Conjoint analysis 

Sun et al. (2017) Perception of franchised hotels at different destinations by Chinese hotel 
guests  

Big-data Content-analysis 

Masiero et al. (2019) Travelers rely on regret minimization and utility maximization when 
assessing hotel location attributes 

Primary data Discrete choice modeling 
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2.7 Consumer decision-making styles 

2.7.1 Conceptualization of decision-making styles 

Decision-making styles are considered a subset of cognitive styles and they describe how 

individuals use their intellectual abilities in decision situations (Galotti et al., 2006). In relation 

to decision-making, cognitive styles refer to thinking practices that are crucial in exploring the 

choice process (Hunt, Krzystofiak, Meindl, & Yousry, 1989). Another school of thought 

considers decision-making styles to be habitual patterns utilized by individuals in choice 

situations (Driver, 1979). These somewhat contrasting views stem from where the research on 

decision-making styles was conducted. For instance, a comprehensive framework was 

developed by Sproles and Kendall (1986, p. 267) to “educate consumers about their specific 

decision-making characteristics, and counsel families on financial management”. Somewhat 

contrary to this view, Bruce and Scott (1995) define decision-making styles as learnt, habitual 

response patterns shown by individuals when they face a choice situation. While the Consumer 

Styles Inventory (CSI) proposed by Sproles and Kendall (1986) consists of eight decision-

making styles, Bruce and Scott (1995) developed the General Decision-Making Style (GDMS) 

instrument, comprising five decision-making styles. Research studying decision-making styles 

mainly drew on inventories of either Kendall and Sproles (1986) or Bruce and Scott (1995). 

Decision-styles dimension of CSI and GDMS are shown in Table 2.2. Substantial empirical 

evidence supports the applicability of CSI (Alavi et al., 2016; J. E. Park, Yu, & Zhou, 2010; Y. 

A. Park, 2007; Young & Corsun, 2009) and GDMS (Baiocco, Laghi, & D’Alessio, 2009; 

Delaney, Strough, Parker, & Bruine de Bruin, 2015; Loo, 2000; Spicer & Sadler-Smith, 2005).  
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Table 2.2 Dominant consumer decision-making styles 

Consumer styles inventory  

(Sproles & Kendall, 1986) 

General Decision-Making Style 

instrument (Scott & Bruce, 1995) 

Perfectionist, high quality conscious Rational 

Brand-conscious Intuitive 

Recreation-conscious Dependent 

Price-conscious, value for money Avoidant 

Impulsive, careless Spontaneous 

Confused by over-choice  

Habitual/brand loyal  

Novelty/fashion conscious  

Besides the growing number of applications of CSI/GDMS, Zhou, Arnold, Pereira and Yu 

(2010) realized that consumer decision-making styles associated with shopping behavior can 

be organized into two groups. According to this characterization, the eight decision-making 

styles of CSI can be ordered into two broad categories, namely utilitarian (impulsiveness, 

confused by over-choice, quality consciousness, price and value consciousness) and hedonic 

shopping styles (habitual/brand loyalty, recreational and hedonistic shopping, novelty and 

fashion consciousness, brand consciousness). Using this classification, Zhou et al. (2010) found 

that coastal and inland Chinese consumers exhibit different shopping orientations in the hedonic 

dimension.  

With the shift in consumer behavior from offline to online shopping, studies recognized 

the need to investigate decision-making in the online setting. In this context, Park (2007) 

confirmed CSI with eight consumer-decision-making styles, and added the following 

dimensions to the inventory: fulfillment conscious, recommendation conscious and incentive 

conscious orientations. Recognizing that some decision styles of CSI are not directly related to 

decision-making (e.g., selecting products or services), but rather describe general orientations 
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(e.g., enjoy shopping for fun), Sam et al. (2015) modified the scale to reflect the view that 

shopping orientations are more suitable to the online setting. As a result, seven decision-making 

styles were identified, of which three new orientations emerged (i.e., website interface 

consciousness, website content consciousness, and product portability consciousness), 

reflecting the online shopping context.  

2.7.2 Differences in decision-making styles 

Because both CSI and GDMS consist of decision-making styles that were developed under 

specific circumstances (e.g., decision-context, sample characteristics), a number of studies were 

conducted to ascertain whether the sample under investigation has different decision-style 

orientations compared to the original instrument. For instance, Lysonski et al. (1996) 

investigated consumer decision-styles in a cross-cultural setting (such as New Zealand, India, 

Greece and USA), and did not identify clear differences among these cultures with respect to 

decision-making styles. Using Hofstede’s typology of cultural dimensions, Leo, Bennett and 

Härtel (2005) examined cultural differences between Australian and Singaporean consumers, 

and found that the two samples have different orientations in fashion-consciousness, namely 

confused by over-choice, and brand-consciousness dimensions. For both Korean and US 

consumers, three decision-making styles were retained, where the common elements of both 

cultures are orientation for brands and being confused by over-choice. However, other decision-

style characteristics were not shared between these cultures, thereby questioning the scale’s 

generalizability (Wickliffe, 2004). Similarly, Mehta and Dixit (2016) found similarities 

between Indian and German samples for quality conscious, confused by over-choice, 

perfectionism, brand-conscientiousness, and habitual/brand-loyal styles. 
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Besides cross-cultural studies, research focused on differences based on sociodemographic 

characteristics. For instance, Bakewell and Mitchell (2006) found that male and female samples 

exhibited different decision-making styles. Based on decision-making style profiles, females 

were less likely to be seen in the affective/experiential profiles (i.e., spontaneous and intuitive) 

and more likely to be in the dependent profile (Delaney et al., 2015). In the online decision-

making setting, gender differences were found among consumers in decision-making styles of 

brand consciousness and novelty consciousness (C. Yang & Wu, 2007). Furthermore, studies 

investigated differences among consumers residing in different geographical regions; however, 

the empirical evidence is inconclusive. For example, Zhou et al. (2010) found differences in 

four decision-making styles between mainland Chinese consumers residing in the inland and 

coastal areas of China, namely novelty and fashion consciousness, brand consciousness, 

recreational and hedonistic shopping and brand loyal dimensions. On the other hand, Tai (2005) 

did not identify differences between modern Chinese women living in Hong Kong and 

Shanghai on consumer decision-making style of value consciousness, fashion enthusiasm and 

brand consciousness. In addition, decision-making styles may change over the years as well. 

Indeed, over a 15-year time span, Indian consumers’ orientation for brand consciousness, 

novelty-consciousness and impulsiveness has increased while perfectionism orientation has 

decreased (Lysonski & Durvasula, 2013).  

The aim of developing a comprehensive framework of decision-making styles was not only 

to identify cognitive orientations, but also to build consumer profiles (Sproles & Kendall, 1986). 

Studies that aim to generate consumer profiles typically use the CSI or GDMS inventories to 

explore the decision-making styles of their respective sample, and use statistical methods to 

differentiate customers based on their decision-making styles. For instance, using discriminant 

analysis, Wang, Siu and Hui (2004) identified consumer groups based on their preferences to 
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buy domestic or imported brand clothing products. By partially adopting the CSI framework, 

Tai (2005) identified four groups of modern women of Shanghai and Hong Kong, including 

Opinion Seekers, who are not eager to shop and usually obtain advice from friends and family 

or seek product information from mass media; Value Buyers, who are attentive to product prices 

rather than being attracted by brands and their shopping items reflect their occupational needs; 

Rational Shoppers, who are more mature, have university education, are brand-conscious but 

are not loyal to any specific brand; and Active Fashion Chasers, who have no more than 

secondary education and are enthusiastic about shopping fashionable, well-known brands. 

Similarly, a recent study conducted by Seo and Moon (2015) aimed at segmenting consumers 

based on decision-making styles of CSI. The study identified three consumer clusters: (1) 

Passive consumers, drawing on confused by over-choice, (2) Realistic consumers, who are 

price-conscious and carefully seeking for specific features in purchasing and (3) Innovative 

brand-preferring consumers with high brand loyalty and careful purchasing practices. Further, 

using GDMS, Delaney, Strough, Parker and de Bruin (2015) segmented consumers based on 

decision-making styles and found three distinctive groups, including Affective/Experiential, 

depending largely on intuitive and spontaneous styles; Dependent, corresponding to a higher 

reliance of dependent styles and lower dependence on other styles; and Independent/Self-

controlled, with low ratings of dependent and spontaneous styles.  

 

2.7.3 Antecedents and outcomes of decision-making styles  

Apart from exploring decision-making styles, other studies employed CSI or GDMS 

inventories to model consumer behavior. Take for example, Alavi et al. (2016) who explored 

the relationship among CSI, satisfaction and purchase intention and found that consumers’ 
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satisfaction with shopping in a mall was positively influenced by novelty and fashion conscious, 

habitual/brand loyal and perfectionistic/high-quality conscious orientations. Moreover, 

purchasing intention was positively influenced by impulsive/careless, confused by over-choice 

and brand consciousness/price-equals quality. According to the classification of Zhou et al. 

(2010) introduced in Section 2.7.1, purchase intention was influenced by utilitarian orientations 

while satisfaction was dominated by hedonic orientation in the research of Alavi et al. (2016). 

Further, empirical evidence suggests a relationship between preferences to buy internationally 

branded products and consumer decision styles of brand loyal, hedonistic shopping orientations 

(C.-L. Wang et al., 2004). In the tourism context, loyalty intention to use OTAs’ website in the 

travel planning process was determined by brand-conscious, perfectionist, novelty-conscious, 

confused by over-choice, habitual/loyal orientation styles (Y. A. Park, 2007).  

In addition to exploring behavioral outcomes of decision-making styles, the extent to which 

multiple decision-making styles underpin consumers’ behavior was investigated. Using GDMS, 

the positive relationship between control orientation (i.e., individuals perceived control of the 

choice) and rational decision-making style suggests that individuals who are in control of their 

choices tend to be less likely to manifest avoidant decision-making style (Scott & Bruce, 1995). 

Moreover, Park, Yu and Zhou (2010) found that decision-making styles are related to consumer 

innovativeness (i.e., consumers traits in terms of willingness to change) and sensory 

innovativeness (i.e., preferences for sensory experiences).  

The positive relationship between decision-making styles (quality consciousness, price 

consciousness and confused by over-choice) and consumer innovativeness suggests that 

consumers prefer the utilitarian aspects of the product. Similarly, the positive influence of 

sensory innovativeness on decision-making styles (brand-, fashion consciousness, recreational, 

habitual/brand loyal orientations and impulsiveness) implies that these types of consumers 
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value the aesthetic features of products. In addition, a relationship exists among the sub-scales 

of decision-making styles, suggesting that decision-makers may not depend on a single 

decision-making style but some decision-making styles jointly influence their choices (Scott & 

Bruce, 1995; Thunholm, 2004).  

In an online setting, Y.A. Park and Gretzel (2010) found that CSI significantly influenced 

consumers’ engagement in online shopping behavior. In particular, perfectionism, price/value 

consciousness and impulsive buying influenced proneness in practicing online shopping 

behavior with comparison shopping tools. Further, in a Taiwanese context, Niu (2013) 

confirmed all CSI decision-making styles and found that the brand consciousness dimension 

was the most influential on online purchasing behavior, followed by price and value for money 

consciousness and perfectionism.  

2.7.4 Methodological issues surrounding decision-making styles studies 

Although the number of studies adopting CSI and GDMS have exponentially grown over 

the years, several studies reported challenges in retaining decision-making styles specified by 

Sproles and Kendall (1986) and Scott and Bruce (1995). The CSI scale received criticism 

because its measurement items did not reflect consumers’ product orientations by the product’s 

characteristics under investigation (Bauer et al., 2006). Also, investigations in different settings 

resulted in inconsistent findings, questioning the instrument’s generalizability. For example, 

contrary to a retail context, a choice situation in healthcare involved decision-making styles 

such as dependent and intuitive styles, suggesting that the indicators of decision-making styles 

should include not only the product type but also the choice context (Fischer, Soyez, & Gurtner, 

2015).  
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The inconsistent findings across research settings may question the reliability of the 

measurement (Wickliffe, 2004). As shown in Table 2.3, the majority of studies utilized 

dimension reduction method (e.g., PCA, EFA) to establish the underlying components and 

Cronbach’s alpha to test reliability, followed by cross-cultural/cross-context comparisons 

(Wickliffe, 2004). As a result of the contextual and cultural differences across research settings, 

it is often the case that items load onto other factors than those defined by Sproles and Kendall 

(1986), resulting in different factor solutions (Lysonski et al., 1996; G. Walsh et al., 2001). 

Testing of reliability with Cronbach’s alpha is a widely accepted tool; however, it was shown 

to be inflated by the size of the sample and the number of items included in the test (Kopalle & 

Lehmann, 1997). Although several studies benchmark their reliability measures with the widely 

accepted cut-off value (i.e., Cronbach’s alpha 0.7), decision-making style dimensions are often 

reported even when they do not meet the reliability criteria (Bakewell & Mitchell, 2006; Tai, 

2005). That is, research exploring decision-making styles with CSI is strongly affected by 

reliability and validity issues, making it necessary for applied research to adopt a stricter 

assessment of reliability (Bauer et al., 2006). Consequently, studies began to adopt more 

rigorous model assessments. For instance, the validation of the CSI measures were carried out 

by adopting a two-step approach (with EFA/PCA being the first step, followed by Confirmatory 

Factor Analysis (CFA)) in order to provide a more comprehensive evaluation of decision-

making styles (Bauer et al., 2006; Nayeem & Casidy, 2015; Siu et al., 2001; Tarnanidis, Owusu-

Frimpong, Nwankwo, & Omar, 2015). Further, various studies applied other validity 

assessments, including convergent and discriminant validity (Alavi et al., 2016; J. E. Park et 

al., 2010; Y. A. Park, 2007). Regarding the GDMS scale, fewer studies reported measurement 

or validity issues possibly because the scale development of GDMS followed a more rigorous 

procedure, including three samples and validity assessment of the scale (Scott & Bruce, 1995).  
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One possible reason of the variations of findings may be the characteristics of samples in 

different studies. Samples used to develop decision-making style inventories utilized fully 

(Sproles & Kendall, 1986) and partially (Scott & Bruce, 1995) student samples. Therefore, it 

may be questionable whether studies with other sociodemographic characteristics could 

generate results similar to the original instruments. Given their lack of purchasing power, a 

student sample has limitations in terms of generalizing decision-making styles (G. Walsh et al., 

2001). Despite the limitation of using student samples, a number of studies continued to collect 

data from students (Cowart & Goldsmith, 2007; Hanzaee & Aghasibeig, 2008; Lysonski et al., 

1996; Mehta & Dixit, 2016).  

Apart from the challenge of generalizability, CSI received criticism in terms of its 

conceptualization - for instance, the selection of decision-relevant purchase characteristics (e.g., 

novelty-fashion consciousness, confusion by over-choice and recreational hedonism), which 

results in a lack of theoretical background in the conceptualization (Bauer et al., 2006). Also, 

Fan and Xiao (1998) submit that some of the dimensions (e.g. price-value consciousness and 

price and quality dimensions) overlap. Exploring decision-making styles has been the subject 

of research in different contexts as a result of which decision-making styles, as Table 2.3 shows, 

can be conceptualized in different ways. 
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Table 2.3 A summary of decision-making styles studies 

Source Focus Data analysis Remarks Sample Country 
Lysonski et al.(1996) Cross-country comparison of CSI 

without identifying the product 
PCA Similar item-loading patterns have been 

identified 
Student 
sample 

Greece, New 
Zealand, 

USA, India 
Fan and Xiao (1998) Develop and test a modified CSI PCA Decreased number of retained factors to 

five and added Time conscious and 
Information utilization 

Student 
sample 

China 

Walsh et al. (2001) Testing the applicability of CSI on 
German consumers 

PCA, CFA Structure of CSI is not applicable on 
German consumers. Extended with 
conserving and variety seeking 

Consumers Germany 

Thunholm (2004) Exploring the relationship of habit 
based decision-making styles and 
mental abilities 

CFA, multiple 
regression 

Decision-making styles are viewed as an 
integration of the characteristics of the 
individual decision-maker, choice task 
and choice context 

Military 
officers 

Sweden 

Wickliffe (2004) Investigating validity of CSI in US 
and Korean contexts 

PCA Due to cultural differences, CSI is not a 
universal measure of decision-making 
styles 

Students and 
factory 
workers 

South-Korea, 
USA 

C.L. Wang et al. 
(2004) 

Relationship among decision-
making styles and consumer choice 
between imported and domestic 
brand clothing 

MANOVA, 
Discriminant 

analysis 

Used a simplified version of the scale. 
Differences in decision-making styles 
found amongst those that prefer to buy 
imported/local products. 

Consumers of 
a mall 

China 

Tai (2005) Explore the 
shopping motivations and 
preferences of 
modern Chinese women in China 
and Hong Kong 

PCA, 
Discriminant 

analysis 

Four decision-making styles explored: 
Opinion Seeker, Value Buyer, Rational 
Shopper and Active Fashion Chaser 

Consumers China, Hong 
Kong 

Leo et al. (2005) Examining cultural difference of 
decision-making styles 

EFA, ANOVA Hofstede’s model is applicable to 
discriminate cultures however these 
dimensions do not interact consistently 
with CSI in a cross-cultural comparison 

Consumers Singapore, 
Australia 

Bakewell and 
Mitchell (2006) 

Exploring gender differences in 
decision-making styles 

PCA Extended CSI with, further 3 factors for 
females and 4 for males. 

Student 
sample 

United 
Kingdom 
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Bauer et al. (2006) Investigated CSI under the 
condition of product dependence 

PCA, CFA Revised the instrument by eliminating 
novelty-fashion consciousness, 
recreational/hedonistic shopping and 
confusion by over-choice; and extending 
with variety-seeking and innovativeness 

Student 
sample 

United 
Kingdom, 
Germany 

C. Yang and Wu 
(2007) 

Investigating gender differences in 
CSI in the context of online 
shopping  

PCA, 
MANOVA, 
Discriminant 

analysis 

Six CSI dimension have been confirmed. 
Difference have been found between 
female and male consumers shopping 
online in Brand consciousness and 
Novelty-fashion consciousness 
dimensions 

Consumers Taiwan 

Y. A. Park (2007) Exploring the influence of CSI of 
online travel shoppers on loyalty 
with OTAs 

EFA, multiple 
regression 

Brand consciousness was the most 
influential on loyalty with OTA followed 
by Perfectionist; habitual-store loyal, 
confused by over-choice and novelty-
conscious styles are negatively related 
with loyalty 

Online survey 
panel 

USA 

Cowart and 
Goldsmith (2007) 

Testing CSI in the context of online 
shopping 

CFA, Linear 
regression 

Relationships identified between 
consumer decision-making styles and 
shopping frequency 

Student 
sample 

USA 

Zhou et al. (2010) Exploring regional differences 
(coastal vs inland) in decision-
making styles 

CFA, General 
Linear 

Modeling 

Consumer-decision making styles 
dichotomized into: hedonic and utilitarian 
shopping styles 

Student 
sample 

China 

Y. A. Park and 
Gretzel (Y. A. Park & 
Gretzel, 2010) 

Influence of online CSI on 
likelihood of comparison-shopping 
behavior 

PCA, Linear 
regression 

Extended CSI with Comparison shopping 
proneness and perceived usefulness of 
comparison-shopping tools 

Online survey 
panel 

USA 

J. E. Park et al. (2010) Investigating relationship between 
consumer innovativeness 
(cognitive and sensory) and 
decision-making styles 

CFA, SEM Positive relationships were identified 
among two types of consumer 
innovativeness and decision-making 
styles 

Student 
sample 

China 

Khare (2012) Exploring the influence of CSI on 
local store loyalty 

EFA, Bivariate 
correlation 

Three dimensions of CSI have been 
retained: Quality conscious, Brand 
conscious and Utilitarian conscious 

Consumers of 
a shopping 

mall 

India 

Niu (2013) Investigating the relationship 
between CSI and online purchasing 
behavior 

PCA, multiple 
regression, 
ANCOVA 

All CSI confirmed. Except hedonistic 
shopping and impulsiveness, CSI 
dimensions positively influence online 
shopping behavior 

Adolescent 
online 

consumers 

Taiwan 

Lysonski and 
Durvasula (2013) 

Longitudinal assessment of CSI 
between 1994 and 2009 

Group mean 
differences 

Four dimensions (Brand consciousness, 
Novelty consciousness , Impulsive and 
Perfectionist) have changed over 15 years 

Young 
consumers 

India 
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Rezaei (2015) Explore the relationships among 
CSI across different retail channels 
(e.g., Product, Price, Advertising, 
Retailing)  

SEM Multiple relationships among CSI 
dimensions and retail channels identified. 

Consumers of 
a shopping 

mall 

Malaysia 

Sam and Chatwin 
(2015) 

Investigate the applicability of CSI 
with reduced number of items  

PCA, Profiling Using 20 items, 7 factor model, yielding 
in three new extensions: Product 
portability consciousness, Website 
content consciousness and Website 
interface consciousness 

Employees 
and students 

Macau 

Nayeem and Casidy 
(2015) 

Investigating the applicability of 
CSI in the context of purchasing 
everyday (e.g., confectionery) 
products 

EFA, CFA Seven decision-making style dimensions 
are confirmed and a new dimension 
emerged: rational conscious style 

Consumers Australia 

Tarnanidis et al. 
(2015) 

Investigate the applicability of CSI 
using a product category  

PCA, CFA Improved validity of CSI by adopting a 
more rigorous assessment. 

Student 
sample 

Greece 

Fischer et al. (2015) Exploring medical patients 
decision-making styles 

CFA, 
correlation 

Decision-making styles in a specific 
context (i.e., medical choice) is different 
from the general choice contexts 

Medical 
patients 

Germany 

Delaney et al. (2015) Segmenting decision-making styles Cluster 
analysis, binary 

logistic 
regression 

Three clusters identified: 
Affective/Experiential, Dependent and 
Independent/Self-controlled. Gender 
differences in being in the profiles 

Online survey 
panel 

USA 

Alavi et al. (2016) Testing the relationship between 
CSI, satisfaction and purchase 
intentions 

SEM The most influential decision-making 
styles on satisfaction and purchasing 
intentions are different 

Consumers of 
mall 

Malaysia 

Mehta and Dixit 
(2016) 

Compare CSI in the context of 
developed versus developing 
countries 

PCA In the developed country context 
(Germany), the original CSI has a better 
fit than in a developing country (India) 
context 

Student 
sample 

India, 
Germany 

Seo and Moon (2016) Segmentation of consumers 
according to decision-making styles 
(CSI) 

EFA, 
Segmentation 

(two-step 
method) 

Three clusters identified: (1)Innovative 
and brand-preferring, (2) Passive 
consumers and (3) Realistic customers 

Online survey 
panel 

South Korea 
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2.7.5 Revision of existing decision-making style inventories 

As introduced in Section 2.7.1, decision-making style research has utilized two related 

conceptualizations based on thinking practices (Sproles & Kendall, 1986) and habitual orientations 

(Scott & Bruce, 1995). Despite substantial empirical evidence to support the applicability of 

decision-making styles, adopting these instruments without a revision to the context of application 

is not ideal. Indeed, differences across empirical studies may be explained by cultural differences 

(Mehta & Dixit, 2016) or lack of specification of the decision context (i.e., product characteristics) 

(Bauer et al., 2006). Specifying product characteristics may be even more important in the context 

of intangible goods that have particular relevance to the purchase and consumption of tourism 

products. Indeed, the purchase and consumption of tourism products are different from purchasing 

and consuming goods in a retail context due to the features of tourism products such as 

inseparability of production and consumption, heterogeneity, intangibility and perishability 

(Kotler et al., 2013). Because the consumption of tourism products manifests in consumption 

services, the differences between the nature of retail products and tourism products should be 

realized. Although tourism products have physical attributes (e.g., museums, hotels, restaurants), 

the value tourists seek is the experience provided by the physical and service environments (H. 

Zhang, Gordon, Buhalis, & Ding, 2018). Because of these differences between the retail and 

tourism products, and the experiential nature of tourism products, the application of decision-

making styles in consumption situations without considering the suitability of certain decision-

making styles may not be appropriate.  

Although there is empirical evidence for decision-making styles taxonomies, such research is 

often based on the application of either the cognitive and affective orientations (Sproles & Kendall, 

1986) or habitual orientations (Scott & Bruce, 1995) that may be questioned, especially in the 
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tourism context. Activities of leisure travel may take many forms such as short trips, annual 

vacation, or long stays, and travelers may exhibit different types of motivation for these trips. Also, 

tourists may make multiple trips throughout the year. Therefore, the decision-making process may 

be specific to the type of trip, and the decision strategy adopted for each trip may vary. The decision 

strategy suitable to each choice context may depend on the level of involvement in the decision 

process (McCabe et al., 2016). For example, in a low-involvement situation, one may engage in 

limited travel-related information search whereas more effort would be dedicated to information 

search and processing in high-involvement situations (Jun & Vogt, 2013). In the context of 

decision-making styles, low-involvement situations may be manifested by higher degree of 

influence of the habitual-based decision-making styles and a potentially lower degree of influence 

of the cognitive-based decision-making styles, and vice versa. Consequently, in accounting for 

involvement in decision-making, integrating existing decision-making style inventories may be 

appropriate. 

Existing decision-making style inventories were developed in the traditional retail (e.g., 

offline shopping) context. However, the development of technology resulted in changes in 

consumer shopping habits of not only retail products but also of tourism products. Thus, the 

assumption that online and offline decision-making styles are different is valid. Indeed, when 

comparing decision-making styles between offline and online settings, differences were observed 

in various decision-making styles domains, including perfectionist, brand conscious, novelty-

variety conscious, impulsive, confused by over-choice, recreational shopping conscious, incentive 

conscious and fulfilment conscious decision-making styles (Y. A. Park, 2007). In the tourism 

context, travelers use online platforms for information search and travel arrangements. In addition, 

recent research indicates that mobile phones are regarded as the new channel driving hotel 
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bookings (Fong, Lam, & Law, 2017; Gonzalo, 2016; Sun, Law, & Schuckert, 2020). 

Consequently, the change in consumer shopping and purchasing habits of travel-related products 

may indicate that the existing decision-making style inventories require modifications suitable to 

the online decision-making settings. 

2.7.6 Summary 

Numerous studies have attempted to verify the direct applicability of CSI/GDMS defined by 

Sproles and Kendall (1986) and Scott and Bruce (1995). Despite the substantial amount of 

empirical evidence provided in these studies, it was recognized that the direct implementation of 

the scales may not be feasible due to their focus on product characteristics (Bauer et al., 2006; 

Fischer et al., 2015) and cultural/regional differences among the samples studied (Leo et al., 2005; 

Zhou et al., 2010). However, these differences among empirical settings do not seem to be 

considered in the methodologies (i.e., instrument development) of previous studies. Indeed, the 

validation of measurement items in cross-cultural studies usually falls under the consideration of 

‘emic’ (i.e., specific to a culture) and ‘etic’ (i.e., culturally universe) instrument designs (Cavusgil 

& Das, 1997). The diverse results of studies adopting CSI/GDMS in cross-cultural contexts 

suggest that the ‘etic’ measurement design has limitations in the context of decision-making styles 

as a result of which ‘emic’ measurement item design is suggested (Wickliffe, 2004).  

Table 2.3 provides a summary of empirical research related to consumer decision-making 

styles, dominated by applications of CSI/GDMS. Despite the differences in empirical results, 

suggesting that adopting instruments may not be applicable in every context, the studies appear to 

replicate each other by adopting either Sproles and Kendall’s (1986) or Scott and Bruce’s (1995) 

scale. The differences in research findings may be attributed to regional (Zhou et al., 2010) and 

cultural differences among countries in orientations towards purchasing (Leo et al., 2005; Mehta 
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& Dixit, 2016). Further, the type of economy (i.e., developed versus developing countries) shapes 

consumers’ shopping orientation (Mehta & Dixit, 2016).  

2.8 Theoretical background and hypotheses development 

2.8.1 Standard choice model 

This study investigates the importance of hotel attributes for short-term domestic travelas well 

as drivers of individuals’ preferences associated with hotel attributes. Further, a special interest of 

this thesis relates to whether decision-makers trade-off non-price hotel attributes against the price 

attribute. Understanding trade-off is associated with the classic economic theory. In the traditional 

microeconomic consumption theory, the demand for products/services can be explained by an 

individual’s maximization of utility under a budget constraint given the consumer has full 

information of the products of interest on the market (Smeral, 1994). This means that a consumer 

distributes a budget for the goods and services available at given prices to receive maximum utility 

from the total amount of goods and service consumed. The set of goods can be considered the 

consumption bundle, consisting of the combination of products consumers can choose from 

(Varian, 2010). 

Even though the traditional economic theory assumes that consumers select a good that 

potentially maximizes utility, this view fails to realize that the choice is determined by the intrinsic 

properties of goods (Lancaster, 1966b). To address this limitation, Lancaster (1966a) proposed a 

perspective that views choice as the outcome of product characteristics rather than products 

themselves. According to this prospect, characteristics can be defined as “objective properties of 

things that are relevant to choice by people” (Lancaster, 1971, p. 6). Lancaster (1966b) argued that 

in satisfying consumers’ needs, consumers are interested in the relevant features of goods. Also, 
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goods are seen as means to produce characteristics that provide utility to the consumers (Lancaster, 

1971). In addition, unlike the traditional theory, Lancaster’s theory allows a multi-dimensional 

orientation, where the dimensions are considered as a set of product characteristics (Nicosia, 1974). 

The product characteristics theory can be regarded as a further step in understanding choice 

behavior because it integrates a multi-attribute view into the economic theory of consumer choice 

(Wierenga, 1984). Because products in tourism consist of several services, utility will be a function 

of the expectations of consuming a required level of service provided by the characteristics 

(Louviere, Hensher, & Swait, 2000). Utility-based decision-making has been widely adopted in 

tourism research, and the notion is generally supported that travelers derive utility when they assess 

choice attributes in different contexts, including destination choice (Apostolakis & Shabbar, 2005; 

Huertas-Garcia et al., 2014; Kamata, Misui, & Yamauchi, 2010; Seddighi & Theocharous, 2002), 

hotel choice (Chou & Chen, 2014; D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; Kucukusta, 2017; Masiero et al., 2015; 

Román & Martín, 2016) or restaurant choice (Contini, Romano, Boncinelli, Scozzafava, & Casini, 

2017; Jung, Sydnor, Lee, & Almanza, 2015; Myung, Hale Feinstein, & McCool, 2008; Scozzafava, 

Contini, Romano, & Casini, 2017). Lancaster’s (1966a) product characteristic theory represents 

the central theoretical framework guiding this thesis. It states that individuals are rational decision-

makers that derive utility by obtaining a product.  

Previous research investigated the role of price in hotel choice and found that the monetary 

attribute is highly influential in the hotel choice consideration. Consumers often use price as a 

signal of quality when they evaluate product offerings, especially when they do not have full 

information of all products available on the market (Zeithaml, 1988). Also, unlike other attributes 

(e.g., service, amenities), price is an undesirable attribute, as suggested by the theory of consumer 

choice (Varian, 2010). Despite the dominant importance of price, product attributes should not be 
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considered in isolation because a number of attributes influence one’s choice. Thus, the attributes 

considered in the choice process are interrelated (Lockyer, 2005b). 

Due to the large number of hotels with homogenous services competing for guests, it is 

difficult for leisure travelers to distinguish among hotel brands (Christou, 2013), especially on 

OTA distribution channels where individuals typically face a large number of alternatives. Thus, 

travelers increasingly infer information about the products in the form of e-WOM, such as 

customer reviews and ratings, as part of the travel planning process (Gretzel & Yoo, 2008). Due 

the difficulty of judging the quality of an intangible product, obtaining online reviews appears to 

be useful for travelers (Cantallops & Salvi, 2014). The reliance on online reviews leads to the 

phenomenon that consumers predominantly make travel decisions by not assessing product 

attributes per se (e.g., location, service, room features or facilities of a specific hotel), but rather 

focus on consumer reviews associated with product attributes. That is, customer reviews can assist 

travelers in setting expectations of the experience (Qazi et al., 2017; Zehrer, Crotts, & Magnini, 

2011). Online reviews are considered authentic and helpful (G. M. Agag & El-Masry, 2017; X. Li 

& Hitt, 2008) and more trustworthy than companies’ advertising campaigns (Casaló et al., 2011). 

As a result, the influence of online reviews in the online purchasing environment is significant 

(Schuckert et al., 2015). Indeed, the importance of online reviews has been demonstrated in pre-

purchase evaluations and decision-making, including hotel selection (Book et al., 2016; Kwok et 

al., 2017; Mellinas et al., 2019; Noone & McGuire, 2013; S. Park & Nicolau, 2015). 

Themes that review writers usually highlight include location, service, room, facilities, food 

and beverage facilities, amenities, and price (C. Chiu et al., 2015). These themes are closely related 

to attributes that are frequently adopted in understanding choice for hotels, namely location, 

services, amenities or room features of hotels (Chou & Chen, 2014; D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; 
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Kucukusta, 2017; Masiero et al., 2015; Román & Martín, 2016). Given the importance of online 

reviews in decision-making, it will not be far-fetched to assume that individuals have different 

sensitivities with respect to the content of the reviews. For example, an individual may consider a 

review describing hotel location to be more important than service in one choice situation while 

another individual may consider the content of review associated with hotel room to be more 

important than location. That is, the weight attached to each review content attribute may differ 

across individuals. When the importance of review contents is different across individuals, it 

means that decision-makers trade-off these attributes. In addition, it is also possible that individuals 

trade-off non-price attributes with the price attribute. Further, if the importance weighting differs 

across individuals, decision-makers exhibit heterogeneous preferences toward the product 

described by the hotel attributes. From the discussion above, the following hypotheses are 

formulated: 

Hypothesis 1a: Utility is derived from non-price hotel attributes. 

Hypothesis 1b: Disutility is derived from the price attribute. 

Hypothesis 1c: Individuals trade off non-price hotel attributes with the price attribute. 

Hypothesis 1d: Heterogeneity will be observed in individuals’ assessment of hotel attributes. 

2.8.2 Extended choice model 

Decision-making theories (especially in economics) have been dominated by the notion of 

rationality. Simon (1978, p. 2) argues that “the rational man of economics is a maximizer who will 

settle for nothing less than the best”. Therefore, the rational consumer framework is embedded in 

economic analysis and the validity of rationality in economic decisions have not been questioned 

for a long time (McFadden, 1999). Rational choice behavior is rooted in the theory of Random 

Utility Maximization (RUM), which manifests in consistent transitive preferences across choice 
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situations (Garrow, 2010; McFadden, 2001). On the other hand, growing evidence suggests that 

rationality may not be the most influential facilitator of choice because other factors are important 

in determining choice. Ben-Akiva et al. (1999) illustrated choice behavior with a comprehensive 

framework, describing choice as a cognitive process that clearly defines the role of perceptions, 

preferences, motives, attitudes, beliefs and affect in performing the task to produce the choice. 

This study builds on the idea that leisure travelers’ accommodation choice is not only driven by 

consistent preferences (i.e., rational behavior) but also influenced by other unobserved influences.  

Decision-making frameworks adopted in tourism research largely assume that a potential 

traveler follows a sequence of steps involved in the decision-making process (Decrop, 2014; 

McCabe et al., 2016). However, some travel decisions do not necessarily require increased 

cognitive processing. Learning from previous experiences or from others increasingly forms part 

of individuals’ decision-making process. Thus, the extensive problem-solving (EPS) (i.e., 

extensive cognitive processing) may be reduced to limited or routinized problem-solving (LPS and 

RPS respectively) (Howard & Sheth, 1969; Moutinho, 1987; Neal, Quester, & Hawkins, 2006). 

Empirical evidence supports the existence of LPS in tourism. For example, in the context of a 

leisure travel to a domestic destination, travelers appear to rely on an internal, rather than external, 

search for information, providing evidence for LPS and RPS (Bargeman & van der Poel, 2006; 

Massidda & Etzo, 2012). Meanwhile, the deviation from EPS in decreasing the steps of decision-

making process may be associated with learning. Indeed, as McKercher and Yankholmes (2018) 

found, destination choice of the expat community residing in Hong Kong and Macau is distinct 

from the population of the host communities (i.e., residents of Hong Kong and Macau). The 

deviation in travel pattern suggests that expats developed new travel behaviors that were learnt in 
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their new home (i.e., Hong Kong or Macau), and the learning was associated with a reference 

group (i.e., expat community).  

When travelers plan a trip, at the information search stage, they first retrieve their experience 

internally and then draw on external sources in the event of contradictory information. That is, the 

more information individuals are able to retrieve internally, the more likely they will follow an 

LPS or RPS. The extensive retrieval of memory is associated with habit formation. Habit is a 

central element of daily life, and purchase decisions are also influenced by habit (Evanschitzky et 

al., 2012; Wood & Neal, 2009). While habit formation requires practice and repetition, the 

performance under habit leads to decreased cognitive attention (Wood et al., 2002). Once a habit 

is formed, the behavior becomes more efficient and cognitively effortless (Lindbladh & Lyttkens, 

2002). When the decision context cue in the environment is encountered, habitual response 

propensity is activated (Lally et al., 2011). Consequently, behavior becomes a strong trigger of 

future behavior because of habit. The necessary conditions of habit formation include (1) 

performing a behavior in stable contexts and (2) repetitions (Wood et al., 2002). Stable context 

allows repeated behavior with less cognitive involvement. The presence of stable context indicates 

that individuals’ goals and situational cues remain almost identical across situations (Wood & 

Neal, 2007). While repetition is a necessary condition of habit formation, repeating an activity 

does not equate to habit formation. Other factors such as the fluency or smoothness of behavior 

and the process of performing a behavior without thinking about are also important (Verplanken, 

2006). That is, habit should be regarded as a stand-alone psychological construct (Limayem et al., 

2007). Recent research in the consumer behavior (C.-M. Chiu et al., 2012; M.-H. Hsu et al., 2015) 

and hotel booking (G. Agag & El-Masry, 2016) contexts suggested the influence of habits on 

behavioral outcomes. This thesis proposes that if travelers follow a typical decision-process to 
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book a hotel (e.g., typical distribution channel used, typically collecting information from online 

information sources), then a habitual propensity will be developed that originates from past 

behavior and frequency of travel. The discussion above give rise to the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2: Habitual propensity is related to typical hotel booking practices that individuals 

follow during the decision-making process.  

Although habit may influence the overall behavior (e.g., tendency to search for information 

on OTA platform instead of hotel’s website), habit may not fully account for information 

processing. Thus, even if individuals are familiar with the choice task and therefore do not follow 

a fully cognitive evaluation of alternatives, they may still undergo a reduced information search. 

Specifically, due to the repeated nature of the choice task, individuals may evaluate alternatives 

with a specific mindset. Mindset is defined as “the persistence of cognitive processes and 

judgmental criteria that are activated in the course of performing a task. Once activated, it 

generalizes to other situations, affecting responses in these situations as well” (Xu & Wyer, 2007, 

p. 556).  

The mindset, involving consistent judgmental criteria, is activated when individuals perform 

a task (Xu & Wyer, 2007). That is, when the next similar situation arises, the mindset gets activated 

and facilitates the decision-making. Previous research provides evidence that on the basis of the 

mindset, individuals approach decision-making in a different manner. In exploring differences 

among individuals regarding mindset, research has mainly focused on identifying differences 

between maximizing and satisficing mindsets (Q. Li et al., 2019; Ma & Roese, 2014; Misuraca & 

Teuscher, 2013; Weaver et al., 2015). Other types of mindsets include deliberate mindset (Dhar et 

al., 2007), implemental mindset (Gollwitzer et al., 1990), counterfactual mindset (Galinsky & 

Moskowitz, 2000; Kray et al., 2006), comparative mindset (Xu & Wyer, 2007, 2008), busy mindset 
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(J. C. Kim et al., 2019), fresh-start mindset (Price et al., 2018), stress mindset (Crum et al., 2013), 

scarcity mindset (Shah et al., 2012), and power mindset (Rucker & Galinsky, 2016). The common 

feature of these mindsets is that the decision-maker is cognitively involved in finding a solution to 

the problem. However, there is a mindset associated with habit formation and this is termed 

habitual mindset (Verplanken, Aarts, & van Knippenberg, 1997). In the habitual mindset, the 

impact of habit is manifested through the resistance of new information represented by a ‘tunnel 

vision’ (Verplanken, Roy, & Whitmarsh, 2018). Even though tourist decision-making is described 

as a process in which individuals invest substantial time and cognitive effort (McCabe et al., 2016), 

empirical evidence supports the notion of inertia. Specifically, in choosing a destination, 

individuals appear to prefer destination attributes of service quality and attractions of the typical 

destination (i.e., destinations they typically travel) as opposed to new destinations (Masiero & Qiu, 

2018). Given that typical behavior is linked to habit formation as noted in Hypothesis 2, it can be 

argued that accounting for habitual propensity in decision-making will introduce an inertia, and 

thus introduce the habitual mindset. Indeed, Verplanken et al. (1997) associate habitual mindset 

with inertia. In addition, habitual propensity varies across decision-makers; consequently, habitual 

propensity will signify the heterogeneity across decision-makers in assessing hotel attributes. The 

assumptions above give rise to the following hypotheses:  

Hypothesis 3a: Accounting for habitual propensity leads to an inertia in individuals’ 

preferences for hotel attributes. 

Hypothesis 3b: Heterogeneity in individuals’ preferences for hotel attributes can be allocated 

to habitual propensity. 

Hypotheses 1d and 3b propose that heterogeneity will be observed in individual preferences 

toward hotel choice attributes. In addition to verifying heterogeneity, this thesis explores 
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heterogeneity. In explaining individual preferences toward hotel attributes, this research proposes 

that decision-making styles explain decision-makers’ heterogeneous preferences. Decision-

making styles represent habitual and cognitive propensities that provide insights into how 

individuals approach decision-making (Scott & Bruce, 1995; Sproles & Kendall, 1986). That is, 

decision-making styles may represent differences among decision-makers. 

In exploring purchasing behavior, a large number of studies explored the relationship among 

decision-making styles and purchase decisions (Cowart & Goldsmith, 2007; Fischer et al., 2015; 

Mehta & Dixit, 2016; Nayeem & Casidy, 2015; Tarnanidis et al., 2015). On the other hand, 

evidence provides support to the relationship between decision-making styles and indicators of 

actual behavior (Alavi et al., 2016; Y. A. Park, 2007; Y. A. Park & Gretzel, 2010; Rezaei, 2015). 

This stream of evidence includes positive and negative relationships among decision-making 

styles, satisfaction and purchase intentions in a shopping mall context. Further, empirical evidence 

suggests a relationship between preferences to buy internationally branded products and consumer 

decision styles of brand loyal, hedonistic attitudes (C.-L. Wang et al., 2004). In addition, decision-

making styles simultaneously influence behavior. The joint influence of multiple decision-making 

styles on behavior is suggested by the relationship that exists among the sub-dimensions of 

decision-making styles (Scott & Bruce, 1995; Thunholm, 2004). This implies that decision-making 

styles are not independent from each other, and multiple decision-making styles may be utilized 

in the choice process.  

In a tourism context, Park (2007) found that brand-conscious, perfectionist, novelty-

conscious, confused by over-choice and habitual/loyal orientation styles are associated with 

loyalty intentions to use OTAs in the travel planning process. Further, Choudhary and Gangotia 

(2017) found differences among travelers with respect to their intention to share travel experiences 
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on social-media sites on the basis of decision-making styles. Moreover, Peng, Bilgihan and 

Kandampully (2015) found eight decision-making styles that explain consumers’ casual restaurant 

dining selection. Finally, based on decision-making styles of Chinese and Arabic travelers, three 

distinct segments were found, rational decision-makers, daydreamers and adaptive decision-

makers (Atadil, Sirakaya-Turk, Meng, & Decrop, 2018). Empirical evidence suggests that 

decision-making styles may explain differences among individuals in how they approach decision-

making, giving rise to the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 4: Travelers with different decision-making styles exhibit different preferences 

toward hotel attributes. 

In sum, the main theoretical proposition of this thesis is that one’s rational choice behavior 

will change as a result of the introduction of habitual propensity. Without accounting for habitual 

propensity, decision-makers are assumed to process attributes in a rational manner as suggested 

by Lancaster’s (1966a) product characteristics theory. That is, utility is derived from the product 

attributes (Hypothesis 1a, Hypothesis 1b), and non-price attributes are traded-off for price 

attributes (Hypothesis 1c). Also, decision-makers exhibit heterogeneous preferences toward these 

attributes (Hypotheses 1d). Further, typical booking practices are related to habitual propensity. 

The relationship suggests that habitual propensity would indicate typical hotel booking practices 

followed during the decision-making process (Hypothesis 2) that is guided by the concept of habit 

formation (Verplanken, 2006; Verplanken, Aarts, Van Knippenberg, & Moonen, 1998; Wood & 

Neal, 2007; Wood et al., 2002). Habitual propensity will lead to an inertia in individual preferences 

for hotel attributes (Hypothesis 3a). The inertia in individuals’ preferences may be explained by 

the concept of habitual mindset that is activated by the habitual propensity. Because each 

individual may be different with respect to habitual propensity, heterogeneity in individual 
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preferences for hotel attributes may be attributed to habitual propensity (Hypothesis 3b). Finally, 

heterogeneity in preferences for hotel attributes can be explained by decision-making styles 

(Hypothesis 4).  
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Chapter 3 Methodology  

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the research methodology employed in this study. Section 3.2 explains 

the research design developed to answer the questions of this research. Section 3.3 explains the 

sampling procedure, Section 3.4 discusses sample size considerations and Section 3.5 explicates 

the data collection instrument. The questionnaire of this study includes two types of measurements, 

namely (1) choice experiment (Section 3.5.1) and (2) measurement scale of decision-making styles 

(Section 3.5.2). Section 3.6 explains the estimation and specification of the choice models. This 

section provides the theoretical and practical background of the model estimations. Lastly, Section 

3.7 explains the derivation of willingness-to-pay measures.  

3.2 Research design 

This study examines how habitual propensity influences consumer preferences toward hotels. 

To achieve the aim of the study, travelers’ sensitivity, trade-off and heterogeneity toward hotel 

choice attributes are explored and explained. Consistent with Lancaster’s (1966a, 1971) product 

characteristics theory, this study builds on the assumption that decision-makers consider a product 

(i.e., hotel in the case of this thesis) that has several product attributes, and the attributes are traded-

off. While theory of economic choice describes the choice process as rational (McFadden, 1999), 

the extended framework of choice suggests that additional insights may be gained by introducing 

latent variables, depending on individuals’ characteristics, such as demographics or travel history 

(Ben-Akiva et al., 1999). The rational choice of accommodation follows the application of 

Random Utility Maximization (RUM) theory, proposed by McFadden (1974). The extended 

choice framework is also based on RUM; however, additional information is gained as a result of 
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the introduction of latent variables (Abou-Zeid & Ben-Akiva, 2015) that may manifest in several 

forms such as attitudes or perceptions. 

The conceptualization of this study includes components of accommodation-choice attributes, 

latent variable associated with habitual propensity, and latent variables capturing decision-making 

styles. While empirical evidence on accommodation choice attributes (D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; 

Masiero et al., 2015, 2016, 2019; Román & Martín, 2016) are supported from the literature, 

applications of decision-making styles in the hospitality and tourism literature are rare (Y. A. Park, 

2007; Y. A. Park & Gretzel, 2010). Specifically, no studies have investigated the relationship 

between decision-making styles and accommodation choice preferences. Because of the under-

representativeness of decision-making styles’ applications in accommodation and methodological 

issues highlighted in Section 2.7.4, a data collection instrument was designed for this study. The 

quality of the measurement items was tested to ensure their suitability for the sample (i.e., validity 

and reliability are confirmed). 

This study adopted a quantitative research design. In general, the research process follows a 

sequence of steps suggested by Pizam (1994). These steps include (1) formulation of research 

problem/goals, (2) literature review, (3) development of hypotheses and framework, (4) selection 

of sampling procedures, (5) measurement selection and pretest, (6) pilot study/finalizing the 

survey, (7) main survey, (8) data processing/analysis and (9) discussion of findings. Steps 1-3 were 

discussed in Chapters 1-2 of this thesis while steps 6-9 will be discussed in Chapters 4-6. Thus, 

steps 4-5 are discussed in this chapter.  
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3.3 Sampling design and population 

This section discusses how respondents were chosen to participate in the study. This research 

adopts purposive sampling (commonly referred as judgement sampling), a non-probability 

sampling method (Hair, Celsi, Ortinau, & Bush, 2013). The target population for this research is 

defined as Mainland Chinese middle-class consumers. The middle-class population is typically 

defined on the basis of annual income ¥ 60,000 to ¥ 239,000 (Farrell, Gersch, & Stephenson, 2006). 

That is, this thesis used the above annual income definition as a sampling criterion. The emergence 

of the middle class travelers was recognized in a recent study that investigated hotel brand 

preferences of middle-class consumers of Shanghai (Z. J. Huang & Cai, 2015).  

To effectively investigate hotel preferences of travelers, this study aims to sample individuals 

who organize their vacation on their own (i.e., the holiday was not a package tour organized by a 

tour operator). The literature describes this type of vacationers as independent travelers who 

arrange transportation and accommodation prior to departure (Hyde, 2008). In addition, Y. Xiang 

(2013) characterized independent travelers as younger in age with higher educational background 

and income level while motivations to travel independently include the need for freedom that can 

be gained compared to group tourists. Therefore, this study surveys Chinese middle-class 

independent travelers, holding a university degree (i.e., bachelor degree), representing the younger 

generation (i.e., aged between 20-60), who had had a recent vacation within a year prior to 

completing the survey, and who had organized their whole trip on their own. Further, habitual 

propensity introduced in Section 2.8.2 assumes that individuals are familiar with the choice task; 

thus, this study sampled individuals who typically stay in hotels when travelling for leisure.  
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3.4 Sample size 

Sample size is a significant aspect of the data collection and it requires careful consideration. 

Given restrictions, including time and financial resources, it is impossible to survey the whole 

population. Therefore, a sample is selected, which should approximate the population (Hair et al., 

2013). In determining the sample size, four factors are influential, namely population, desired 

precision (known as sampling error, margin of error, or confidence interval), variability and 

confidence level (Masiero, 2016). That is, sample size is dependent on the desired precision and 

confidence level proposed by the analyst and the number of observed units of the population. 

Cochran (1977) has provided a formula to obtain sample size; however, this formula is applicable 

to probability sampling. Hence, this study employed another approach to determine the sample 

size. More precisely, sample size was considered in connection with the experiment design and 

desired precision of estimates (e.g.,	" > 1.96, a value corresponding to 95% confidence level). 

Hensher et al. (2015) suggested that different experiment designs (e.g., orthogonal design, efficient 

design) require different sample sizes if the researcher aims to achieve all estimates to be 

statistically significant. For example, orthogonal design (i.e., where the analyst has no prior 

information on the sample studied) requires significantly more responses to have all estimates to 

be statistically significant. While no minimum sample size requirement exists, previous studies 

recruited sample sizes above 500 respondents (D. Kim & Park, 2017; D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; 

Masiero et al., 2015, 2016; Román & Martín, 2016). For this reason, this study considered 500 as 

the minimum sample size.  

The population of this research is independent travelers representing the Chinese middle-class. 

The population of China is 1.38 billion (Statista, 2016); however, the number of independent 

travelers is unknown. This study considers the standard confidence level (i.e., 95%) and the 
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confidence interval of +/-5%. Given that the confidence interval of the population is unknown, 

pilot-studies were conducted to ensure that the main study had the necessary estimates.  

3.5 Survey instrument development 

The data collection instrument consisted of three parts: (1) choice experiment, (2) items 

measuring decision-making styles and (3) sociodemographic information. This section introduces 

the proposed measurement scale development procedure. 

3.5.1 Stated choice experimental design process  

3.5.1.1 Experimental design considerations 

When the decision-maker encounters a choice situation, he/she is presented with a choice task, 

comprising a set of mutually exclusive choice alternatives from which the respondent makes a 

selection (Garrow, 2010). All possible alternatives are considered as the universal choice set; 

nonetheless, respondents are presented with only a subset of choice alternatives termed choice set 

(Ben-Akiva & Lerman, 1985). In practice, responses to choice tasks are obtained from choice 

experiments, whose design process is introduced in this section.  
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Figure 3.1 The experiment design process 

Source: Hensher, Rose and Greene (2005b) 

Experiment design relates to observing the effect on the response variable (i.e., choice) of one 

or more variables as a result of manipulating their attribute levels (Louviere et al., 2000). However, 

the manipulation is executed using statistical metrics in order to determine what manipulations to 

make (Hensher et al., 2015). This study adopted the process of a stated choice experimental design 

proposed by Hensher et al. (2005b), consisting of eight stages (see Figure 3.1). The experimental 

design begins with the problem refinement, providing a scope for the investigation. This is 

followed by stimuli refinement, which includes the definition of the universal but reduced list of 

alternatives available to decision makers. Once the list of alternatives is defined, the attributes and 
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attribute levels of alternatives need to be determined (Hensher et al., 2015). This can be challenging 

because each alternative may incorporate a mix of common and different attributes and even if 

two alternatives have similar attributes, the attribute level may differ. As the next step, the 

attributes and attribute levels attached to the alternatives need to be defined. In defining the list of 

alternatives, attributes and attribute levels, Hensher et al. (2005b) suggest undertaking thorough 

literature survey, focus group interviews, in-depth interviews or secondary data searches.  

Studies investigating choice in the field of tourism and hospitality applied different sources of 

data collection techniques to refine the choice set. These include (1) qualitative data (e.g., in-depth 

interviews, focus groups) (Adhikari & Rao, 2012; Huertas-Garcia et al., 2014; Masiero et al., 2015; 

Román & Martín, 2016), (2) a combination of qualitative data collection and field survey (D. Kim 

& Perdue, 2013; Nicolau & Masiero, 2013), (3) conducting a survey-based data collection in order 

to explore further information that is required for the experiment design (Noone & McGuire, 2013; 

J. Y. Park & Jang, 2013), (4) conducting a pilot study to gain understanding of the accuracy of the 

attributes to refine the experiment (D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; Masiero et al., 2016) and (5) relying 

solely on literature (Jung et al., 2015).  

Next, the attribute label and attribute level label must to be determined. Attribute levels need 

to be defined as levels that are assigned to an attribute, and are expressed as numbers that are 

meaningful for the analyst but not for the respondent (Hensher et al., 2015). Attribute labels are 

the narratives associated with the attribute levels that provide meaning to the decision maker 

(Hensher et al., 2005b). Attribute labels can be represented by numbers (e.g., travel time) or words. 

In hotel choice studies, attributes specified in choice experiments typically include features of the 

hotel (e.g., location, service quality, brand, staff friendliness, room view, noise level) and facilities 

of the hotel (e.g., guest smartphone, access to hotel lounge, spa, swimming pool, free breakfast) 
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(D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; Masiero et al., 2015; Nicolau & Sellers, 2012; Román & Martín, 2016). 

Further, the presentation of the attribute labels can be different. For example, price can be 

presented as an absolute value (Masiero et al., 2016), with symbols (e.g., $) (D. Kim & Perdue, 

2013) or as a deviation from a value (e.g., price + 20%) (Román & Martín, 2016). The number of 

attributes specified in studies is context dependent. While studies investigating hotel choice (D. 

Kim & Perdue, 2013; Masiero et al., 2015; Román & Martín, 2016) employ more attributes (e.g., 

7-10), restaurant choice studies may require fewer attributes (e.g., 3-6) (Adhikari & Rao, 2012; 

Jung et al., 2015). Besides, the price item seems to be consistent across studies. This is not 

surprising because choice models have been used to obtain estimates (i.e., how much one is willing 

to pay) in order to compensate changes in attribute levels of a product/service (Louviere et al., 

2000). 

After the attribute labels have been identified, the next step is to specify the attribute level 

labels – i.e., qualitative or quantitative values assigned to the attributes (Hensher et al., 2015). 

Verma et al. (1999) submit that the range of the attribute level should not be large because the 

choice experiment can become unrealistic or difficult for the respondents. Nonetheless, the number 

of attribute levels depends on the researcher but at least two levels are suggested for estimating 

linear effects and more than two for estimating non-linear effects (Verma, Plaschka, & Louviere, 

2002). In applied discrete choice modeling in hospitality and tourism research, studies typically 

specify two to three attribute levels while the price attribute often consist of four to five levels 

(Chou & Chen, 2014; D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; Masiero et al., 2015; Nicolau & Masiero, 2013; 

Román & Martín, 2016). 

Next, the researcher needs to determine how the information of alternatives, including 

attributes and their levels, is presented to the respondents. That is, the experiment needs to be 
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designed. Different designs are available, including full factorial design, orthogonal design and 

efficient design (Hensher et al., 2015). Full factorial design is a form of experimental design where 

all possible treatment combinations are presented (Hensher et al., 2005b). Because the full factorial 

design consisting of the combination of all attributes and their levels would be impractical, 

researchers apply methods to present a subset of the possible combinations (Verma et al., 2002). 

That is, the number of choice tasks is reduced. The most commonly used methods of reducing full 

factorial design are orthogonal factorial design and efficient design (Hensher et al., 2005b). While 

orthogonal factorial design is capable of producing the desired precision (e.g., "	 > 1.96), it 

requires significantly larger sample size (Hensher et al., 2015). Because of this, researchers often 

conduct experiment design in two steps: (1) data collection (e.g., pilot study) with orthogonal 

factorial design and (2) recalibrating the experiment with efficient design, which uses information 

collected in step 1. In hospitality and tourism research, studies often utilize the orthogonal 

fractional factorial design; however, others utilized alternative methods such as IV resolution 

design (Huertas-Garcia et al., 2014), random assignment practice (J. Y. Park & Jang, 2013), 

Bayesian optimal design (D. Kim & Perdue, 2013) or the combination of a pilot study and efficient 

design (Masiero et al., 2015).  

In this research, the final choice experiment was designed based on the two-step approach. 

First, a pilot study was conducted to gain preliminary understanding of individuals’ preferences 

toward the choice attributes. This thesis utilized an efficient design when calibrating the first 

experiment. Because no empirically collected information was available about the individuals’ 

preferences, the value of zero was used as prior. Second, the information (i.e., estimates) in the 

pilot study was utilized to recalibrate the experiment with efficient design. Both orthogonal and 

efficient designs can be used to estimate main effects and interaction effects. The main difference 
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between the two designs is that the orthogonal design requires independence of attributes; thus, 

attribute level balance (i.e., equal appearance of each attribute level in the experiment) needs to be 

satisfied (Hensher et al., 2005b). Efficient designs, on the other hand, generate a design with 

increased precision (i.e., lower standard errors) (Rose & Bliemer, 2009). However, efficient design 

requires prior knowledge/information on the value of parameters used to compute the asymptotic 

variance-covariance (AVC) matrix, which is the negative inverse of the Fisher Information matrix 

(ChoiceMetrics, 2018). Based on the AVC matrix, two types of efficient designs can be developed, 

namely A-efficient and D-efficient designs. A-efficient design minimizes the A-error (trace of 

AVC matrix) while D-efficient design minimizes the D-error (determinant of AVC matrix) (Rose 

& Bliemer, 2009). For the main data collection, D-efficient design was implemented using the 

coefficients from pilot study III (Section 4.4). The experimental design for pilot study III involved 

eighteen choice tasks in total, which were separated into two independent blocks. Individuals were 

randomly assigned to each block, ensuring that choice task per person was reduced to nine per 

respondent. 

3.5.1.2 Development of attributes and attribute levels 

Previous research on hotel choice (D. Kim & Park, 2017; E. Kim, Ham, Yang, & Choi, 2013; 

Kucukusta, 2017; Masiero et al., 2015, 2016, 2019; Román & Martín, 2016) utilized the product 

characteristics framework (Lancaster, 1966a, 1971), thereby proposing that products are composed 

of relevant characteristics. Empirical evidence conclusively indicates that hotel choice is driven 

by location, services, hotel facilities, room characteristics and price. Thus, when defining attributes 

and their levels, these attributes were taken into consideration. However, recent studies revealed 

the influence of e-WOM in purchasing and decision-making, suggesting that individuals infer 

information from reviews and ratings that in turn influence decision-making (Book et al., 2016, 
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2018; Schuckert et al., 2015; Tanford & Kim, 2018). Thus, in this thesis, attributes related to e-

WOM were developed to represent hotel attributes. Specifically, two types of e-WOM attributes 

were considered: review content and previous guest recommendation. Moreover, the remaining 

attributes included perceived room availability and monetary attributes such as price per night and 

discount. Next, the development of attribute levels of these attributes is introduced. 

In the review content domain, three attributes were considered: location, service and room 

characteristics. To facilitate easier information processing for respondents, it was decided that all 

these attributes would be measured with the same attribute levels. The attribute levels were adopted 

from the service quality literature, specifically Spector’s (1976) definition of the thirteen 

evaluation measures ranging from “Terrible” to “Excellent”. Evidence from recent experimental 

studies in tourism showed that such labels can represent differences between product attribute 

levels (Koo et al., 2018; Masiero & Qiu, 2018). Thus, in this research, the attribute levels for 

review content for location, service and room characteristics were measured by the attribute levels 

of “Fair”, “Good” and “Excellent”. Recommendation, as the other e-WOM attribute, was 

measured in percentage of previous guests’ recommendation. With this definition, the most 

popular Chinese OTA was mimicked. Given the population of this research and the influence of 

e-WOM attributes on decision-making, adopting recommendation as an attribute seemed 

appropriate. For pilot study III, recommendation was defined with three levels as follows: “No 

information”, “80% of previous guests recommend this hotel” and “95% of previous guests 

recommend this hotel”. The attribute level “No information” reflects the fact that in some cases, 

no information was shown to prospective travelers.  

The next attribute is room availability, where the impact of perceived room availability was 

investigated. To operationalize this attribute, the worst level, which would imply the highest level 
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of pressure toward an individual, was labelled as “Rooms in high demand! Only 2 rooms left at 

this price!”. The next level was expressed in terms of scarce room as in “5 rooms left at this price” 

while the last level indicated room availability without any condition as in “Rooms are available”.  

Price was expressed as an absolute amount that individuals would have to pay per night. 

Several Chinese OTA platforms were observed in terms pricing. Before constructing the price 

levels, four experts working at Chinese OTAs at managerial level or above were contacted to verify 

the applicability of the proposed levels of price. Some adjustments were made based on the 

experts’ resulting in four price levels (¥ 300, ¥ 450, ¥ 600 and ¥ 750), where the benchmark related 

to 3.5-star hotels in a first-tier city in Mainland China. Finally, discount levels were defined in 

terms of percentage in price reduction as follows: “No discount available”, “5 % discount” and 

“10% discount”. The price that was shown to respondents included the discounted price as well as 

the discount level. The complete list of attributes and attribute levels have been presented in Table 

3.1.  
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Table 3.1 Attributes and attribute levels 

Online review highlights  
Hotel location (close to public transport, commercial 
areas, main tourist attractions) 

• Fair 

 • Good	
 • Excellent	
Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of service) • Fair 
 • Good 
 • Excellent	
Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, quietness) • Fair 
 • Good 
 • Excellent	
Recommendation • No information available 
 • 80% of previous guests recommend this hotel 
 • 95% of previous guests recommend this hotel 
Room availability and pricing  
Room availability • Rooms in high demand! Only 2 rooms left at this 

price! 
 • 5 rooms left at this price 
 • Rooms are available 
Original price • ¥  750 
 • ¥  600 
 • ¥ 450 
 • ¥ 300 
Discount • No discount available  
 • 5% discount  
 • 10% discount 

 

3.5.2 Measurement of decision-making styles 

Concerning the measurement of decision-making styles, two main frameworks exist: the 

notion that (1) decision-making styles are seen as thinking styles utilized to understand the 

decision-process (Hunt et al., 1989) and (2) decision-making styles are habitual patterns that 

individuals use in decision situations (Driver, 1979). Consequently, two frameworks were 

developed that aim to capture decision-making styles, including the Consumer Styles Inventory 
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(CSI) proposed by Sproles and Kendall (1986) and the General Decision-Making Style (GDMS) 

instrument proposed by Scott and Bruce (1995). Despite the fact that these instruments are based 

on different conceptualization, Thunholm (2004) argued that decision-making styles involve habit-

based propensities and general information processing practices as well as self-evaluation. Thus, 

a combination of thinking and habitual preferences can broadly represent decision-making styles. 

As discussed in Section 2.7.2, empirical studies have largely adopted either of the two frameworks 

with slightly modified measurement items. This practice results in inconsistent findings across 

research settings, and questions the validity of the scales. Therefore, this study did not adopt either 

of the measurement scales directly, but revised both decision-making style scales and adopted 

constructs relevant to this study. Appendix 1 presents measurement items for the combined 

decision-making style scales (Scott & Bruce, 1995; Sproles & Kendall, 1986).  

On the reduction of the items, a three-step procedure was followed. First, the items were 

rephrased to reflect the research setting. Second, an academic expert panel was formed to ensure 

content validity of the items. Third, empirical data was collected for the purpose of scale validation. 

This section explains steps 1 and 2 while step 3 is discussed in Chapter 4. The formation of an 

expert panel is a frequently used approach to refine the items and constructs at the survey 

development stage (J.-H. Kim, Ritchie, & McCormick, 2012). The academic panel in this thesis 

consisted of ten experienced academics in tourism research from the School of Hotel and Tourism 

Management at The Hong Kong Polytechnic University. 

A clear definition of the constructs was provided to the experts. Based on the definition of the 

constructs, the experts were asked to rate whether the items represent the decision-making style 

constructs on a 3-point scale (Appendix 1). Further, the expert panel was requested to provide 
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suggestions on the representativeness of the developed constructs. Before an item was retained, 

the following criteria were used (Ap & Crompton, 1998): 

1. An item was retained if it was rated as “clearly representative” by 4 or more experts. 

2. An item was also retained if it was rated as “clearly representative” or “somewhat 

representative” by 5 or more experts. 

3. An item was not retained if neither rule 1 nor 2 was met. 

Based on the suggestion of the academic expert panel, the 66-item combined scale was 

decreased to 37 items with the following proposed domains: Brand preference, Variety-seeking, 

Spontaneous decision-making, Recommendation consciousness, Price-consciousness, High-

quality consciousness, Rational decision-making and Last-minute decision-making. Uncertainty 

was not identified as a decision-making style but it was added to the scale to recognize the 

uncertainty involved in the online decision-making process as suggested by previous studies (C. 

M. Chiu, Wang, Fang, & Huang, 2014; Weber, Blais, & Betz, 2002). The developed measurement 

scale was then used for the data collection (see Chapter 4 for the details). 

3.6 Empirical model estimations 

3.6.1 Introduction 

Since the introduction of the Multinomial Logit Model (MNL) by McFadden (1974), discrete 

choice modeling has improved rapidly by relaxing some restrictions of the MNL. Increased effort 

has been dedicated to find more flexible modeling approaches that can effectively handle various 

situations. For instance, a major extension of the MNL, the mixed multinomial logit model 

(MMNL), is capable of capturing unobserved heterogeneity among decision-makers. Another 

extension, the hybrid choice model (HCM), was developed with the aim of accounting for the role 
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of underlying psychological factors that influence decision-making, and thus to improve the 

prediction of the choices individuals make. HCM is regarded as a discrete choice model that 

integrates latent variables (e.g., attitudes, perceptions), and thus provides an increased explanatory 

power on the choice process (Bolduc & Alvarez-Daziano, 2010). As a result of incorporating 

additional information by the latent variables, HCM has several advantages, including the ability 

to model unobserved heterogeneity by adding underlying latent variables, enhanced statistical 

efficiency of the estimated parameters, and an improved behavioral realism due to more 

transparent knowledge in how people make decisions compared to the models that depend on 

observable variables (Abou-Zeid & Ben-Akiva, 2015). The modeling framework is based on the 

work of McFadden (1986, 1999), Ben-Akiva et al. (1999; 2002), Walker (2001) and Walker and 

Ben-Akiva (2002). Applications of hybrid choice models include, but are not limited to, fields 

such as ecological economics (Milon & Scrogin, 2006; Ojea & Loureiro, 2007), consumer 

behavior (Alvarez-Daziano & Bolduc, 2013), renewable energy (Mariel, Meyerhoff, & Hess, 

2015; Yoo & Ready, 2014) and transportation (Daly, Hess, Patruni, Potoglou, & Rohr, 2012; 

Small, Winston, & Yan, 2005; Yazdanpanah & Hosseinlou, 2017). Because HCM is an extension 

of the discrete choice model, Section 3.6.2 explains how the standard discrete choice model was 

formulated, and Section 3.6.3 discusses the estimation procedure and the general model 

specification of the HCM. 

3.6.2 Standard discrete choice modeling 

Discrete choice models originated from a utility maximizing framework, assessing how 

individuals evaluate attributes of a good/service (Adamowicz, Boxall, Williams, & Louviere, 

1998). Specifically, utility is regarded as the value that is extracted from evaluations of product 

attributes, and reveals how product attributes are traded-off. Further, as indicated in Section 2.2.1, 
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the utility-based decision-making is considered as a rational choice paradigm. Therefore, discrete 

choice models are estimated with the assumptions that individuals choose the alternative providing 

the highest utility (Hensher et al., 2005b). A representation of the discrete choice modeling 

framework is shown in Figure 3.2, where the observed variables are depicted with rectangles and 

latent variables are represented with ellipses. Solid arrows indicate cause-effect relationships while 

the dashed arrow describes measurement relationship.  

 

Figure 3.2 The standard discrete choice model 

Source: Abou-Zeid and Ben-Akiva (2015) 

Utility ()!") of the +th alternative can be separated into an observed (,!") and an unobserved 

component (-!"). Alternative + is selected if its utility obtained by individual . exceeds the utility 

of all other components of the utility function. Formally, the utility function can be written as: 

)!" =	,!" +	-!".  (1) 

The observed portion of the utility function is usually cited as a systematic component because 

this is the part of the utility function where observed attributes and their measurements are defined 

Explanatory 
variables (X) 

Choice (y) 

Utility (U) 

Disturbance (") 
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(Hensher et al., 2005b). The observed component (,!") can be defined as a set of weights that 

quantify how much each attribute contributes to the observed source of utility (Hensher et al., 

2005b). That is, the systematic utility can be expressed in a linear form where the weight of each 

attribute is represented by a parameter, accounting for that attribute’s marginal input to the overall 

utility. The observed component can be expressed as follows: 

,!" = 1#" +	1$"2(3$") +	1%"2(3%") +	1&"2(3&") + ⋯+	1'"2(3'") (2) 

In the above expression, 1$"  corresponds to the weight that is related to attribute 3$  of 

alternative +; and 1#" is a parameter not related to the attributes, known as the alternative-specific 

constant (ASC), representing the average role of all the unobserved source of utility. In addition, 

the inclusion of 2(. . . )indicates that the attributes included in the utility expression are many and 

they vary. Lastly, ,!" is assumed to be linear additive (Hensher et al., 2005b).  

The unobserved component (-!") is often referred to as error term or stochastic term – that is, 

a random term that corresponds to the unobserved or unknown portion of the utility function 

(Garrow, 2010). The distribution of the error term may depend on a number of factors such as 

incorrectly specified functional form of attributes, amount and nature of omitted attributes from 

the utility function that are important to decision-makers in the context of application as well as 

measurement errors (Hensher et al., 2015). An indirect relationship exists between the distribution 

of the stochastic term and the attributes included in the utility function, indicating that the 

inclusion/omission of attributes in/from the model results in the distribution of error terms 

(Garrow, 2010). Even though the error term represents a portion of the utility that is unobservable, 

each respondent has a utility from an alternative related to the unobservable component. Further, 

a distribution exists, which depicts the unobserved sources of heterogeneity in the population 

sampled (Hensher et al., 2005b). Because respondents select an alternative from the choice set 
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(5!), the information presented to respondents is restricted to what is included in the choice 

experiment (Garrow, 2010). Consequently, choices can be explained up to a probability of an 

alternative being chosen (Hensher et al., 2005b). Therefore, in discrete choice modeling, 

probabilities of discrete or multiple outcomes are predicted (Garrow, 2010). Since discrete choice 

models are related to utility maximization, choice probabilities can be derived based on Eq (1) as 

follows: 

 

6!" = 6()!" 	≥ 	)!(∀	9 ≠ +)   

=	6(,!" +	-!" 	≥ 	,!" +	-!"∀	9 ≠ +)  

= 6(-!( +	-!" 	≤ 	,!" −	,!"∀	9 ≠ +)  

= 6(-!( ≤	,!" −	,!( +	-!"∀	9 ≠ +) (3) 

∫ ∫ 2(-)>-), …
*!+*",	.!
.!/+0	∀(	(2"

,0
.!/+0

, >-",$, >-" (4) 

Eq (3) indicates that the choice probability of alternative + is equivalent to the probability that 

the difference in the unobserved part of utility between alternative 9 and alternative + does not 

exceed the difference in the observed part of utility between alternative +  and alternative 9 

(Hensher et al., 2005b). The derivation in Eq 3 and Eq 4. shows that the choice probability of an 

alternative depends on both the observed and unobserved parts of the utility function. An 

interesting case may arise when alternative 9 is chosen although the deterministic part of utility for 

alternative + is greater than for alternative 9. This scenario may be possible if the stochastic part of 

utility for alternative 9 is sufficiently larger than alternative + (Garrow, 2010).  

The probability that -!( is less than (,!" −	,!( +	-!") is given by the cumulative distribution 

function (CDF). To derive choice probabilities, one needs an a priori assumption on how the error 
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term is distributed. Research in discrete choice analysis has usually adopted the extreme value type 

1 (EV1) distribution (Train, 2009), which is formally written as:  

Prob (-( ≤ -) = exp	(− exp−	-)	 (5) 

Next, the researcher needs to decide what relationship exists among - of alternatives.  

In discrete choice modeling, different models exist that make different imposition on the 

distribution of the error terms. For instance, the MNL model assumes that the unobserved 

component of each alternative is independent and has the same distribution (i.e., identically 

distributed), commonly cited as the IID condition. This makes it possible to treat each -  as 

independent (i.e., uncorrelated) and identically distributed (Hensher et al., 2005b). The assumption 

that unobserved error components are IID and follow the EV1 distribution results in the binary 

logit (two alternatives) or the MNL (in the case of multiple alternatives) (Garrow, 2010). The IID 

assumption has the benefit that the computation of the choice probabilities is relatively simple as 

it takes on a closed-form expression. Nevertheless, the same assumption also leads to some 

impositions. First, the IID assumption results in the condition of independence of irrelevant 

alternatives (IIA), which considers the ratio of choice probabilities for two alternatives 

independent of attributes of other alternatives; an assumption that may not be realistic in many 

situations (Hensher et al., 2005b). Second, the MNL model is only capable of revealing 

deterministic heterogeneity (e.g., based on sociodemographic characteristics), leading to the logic 

that differences in preferences within the population are based solely on sociodemographic 

characteristics.  

While several methods exist to estimate a choice model, the most frequently adopted approach 

is the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) (Hensher et al., 2005b). Since the probability 

expression of the MNL model takes a closed form, MLE can be used (Garrow, 2010). The 
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likelihood function of discrete choice models is designed to maximize the choice probabilities 

associated with the alternatives (Train, 2009). That is, the likelihood function is defined in a way 

that maximizes the predictions obtained by the model. The probability of alternative + being chosen 

by respondent . can be expressed as: 

6"! =
3#!$

∑ 3#"$%
"&'

, (6) 

The MNL assumes that the 1  coefficients related to the observed characteristics (i.e., 

attributes) of alternatives and characteristics of individuals are the same within the population. 

That is, the major limitation of the MNL model is that it cannot account for unobserved taste 

heterogeneity (Train, 2009). The mixed multinomial logit (MMNL) model was proposed, as an 

extension of the MNL model, in order to address the IIA assumption that captures heterogeneity 

and handling correlations among attributes (McFadden & Train, 2000). The mixing feature in the 

MMNL model allows heterogeneity in the individual preference over attributes. The choice 

probabilities in the MMNL model are calculated as the integral of MNL choice probabilities over 

the distribution assumed, and can be formally expressed as: 

6"!5 =	∫ 6"!6$
(+|E!)2(E!|Ω)>6$  (7) 

where 6"!(+|E!) is the MNL choice probability for alternative + by respondent ., conditional 

on E! . In the model formulation in Eq 7, parameters that represent sensitivities (i.e., 1! ) are 

assumed to follow a random distribution instead of being fixed. Therefore, the error term 

E!represents the deviation from the mean observed utility ," 	caused by the fact that 1! is no longer 

the same for all decision-makers. With the assumption of 1! randomly distributed, Eq.7 can be 

written as: 
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6"!5 =	∫ 6"!7$
(+|1!)2(1!|Ω)>7$  (8) 

where 6(+|1!)  indicates the MNL choice probability for alternative +  by respondent . , 

conditional on the taste coefficients 1!, which are distributed across the population according to 

2(1!|Ω). For parameter distribution, using continuous distribution is the typical approach.  

The integral in Eq 8 does not have a closed form, and thus cannot be solved analytically. To 

approximate the integral, one needs to use numerical simulations that involve parameters and 

choice probabilities. That is, choice probability for each G random draws is calculated and then 

averaged over the draws (Hensher et al., 2015). If 1(9) with H = 1 represents a random draw from 

2(1|Ω), then the likelihood can be written as: 

6!;I =
$
<
∑ 6!"(1

(9)<
9/$ )  (9) 

where 6!;I  is the simulated unconditional choice probability, which is an unbiased estimator or 

6!". 

Thus far, the assumption made is that preferences are heterogeneous on the basis of the 

sensitivities toward attributes. Additional heterogeneity can be further explored and this is referred 

to as scale heterogeneity, which relates to heterogeneity in the influence of factors that are specified 

in the model compared to the influence of factors that are not specified in the model (Hess & Train, 

2017). For example, attributes would have small coefficients in magnitude for individuals whose 

choices are influenced by factors that are not included in the model. On the contrary, attributes 

would have larger coefficients for individuals whose decisions are less influenced by factors not 

specified in the model. Scale heterogeneity can be seen as manifestation of correlation among 

estimated parameters of the model that vary in magnitude among decision-makers (Hess & Rose, 

2012). Some work was done in order to disentangle scale heterogeneity and taste heterogeneity by 
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proposing the generalized multinomial logit model (G-MNL) (Fiebig, Keane, Louviere, & Wasi, 

2009; Greene & Hensher, 2010). However, subsequent research analytically showed that the G-

MNL does not capture scale heterogeneity along preference heterogeneity; instead, the G-MNL 

model utilizes a different distributional flexibility compared to MMNL, leading to the conclusion 

that an MMNL that captures correlations among attributes accommodates for both scale and 

preference heterogeneity (Hess & Rose, 2012; Hess & Train, 2017). In this thesis, two MMNLs 

were estimated: the standard MMNL without correlated attributes (denoted as MMNLUC) and 

MMNL with correlated attributes (denoted as MMNLC). In MMNLC, additional parameters were 

included in the model that allows heterogeneity due to correlations. This was specified by allowing 

the off-diagonal elements in the Cholesky matrix to be estimated. For example, additional 

heterogeneity attributed to the correlation between location and service is denoted as 

K=39>"?3+@A?B5"A!. 

3.6.3 Hybrid-choice model 

When investigating behavior, a researcher may directly measure concepts such as personality 

characteristics. While a number of directly measurable characteristics exists (e.g., 

sociodemographic characteristics), underlying variables, such as attitudes and perceptions, cannot 

be observed directly (Choo & Mokhtarian, 2004). Because they cannot be measured directly, they 

are latent variables, and are inferred from other variables that can be measured, known as indicators 

(Daly et al., 2012). On indicators, responses are typically collected on a Likert-scale measure to 

survey questions about the underlying construct of interest that are used as manifestations of the 

latent variable (Mariel et al., 2015). Previous research has realized the importance of underlying 

variables. Extending the standard choice models by including latent variables could result in a 

more in-depth understanding of the choice process as well as provide greater explanatory power 
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(Bolduc, Ben-Akiva, Walker, & Michaud, 2005). Forms of incorporating and accounting for the 

impact of latent variables as extensions of the standard discrete choice model are depicted in  

 (Abou-Zeid & Ben-Akiva, 2015).  

Figure 3.3 Incorporating latent variables in discrete choice models 

Adapted from: Ben-Akiva, Walker, et al. (2002) 

 

In order to include latent variables in discrete choice models, a number of different approaches 

in previous research were adopted. The first method relates to the inclusion of indicators in the 

choice model directly as error free predictors of choice, shown on the left side of  

. However, the direct incorporation of indicators in the choice model may not be the most 

appropriate approach because instead of direct measures, indicators are manifestations of the latent 

constructs (Ben-Akiva, Walker, et al., 2002). That is, agreement/disagreement on a Likert-scale 

item may not necessarily indicate a cause-effect relationship with the choice (Daly et al., 2012). In 

addition, responses to ordinal measures are subject to the phrasing of the statement. Therefore, 

specifying indicators of underlying constructs as direct explanatory variables of choice may lead 
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to biased estimates because measurement errors of the underlying constructs are not taken into 

consideration.  

An alternative to the above-mentioned method involves a sequence model estimations that 

combines factor analysis and discrete choice modeling methods (Theis, 2011). In this regard, factor 

analysis is performed on the indicators, followed by linking the fitted latent variables to utility, as 

shown on the right side of  

. With the factor analysis procedure, the interrelated indicators are transformed into groups of 

uncorrelated variables, often referred to as principal components or factors. As the final step, the 

underlying variables need to be included in the utility functions of the choice model. Taking into 

account that the latent variables suffer from measurement errors, the choice probability should be 

numerically integrated over the distribution of the latent variables (Ben-Akiva, Walker, et al., 

2002). The sequential estimation recognizes that both responses to indicators of underlying 

constructs and choice are influenced by the same latent variable.  

To improve the above-described modeling methods, a combined model structure was 

formulated, providing a general treatment of how latent variables can be incorporated in discrete 

choice models (Walker & Ben-Akiva, 2002). This modelling approach is comprised of two 

essential elements: a latent variable model and a discrete choice model, integrated into a single 

framework known as the Integrated Choice and Latent Variable (ICLV) model (see Figure 3.4). 

The ICLV structure increases the realism of the model because it shows how latent variables 

influence choices (Bolduc et al., 2005). In the discrete choice model part, utilities are a function of 

both the explanatory variables (i.e., attributes of alternatives) and latent variables as well as 

characteristics of decision makers. Simultaneously, the underlying constructs provide explanation 

to responses of the observed indicators (Daly et al., 2012). In the latent variable model part of the 
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framework, the latent variables are considered as structural variables that are linked to other 

variables (Bolduc & Alvarez-Daziano, 2010). The latent-variable part of the model reveals the 

influence of observed variables (e.g., characteristics of decision-makers) on the latent variables 

through structural relationships (Ben-Akiva, Walker, et al., 2002). Further, the latent variable 

model consists of a sub-model that links the latent variable to indicators of the latent variable 

through measurement relationships. That is, the full model is built up by a set of structural 

relationships (structural model) and measurement relationships (measurement model). In the 

structural model, utility is specified as a latent variable, as a function of observed variables (i.e., 

attributes) and as underlying constructs linked to indicators. A typical estimation procedure 

includes retaining the underlying latent constructs with factor analysis as the first step, which is 

followed by including the latent attitudes as explanatory variables (Atasoy, Glerum, & Bierlaire, 

2013; Temme, Paulssen, & Dannewald, 2008; Theis, 2011). However, a simultaneous estimation 

of both the structural and measurement model is also possible (Alvarez-Daziano & Bolduc, 2013; 

Atasoy et al., 2013; Mariel et al., 2015; Song, Hess, & Dekker, 2018). 
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Figure 3.4 The integrated choice and latent variable (ICLV) model 

Source: Ben-Akiva, Walker, et al. (2002) 

3.6.4 General specification of the HCM 

Latent variables, denoted by 3!
∗  for individual . in the following formulation, are unobserved 

constructs that capture subjective views of individuals. They cannot be directly measured, but the 

effect they have on measurable indicators (for example, survey questions on attitudes) can be 

observed and therefore used to build an equation related to the latent variable measurement: 

I! = I(3!
∗ ; N) + O!,  (10) 

where the indicator (I!) depends on the latent variables, a set of coefficients (α) and an error 

term (O!). Simultaneously, the latent variable is related to observable explanatory variables (3!), 

for example the characteristics of individual . . This relation is described by the following 

structural equation: 
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3!
∗ = 3∗(3!; P) + Q!,  (11) 

where P is a set of coefficients and Q! is an error term. 

The utility of choosing an alternative +, which is also a latent quantity, can be defined as a 

function of the attributes of the alternatives and the latent variables: 

)"! = ,(3!, 3" , 3!
∗ ; 1) + -"!,  (12) 

where β is a set of estimated coefficients and -"!  is an error term. In the utility maximization 

framework, the equation that gives the choice probability of alternative + by individual . from a 

set of alternatives 5!  is: 

6(R"|3!, 3" , 3!
∗ ; 1, S.) = 6T)"! ≥ )(!, ∀(U5!V,  (13) 

where S. is a vector of parameters of the error term in Eq 11. Since 3!
∗
 is not observable, it is 

necessary to numerically integrate it over the distribution of the underlying construct and the 

indicators. The density function for the latent variables, 2(3∗|3!; P, SD ), is obtained from an 

assumption of the distribution of Q! in Eq 10 while the indicators’ density function, 

2(W!|3
∗; N, SE), is obtained from assumptions about the distribution of O!  in Eq 1. In incorporating 

the density functions, it is possible to express the joint probability of observing choice +  and 

indicator W! as: 

6(R" , W!|3!, 3"; 1, N, P, S. , SE, SD) =

∫ 6(R"|3!, 3" , 3
∗, 1, S.F∗ )2(W!|3

∗; N, SE)2(3
∗|3!; P, SD)>3

∗,  (14) 

If the error term is IID extreme value type 1, then: 

6(R"! = 1|3, 3∗; 1) =
3#!

∑ 3#"")*$
.  (15) 

Since the choice is the function of utilities, an expression needs to reflect the utility 

maximization, such as:  
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R"! = X
													1, if	)"! = [\]^)(_

0, otherwise
  (16) 

Estimating the parameters for this probability involves maximizing the likelihood function of 

the choices observed and indicators, which can be written with the log likelihood function (g) as 

follows: 

g = ∑ ∑ R"! log 6(R" , W!|3!, 3"; 1, N,"GH$! P, S. , SE, SD).  (17) 

Once the model is estimated, the measurement equations are no longer used for application, 

and the following specification is used, where the probability accounts directly for the impact of 

the latent variable through the estimated parameters and can be directly applied to a dataset 

containing only observable variables (3!, 3"). 

6(R"|3" , 3!) = ∫ 6(R"|3!, 3" , 3
∗)2(3∗|3!)>3

∗.F∗   (18) 

The latent variable in the hybrid model (habitual propensity) explains responses to questions 

in the survey that asked typical behavior of respondents when they make leisure trips or plan hotel 

bookings. These questions were measured with categorical variables; that is, using linear 

regression to capture the influence of the latent variable on the indicators measured with categories 

is inappropriate. Thus, following Daly et al. (2012), this part of the model was estimated with 

ordered logit regression such that the choice probability of level j of the indicator can be expressed 

as: 

6(W!I) = k|N!) =
3(,-,/01-2$)

$,3(,-,/01-2$)
−

3(,-,/0'01-2$)

$,3(,-,/0'01-2$)
 . (19) 

For three of four indicators, the ordered logit specification was used. The final indicator 

(typical distribution channel used for hotel bookings) represents preferences toward the 

distribution channels; therefore, the ordered specification is inappropriate. Thus, a binary logit 
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model was applied, explaining travelers’ preferences for using a distribution channel as a result of 

an increase of habitual propensity.  

3.6.5 Obtaining conditional parameters 

Both MMNL models and the hybrid model account for heterogeneity. To further explore 

heterogeneity, a posterior analysis was conducted. Given that these models allow random taste 

heterogeneity, knowing that individuals have heterogeneous preferences does not provide further 

insights. On the other hand, moving from the unconditional (i.e., pure random) to the conditional 

(i.e., most likely position of each individual on the distribution given the observed choices) may 

provide explanation to heterogeneity. Using the Bayes-rule, the probability of observing a value 

of 1 given the choices of the respondent (l!) can be written as: 

g(1|l!) =
JKl!L1MN(7|P)

∫ Kl!L1MN(7|P)R74
  (20) 

In this thesis, individual taste heterogeneity for each attribute specified as a random variable 

was explained by the factor scores from the confirmatory factor analysis of the decision-making 

styles using linear regressions. 

3.7 Willingness to pay measures 

Beyond exploring preferences for hotel attributes, this thesis was interested in quantifying the 

marginal rates of substitution (i.e., trade-off). Substitution rates can be obtained as the ratio of the 

attributes’ marginal utilities while the ratio involving the cost attribute represents the willingness-

to-pay (WTP). This thesis reports willingness-to-pay measures. To highlight differences in WTP 

values across different segments, twelve additional MNL models were estimated by segmenting 

individuals based demographic and travel-related behaviors such as income, typical choice of hotel 
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by affiliation (i.e., chain versus non-chain hotel), booking channel individuals typically use for 

hotel bookings and traveling frequency. Obtaining WTP values based on income is motivated by 

the notion that the higher income an individual has, the more he/she is willing to sacrifice for a 

change in attribute levels. In the questionnaire of the main study (Appendix 5), an open-ended 

question asked about respondents’ monthly income. Respondents were segmented into groups, 

low/medium/high income, by identifying 33
rd

 and 66
th

 percentiles of the range from responses to 

the open-ended question. As for the typical choice of hotel, respondents were asked about their 

hotel booking in terms of affiliation such as domestic chain, international chain and independent 

hotel. Further, a question asked about the distribution channel typically used when making a hotel 

booking, including OTA and direct channels. Empirical evidence supports the segmentation of 

individuals by distribution channels. Indeed, Masiero and Law (2016) found that Italian hotel 

booking on different distribution channels (e.g., OTA, hotel website, Destination Marketing 

Organization website and Destination Marketing Organization call center) is determined by 

characteristics of the hotel (e.g., star rating, price) and the profile of travelers in terms of booking 

and travel behavior (e.g., number of days prior to traveling, traveling party size, length of stay, 

domestic versus international travel). Estimating WTP values based on preferences with chain 

versus non-chain hotels is relevant because of the existence of both domestic and international as 

well as chain and non-chain hotels in key destinations in China. Finally, segmentation based on 

traveling frequency was motivated by the concept of habit. From the theoretical perspective of 

habit, frequency of a behavior is a key element of habit formation (Verplanken, 2006; Wood & 

Neal, 2007). Thus, investigating differences in WTP across individuals based on travel frequency 

may provide further insights into understanding decision-makers’ preferences toward hotel 

attributes. 
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Chapter 4 Pilot studies 

4.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the findings of the pilot studies. In total, three pilot studies were 

conducted. Two pilot studies were carried out to validate the measurement scale of decision-

making styles and the third pilot study was used to verify the choice attributes of the stated choice 

experiment. All the pilot studies utilized questionnaires for data collection – these questionnaires 

were translated into simplified Chinese. To ensure that the English and Chinese versions were 

identical in meaning, a back-translation method (Brislin, 1970) was used. Specifically, individuals 

(i.e., person A and person B) proficient in both Chinese and English were contacted. First, the 

English version of the questionnaire was translated into simplified Chinese by person A, which 

was then translated back into English by person B. If differences in meaning between the original 

and the translated questionnaires were observed, the translators were asked to reevaluate the 

differences and modify wordings as appropriate. This process was repeated until a satisfactory 

solution was reached. After the translation process, the wording of the items was refined by native 

speakers of Chinese. Each section of this chapter provides details of the data collection and the 

data analysis. 

4.2 Pilot study I: Measurement scale development for decision-making styles 

4.2.1 Data collection 

This thesis aimed at exploring hotel preferences of the middle-class Chinese population. As 

reported by C. Li (2010), the middle-class population can be characterized by well-educated 

individuals who have work-related income. Thus, students (aged below 20) and retired individuals 
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(aged 60 or above) were excluded. In terms of income, no widely accepted definition exists. While 

Economist (2016) defines the annual income of the Chinese middle-class between ¥ 67,000 and 

200,000, Farrel, Gersh and Stephanson (2006) used a classification of annual income between ¥ 

60,000 and 239,000. Pilot studies I and II used a narrower range defined by Economist (2016). 

Specifically, a question related to monthly income included five levels, ranging from less than ¥ 

5500 to ¥ 16,000 or more. Respondents were not invited to participate in the study if their income 

was less than ¥ 5500 or higher than ¥ 16,000. As described by C. Li (2010), the middle-class 

population typically resides in metropolitan areas; hence, data for this thesis was collected in tier 

1 cities of China, namely Beijing and Guangzhou. In addition to age and monthly income, 

respondents who do not typically stay in hotels when traveling for leisure were excluded.  

The sample size for pilot studies are usually much smaller than that for the main studies. 

Because pilot study I aimed at exploring the underlying constructs of decision-making styles, 

sample size considerations were based on the criteria adopted in similar studies that used factor 

analysis to explore the underlying dimensions. In that regard, at least five questionnaires per 

measurement items are recommended for conducting factor analysis (Hair, Black, Babin, & 

Anderson, 2009). Because the questionnaire (Appendix 2) consisted of 38 items (37 measurement 

items and one item for attention check), at least 185 valid responses were needed. A China based 

specialized market research company, Sojump, was used for the data collection. Sojump was 

established in 2005 under the Shanghai Information Technology Co. cycle, and it provides 

professional service for conducting online self-designed questionnaire surveys (Sojump, 2020). 

There are over 2.6 million panelists in their databases, and they also provide sample service. While 

Sojump has its own qualification process for recruiting respondents, the questionnaire included 

attention check and screening questions to further enhance the recruitment of quality respondents. 
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Data was collected online, and the company provided the dataset in a spreadsheet, thereby making 

it ready for analysis. The analysis conducted on the 286 responses collected is discussed next.  

4.2.2 Descriptive statistics 

The demographic profile of respondents is shown in Table 4.1. Slightly over half (53.1%) of 

the respondents were female. More than 80% of the respondents represented the younger 

generations, aged 20-29 (41.3%) and 30-39 (42%). Because the younger age groups over-

represented the sample, the distribution of the age groups was set to be equal in the main study 

(i.e., 25%). In a previous study that investigated brand equity of hotels among middle-class 

Chinese customers, the distribution of age groups was roughly equal (Z. J. Huang & Cai, 2015). 

Regarding monthly income, about one-third of respondents (34.3%) reported an income between 

¥ 5,500 and ¥ 8,000, 31.8% of participants had an income between ¥ 8,001 and ¥ 10,500, less than 

a quarter of respondents (22.4%) stated an income between ¥ 10,501 and ¥ 13,000, and 11.5% of 

respondents declared an income between ¥ 13,001 and 16,000.  

With respect to characteristics related to hotel booking behavior, almost half (46.5%) of the 

respondents indicated Midscale hotels as the hotel class that they book for leisure trips, followed 

by Economy hotels (25.5%), Upscale hotels (18.9%) and Luxury hotels (9.1%). Also, respondents 

mainly booked their accommodations through OTA’s distribution channels as OTA’s website 

(45.5%) and mobile application (32.9%) were preferred by more than three-quarters of 

participants. Direct booking channels, including hotel website (11.9%) and hotel app (3.1%), were 

less frequently used.  
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Table 4.1 Sample profile of pilot study I (n=286) 

Demographic variable Value Frequency Percentage (%) 
Gender Male 152 53.1 
 Female 134 46.9 
Age 20-29 118 41.3 
 30-39 120 42 
 40-49 39 13.6 
 50-59 9 3.1 
Income ¥ 5500 - 8000 98 34.3 
 ¥ 8001 - 10500 91 31.8 
 ¥ 10501 - 13000 64 22.4 
 ¥ 13001 - 16000 33 11.5 
Booking channel Hotel’s official website 34 11.9 
 OTA’s website 130 45.5 
 Mobile app of hotel 22 7.7 
 Mobile app of OTA 94 32.9 
 Others 6 3.1 
Typical hotel class Economy (1-2 star) 73 25.5 
 Midscale (3 star) 133 46.5 
 Upscale (4 star) 54 18.9 
 Luxury (5 star) 26 9.1 

 

4.2.3 Measurement analysis 

Besides collecting information about demographic and travel characteristics of middle-class 

respondents, the main aim of pilot study I was to test whether the items of the instrument 

appropriately measure latent constructs and whether the measurement scale was reliable. As a 

measure of internal consistency, Cronbach’s N is frequently adopted, where the value 0.7 or greater 

represents acceptable reliability (Field, 2009).  

In exploring latent constructs, factor analysis is a widely used analytical tool. In general, 

underlying constructs are identified by a dimension reduction method such as principal component 

analysis (PCA) or exploratory factor analysis (EFA). Even though both PCA and EFA often result 

in similar solutions, they are fundamentally different in terms of suitability. While PCA is typically 
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used for dimension reduction, EFA is designed to detect underlying constructs (Mazzocchi, 2008). 

Because the measurement scale of this pilot study has not been tested before and the wording of 

items was slightly adjusted, EFA was found to be a more appropriate analytical tool for this study.  

4.2.3.1 EFA for decision-making styles 

The sample size of the pilot data is suitable for conducting factor analysis on decision-making 

styles. An EFA with principal axis factoring and promax rotation was conducted on all 37 items. 

The solution with all variables did not provide a satisfactory solution; hence, items with loading 

less than 0.5 were excluded from further analysis. After multiple runs, the best solution was 

reached by retaining 18 of the 37 items. The results of the EFA with six factors have been presented 

in Table 4.2. KMO measure of sampling adequacy is 0.752 that exceeds the suggested threshold 

of 0.6 (Hair et al., 2009). Further, Bartlett’s test of sphericity provides statistical evidence that the 

correlation matrix of the EFA was not an identity matrix. Overall, KMO and Bartlett’s test suggest 

that the data is suitable for factor analysis, and underlying constructs explain a portion of the 

variance.  

In terms of interpretation of the underlying constructs, only two constructs – Last-minute 

decision-making and Value for money – provided a completely satisfactory solution while the rest 

of the constructs either had only two items per construct (i.e., Variety seeking, Effortless) or did 

not have items load on their respective construct (i.e., Brand preference, Quality consciousness, 

Recommendation consciousness, Rational decision-maker). In terms of internal consistency, only 

two of the six constructs (Recommendation consciousness/Rational, Last-minute) had acceptable 

reliability measures. Also, as indicated in Table 4.2, more than half of the variance was not 

explained by the model. These issues indicate that the latent constructs may not be appropriately 
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measured by the instrument items. Consequently, the measurement scale was subjected to a major 

revision.  

 

Table 4.2 EFA for decision-making styles of pilot study I 

Factor/item Factor loading Eigenvalue Variance 
explained & 

Factor 1: Last-minute decision-
making  3.620 17.294 0.797 

LM2 0.916    
LM3 0.719    

LM1 0.636    
Factor 2: Recommendation 
consciousness/Rational decisions  2.392 10.594 0.741 

REC4 0.760    

REC3 0.713    

RAT1 0.514    

REC2 0.508    
Factor 3: Value for money  2.000 8.267 0.688 
VALUE4 0.744    

VALUE3 0.698    

VALUE2 0.502    

VALUE1 0.500    
Factor 4: Quality 
consciousness/Brand preference 

 1.336 4.462 0.627 

QUAL3 0.671    

QUAL2 0.605    

BRAND3 0.543    

Factor 5: Variety seeking  1.181 3.532 0.583 
VAR4 0.756    
VAR2 0.561    
Factor 6: Effortless decision-
making  1.019 2.708 0.577 

SPONT1 0.716    

SPONT2 0.591    

Total   46.857%  
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure 0.752   
Bartlett’s test of sphericity 0.000   

Note: The full list of measurement items is provided in Appendix 2 
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As a first step, possible reasons for errors in the measurement development were investigated. 

It was noted that some of the sentences of the measurement items were too long, and others were 

double-barreled questions (Fadem, 2009). Consequently, the length of the long items was reduced 

and the issue of double-barreled questions was resolved by rephrasing the items and reducing 

compound sentence structures. In the revised measurement scale, the following latent constructs 

were measured: Last-minute decision-making, Effortful decision-making, Effortless decision-

making, Brand preference, Quality consciousness, Recommendation consciousness, Variety 

seeking, and Value for money. Next, the scale was subjected to pre-test using five PhD students to 

ensure readability and to address the issues that occurred in pilot study I. Finally, the revised items 

were translated into simplified Chinese using back translation method (Brislin, 1970). The revised 

measurement scale can be found in Appendix 3. 

4.3 Pilot study II: Measurement scale development for decision-making styles 

4.3.1 EFA for decision-making styles 

After revising the measurement scale, data was collected from 263 Chinese respondents using 

the market research company and sampling technique employed in pilot study I. Apart from the 

screening questions on age, income and typical accommodation type for leisure purposes, no 

further data on sociodemographic or travel-characteristics was collected. 

The measurement scale consisting of 37 items was subjected to factor analysis with principal 

axis factor and promax rotation. After multiple runs, 29 of the 37 items were retained in the final 

solution. Factor loadings of the retained items exceeded 0.5 except for the item BRAND 5. Even 

though the factor loading of this item did not meet the widely adopted criterion (0.5), it was 

retained because the factor loading (0.45) was just below the cutoff value and the item loaded on 
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the correct latent construct. The results of the EFA have been presented in Table 4.3. The data of 

pilot study II is suitable for conducting factor analysis as the KMO measure (0.836) exceeds the 

0.6 threshold value suggested by Field (2009) and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity is statistically 

significant. Compared to pilot study I, constructs retained in pilot study II exhibit internal 

consistency as their respective Cronbach’s α measure exceeds 0.7. Also, the extracted underlying 

factors explain 57.2% of the variance. The seven factors identified in the EFA of pilot study II 

were called Variety-seeking, Effortful decision-making, Brand preference, Last-minute decision-

making, Quality consciousness, Recommendation consciousness, and Effortless decision-making. 

The solution provided by the EFA of pilot study II was considered satisfactory as a result of which 

the measurement scale with 29 items was carried over to the main study.  

In Section 2.8.2, a hypothesis was formulated, which proposed that individuals with different 

decision-making styles exhibit different preferences toward hotel choice attributes. At this stage 

of the study, decision-making styles of the population were identified; hence, Hypothesis 4 was 

further divided into specific hypotheses that relate to decision-making styles:  

Hypothesis 4a: Variety-seeking explains travelers’ heterogeneous preferences toward hotel 

choice attributes. 

Hypothesis 4b: Effortful decision-making explains travelers’ heterogeneous preferences 

toward hotel choice attributes. 

Hypothesis 4c: Effortless decision-making explains travelers’ heterogeneous preferences 

toward hotel choice attributes. 

Hypothesis 4d: Brand preference explains travelers’ heterogeneous preferences toward hotel 

choice attributes. 
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Hypothesis 4e: Last-minute decision-making explains travelers’ heterogeneous preferences 

toward hotel choice attributes. 

Hypothesis 4f: Quality consciousness explains travelers’ heterogeneous preferences toward 

hotel choice attributes. 

Hypothesis 4g: Recommendation consciousness explains travelers’ heterogeneous 

preferences toward hotel choice attributes. 
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Table 4.3 EFA for decision-making styles of pilot study II 

Factor/item Factor 
loading 

Eigenvalue Variance 
explained (%) 

& 

Factor 1: Variety-seeking  6.027 19.180 0.884 
VS4 0.816    
VS1 0.813   

 

VS3 0.775   
 

VS2 0.769    
VS5 0.719   

 

Factor 2: Effortful decision-making 
 

4.107 12.941 0.837 
RAT1 0.752   

 

RAT3 0.725    
RAT2 0.709   

 

VALUE2 0.620   
 

VALUE1 0.612   
 

Factor 3: Brand preference 
 

3.149 9.546 0.821 
BRAND2 0.837    
BRAND4 0.796   

 

BRAND3 0.746   
 

BRAND1 0.514   
 

BRAND5 0.471 
 

 
 

Factor 4: Last-minute decision-making  2.108 6.088 0.884 
LM2 0.944    
LM3 0.780    
LM1 0.773    
Factor 5: Quality consciousness 

 
1.524 3.662 0.787 

QUAL3 0.862   
 

QUAL4 0.671    
QUAL2 0.638    
QUAL1 0.552    
Factor 6: Recommendation consciousness  1.291 3.031 0.884 
RC3 0.773    
RC5 0.726    
RC4 0.606    
RC2 0.472    
Factor 7: Effortless decision-making  1.187 2.758 0.818 
SPONT3 0.940    
SPONT2 0.765    
SPONT4 0.552    
Total  

  
57.206% 

 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure 0.836   
Bartlett’s test of sphericity 0.000   

Note: The full list of measurement items is provided in Appendix 3 
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4.4 Pilot study III: Stated choice experiment development 

4.4.1 Data collection 

Pilot study III was carried out to test the appropriateness of attributes and their levels defined 

for the stated choice experiment. Seven attributes included in the experiment were defined: 

location, service, room features, recommendation, room availability, price and discount. The 

experiment was constructed with efficient design (Rose & Bliemer, 2009). In total, 18 choice tasks 

allocated to two statistically independent blocks (Appendix 4) were created. Using blocking 

technique in the design enabled a reduction in the number of choice tasks per subject. Respondents 

were randomly assigned to either block. That is, each respondent completed nine choice tasks. 

The data collection was outsourced to a specialized market research company that has a 

database of Mainland Chinese consumers. The target population of this thesis is middle-class 

Chinese consumers. The overall population for pilot study III was the same as pilot studies I and 

II. Because the central component of this thesis is the choice experiment, data for pilot study III 

was collected with the same approach (i.e., research agency, screening question, location of 

respondents) as in the main study. This logistical aspect represents a notable difference compared 

to pilot studies I and II. Also, data was collected from two tier 1 cities, namely Beijing and 

Guangzhou. The reason for using these two cities is that the sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., 

monthly income) in Guangzhou is different from what pertains in Beijing. Consequently, 

collecting data from these two locations may result in a more diverse sample. 

Respondents were screened based on sociodemographic variables (e.g., gender, age, income, 

residence) and travel-related characteristics (e.g., typical accommodation for leisure purpose, 

travel frequency per year, familiarity with online hotel booking). In pilot study III, monthly income 
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was defined based on Farrel, Gersh and Stephanson (2006). Specifically, the question related to 

income included seven levels – from less than ¥ 5000 to ¥ 19,000 or more. Respondents were not 

invited to participate in the study if their income was lower than ¥ 5000 or ¥ 19,000 or higher. 

Further, the range of income categories was set as ¥ 3,000 interval based on existing literature (L. 

Wang, Law, Guillet, Hung, & Fong, 2015). For income range between ¥ 5,000 and ¥ 19,000, four 

categories had an interval of ¥ 3,000 while the last category had a range of ¥ 2,000. In terms of 

gender and age, the distributions were pre-defined by the researcher. As the gender distribution on 

the national level is 51% male and 49% female (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2017), the 

gender distribution was set for 50/50, which roughly approximated the national level distribution. 

Concerning the age distribution, Huang and Cai’s (2015) study was followed, with four categories 

of 25% each. Specifying quota on gender and age was found to be appropriate as no country-level 

data was available on the demographic characteristics of the middle-class consumers. Data from 

about 100 respondents was deemed as sufficient for model estimation. To avoid skewed data for 

example toward the younger generation, it was decided that the key sociodemographic 

characteristics (i.e., age, gender, city) and experimental blocks were to be equally represented in 

the sample. In order to maintain equal numbers across groups, the final sample size was set close 

to 100 with the above criteria; therefore, 96 was identified. That is, 3 completed responses were 

required for each age group per gender, city and experimental block (i.e., (96/16)/2=3).  

Hotel brands were intentionally excluded from the experiment design to ensure that 

preferences for particular brands would not impact the evaluation of attributes of alternatives. 

Although this research does not focus on the preferences toward brands, pilot study I attempted to 

understand the generic brand preferences of respondents. Specifically, questions were asked about 

typical hotel brands of consideration for a leisure trip, including domestic (i.e., Chinese) hotel 
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brands or international hotel brands. Responses to this question indicated that 83.9% of 

respondents typically consider domestic brands as opposed to international brands. The dominance 

of domestic hotel brands was further revealed by responses to an open-ended question, where 

respondents had to indicate a hotel brand that comes to mind when considering a domestic trip. 

The most commonly mentioned hotel brands included Home Inn, Hanting Inn or Jinjiang Hotel. 

That is, this thesis considers mid-scale Chinese domestic hotel brands as typical hotels for leisure 

trips of Chinese middle-class travelers. The price range for the choice experiment ranged between 

¥ 300 and ¥ 700, accurately reflecting the rate the above-mentioned hotel brands charge per night. 

Indeed, while the daily rates of Home Inn or Hanting Inn are usually up to ¥ 450, Jinjiang Hotel 

may charge up to ¥ 800 per night.  

 The company hired for data collection of pilot study III and the main data collection, 

Lightspeed Research (LSR), is a global market research company with more than 80 million 

panelists in 70 countries (Lightspeed Research, 2020). The company sent invitations to potential 

respondents by email. The qualification of respondents was ensured through two mechanisms. 

First, LSR had its own qualification process, including pre-survey qualification (e.g., identity 

validation, IP address validation). Second, the questionnaire included screening questions and 

attention checks. Data was collected online. Once the data collection was completed, LSR provided 

the dataset in a spreadsheet, making it ready for analysis. 

4.4.2 Descriptive statistics 

The profile of respondents has been presented in Table 4.4. While gender and age were evenly 

distributed, respondents had a diverse background in terms of income and education. That is, 

38.5% of respondents stated an income between ¥ 11,000 and 13,999, more than a quarter (26.0%) 

indicated a monthly income between ¥ 8,000 and 10,999, 17.7% had an income between ¥ 14,000 
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and 16,999, 10.4% declared an income between ¥ 5,000 and 7,999 and while 7.3% stated an 

income between ¥ 17,000 and 18,999. Further, more than 80% of respondents had either a 

Bachelor’s degree (70.8%) or Master’s degree (10.0%). The sociodemographic profile of 

respondents corresponds with the characterization of Chinese middle-class consumers (Farrell et 

al., 2006) as well as previous research (Z. J. Huang & Cai, 2015).  

 

Table 4.4 Sample profile of pilot study III (n=96) 

Demographic variable Value Frequency Percentage (%) 
Gender Male 48 50.0 
 Female 48 50.0 
Age 20-29 24 25.0 
 30-39 24 25.0 
 40-49 24 25.0 
 50-59 24 25.0 
Income ¥ 5000 - 7999 10 10.4 
 ¥ 8000 - 10999 25 26.0 
 ¥ 11000 - 13999 37 38.5 
 ¥ 14000 - 16999 17 17.7 
 ¥ 17000 - 18999 7 7.3 
Education High school 1 1.0 
 Diploma 17 17.7 
 Bachelor degree 68 70.8 
 Master degree or above 10 10.4 
Travel frequency (per year) 1-3 times 41 42.7 
 3-6 times 33 34.4 
 7-9 times 21 21.9 
 More than 9 times 1 1.0 
Booking channel Hotel’s official website 7 7.3 
 OTA’s website 49 51.0 
 Mobile app of hotel 4 4.2 
 Mobile app of OTA 36 37.5 
Websites visits for hotel 
information search 

1-2 35 36.5 

 3-4 52 54.2 
 5-6 9 9.4 
Service quality of typical 
hotel  

3 star 40 41.7 

 4 star 56 58.3 
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With regard to travel related characteristics, 42.1% of respondents travelled 1-3 times per year, 

followed by 4-6 times (34.4%) and 6-9 times (21.9%). Participants typically used an OTA channel 

for hotel booking, with OTA’s website being the most preferred channel (51%), followed by 

OTA’s mobile application (37.5%). Both direct booking channels (i.e., hotel website and app) were 

less frequently used. Respondents typically engaged in hotel information search as 54.2% of them 

searched for information on 3-4 different websites while 36.5% searched on 1-2 websites and 9.4% 

indicated an information search on 5-6 websites. The sociodemographic and travel characteristics 

indicate that participants have the means to travel, and they engage in information search behavior. 

 

4.4.3 Findings from the stated choice experiment 

MNL and MMNL models were estimated to gather preliminary information about individuals’ 

preferences with the choice attributes included in the experiment. While the MNL model provides 

point estimates, the MMNL model captures unobserved heterogeneity of the preferences towards 

alternatives across respondents. Specifically, some parameters of the MMNL model may be 

specified as random, following a specific probability distribution (Hensher et al., 2015). For the 

MMNL model estimation, the parameters were assumed to follow the normal distribution, which 

is the most commonly adopted assumption on parameter distribution. The results of the MNL and 

MMNL models have been presented in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 respectively.  
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Table 4.5 Results of MNL model (n=96) 

 Estimate SE t-ratio 
nSTUVWXTY 0.2022*** 0.0660 3.0636 
nZ[\]XU[ 0.1590** 0.0680 2.3397 
n\TT^ 0.3916*** 0.0673 5.8173 
n\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY 0.3361*** 0.0481 6.9913 
nV]VXSV`XSXWa -0.1138*** 0.0435 -2.6155 
nb\XU[ -0.0034*** 0.0005 -6.6703 
n_XZUTcYW 0.0419 0.0438 0.9570 

Log-likelihood -875.9212   
***: significant at 1% level, **: significant at 5% level, *: significant at 10% level 

The parameters in the MNL and MMNL models show similar patterns and nearly all have the 

expected signs. Parameter estimates indicate a change in utility as a result of an increase in the 

attribute level of the explanatory variable. That is, an increase (e.g., from fair to good) in the review 

content for location, service and room results in an increase in the overall utility. Regarding the 

attribute of recommendation which captures preferences on being provided with recommendations 

by previous guests, a change from having “No information” to having information in the form of 

previous guest ratings has a positive sign, indicating the desire for this information. Price, being 

an undesirable attribute, has a negative sign, suggesting that the more expensive a hotel is, the less 

desirable it is. Further, the negative estimate of availability indicates individuals’ preferences for 

hotels where rooms are in high demand compared to hotels where rooms are available (i.e., rooms 

are not in high demand). Finally, respondents derive utility from the attribute discount expressed 

as percentage; however, it was only significant in the MMNL model. The K parameters of the 

MMNL model shown in Table 4.6 provide information about the unobserved heterogeneity with 

respect to the attributes. With the exception of discount, all parameters are statistically significant 

(N < 0.1), suggesting heterogeneity for these choice attributes among individuals. 
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Table 4.6 Results of MMNL model (n=96) 

 Estimate SE t-ratio 

pSTUVWXTY 0.3761*** 0.0920 4.0891 
qSTUVWXTY 0.3304** 0.1497 2.2068 
pZ[\]XU[ 0.1791* 0.0924 1.9377 
qZ[\]XU[ 0.3863** 0.1682 2.2972 
p\TT^ 0.5928*** 0.1078 5.5015 
q\TT^ 0.5617*** 0.1327 4.2336 
p\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY 0.4368*** 0.0756 5.7777 
q\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY 0.4501*** 0.0933 4.8257 
pV]VXSV`XSXWa -0.1159* 0.0600 -1.9320 
qV]VXSV`XSXWa 0.2987*** 0.0864 3.4554 
pb\XU[ -0.0050*** 0.0009 -5.6394 
qb\XU[ 0.0055*** 0.0008 6.6040 
p_XZUTcYW 0.1086*** 0.0531 2.0464 
q_XZUTcYW -0.0940 0.1573 -0.5978 
Log-likelihood -804.9504   

***: significant at 1% level, **: significant at 5% level, *: significant at 10% level 

 

After gaining an initial understanding of individuals’ hotel preferences with the specified 

choice attributes, the choice experiment was updated for the main study with efficient design (Rose 

& Bliemer, 2009) using the estimated coefficients from the pilot study. Apart from price and 

recommendation, the attributes and their levels were not modified. As for recommendation, 

attribute levels in the pilot study was as follows: 1. No information; 2. 80% of previous guests 

recommend this hotel; and 3. 95% of previous guests recommend this hotel. Because differences 

between attribute levels were not the same, a slight adjustment on the attribute levels was initiated, 

resulting in the following attribute levels: 1. Only 55% of previous guests recommend this hotel; 

2. 75% of previous guests recommend this hotel; and 3. 95% of previous guests recommend this 

hotel. That is, instead of having “No information”, respondents were able to identify differences 
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in terms of previous guest recommendations. The definition of attribute level as “Only 55 % of 

previous guests recommend this hotel” is based on the research of Book et al. (2018) that utilized 

50% previous guest recommendation as a benchmark for ambiguous information concerning guest 

recommendations and 95% for overwhelmingly positive evaluations. In defining the labels of the 

three attribute levels for recommendation, a decision was made to keep 95% as the highest guest 

recommendation, and the lowest attribute level would be set as 50%. At the stage of the pilot study, 

the difference between the attribute level labels that appeared meaningful to respondents was 15% 

(i.e., 80%, 95%). It was not possible to create three attribute levels with equal distances of 15%, 

with 50% being the lowest and 95% being the highest attribute level label. Therefore, the 15% 

attribute level difference was increased to 20%, and the guest recommendations attribute levels 

labels were defined as 55%, 75% and 95%. For the attribute level 55%, the word “only” was added 

to reflect the low-end of previous guest recommendations. 

The price attribute design was substantially revised because of the following reason. The price 

presented to respondents in pilot study III included levels of ¥ 300, ¥ 450, ¥ 600, ¥ 750 that varied 

across choice scenarios. Further, an open-ended question asked about respondents’ self-reported 

willingness to pay for hotels. The descriptive statistics related to this question have been presented 

in Table 4.7. The amount respondents are willing to pay for a hotel varies between ¥ 200 and ¥ 

1800. The large variation of the willingness to pay values indicates that showing respondents only 

a specific variation of price may not be adequate. That is, lower prices may not be relevant to those 

who are willing to pay a higher amount, and vice versa. To overcome this challenge, two 

adjustments were implemented in the main study. First, the four price levels were changed to five 

levels. Second, instead of variation among predefined price levels, a pivoting rule was adopted, 

where prices shown to respondents are deviations from a value. That is, a heterogeneous pivot 
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design (Sándor & Wedel, 2005) was implemented. Following Maisero and Qiu (2018), deviations 

were defined as 60% (-40%), 80% (-20%), 100%, 120% (+20%) and 140% (+40%). The value for 

the pivoting rule was based on a question that asked about respondents’ typical expenditure on 

hotels per night, defined in ¥ 150 intervals, ranging from ¥ 200 to ¥ 2450 (i.e., 16 price levels in 

total). For each of the sixteen price levels, the mid-point was identified (e.g., ¥ 275 for the range ¥ 

200 – 349), and the pivoting rule was applied to the midpoint. That is, prices shown to respondents 

are within the range of their consideration set for hotels in terms of price. In essence, sixteen sets 

of choice experiments were created, and each respondent was shown the appropriate set based on 

their typical expenditure on hotels. To create a balanced design in terms of attribute levels, the 

overall number of choice tasks had to be increased. Since price was defined on 5 levels and the 

other attributes were defined on 3 levels, a balanced design would require at least 15 choice tasks. 

Because completing 15 choice tasks per person would be cognitively demanding, the overall 

number of choice tasks was increased to thirty (thus maintaining attribute level balance), and was 

allocated to three statistically independent blocks of ten choice tasks. Thus, each participant 

completed a block with ten choice tasks that were randomly assigned. 

Table 4.7 Descriptive statistics of the question related to willingness to pay 

Characteristic Value 
Mean 606.11 
Median 510 
Mode 500 
Std. Deviation 269.387 
Minimum 200 
Maximum 1800 
Percentiles  
25 412.5 
50 510 
75 700 
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Chapter 5 Main survey 

 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses the process of data collection and analysis of the main survey. Data for 

the main study was collected using the instruments validated in pilot studies II and III. Before 

conducting the main data analysis, data screening and descriptive analysis were carried out, as 

discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3. The main model of this thesis integrates latent variables into a 

choice model. Before the estimation of this integrated model, both latent variable model and choice 

model were tested separately. The results of the choice model will be introduced in Section 5.6.1 

and the findings of the latent variable model will be discussed in Section 5.6.2. Willingness to pay 

estimates will be presented in Section 5.6.3, and the influence of decision-making styles on 

heterogeneous preferences will be presented in Section 5.7.  

5.2 Data collection and screening 

The data collection for the main study was carried out by the same market research company 

that handled data collection for pilot study III. The data collection followed the sampling procedure 

of the pilot studies, meaning that respondents were screened on the basis of age, monthly income, 

place of residence (i.e., Beijing and Guangzhou), travel experience in the past 12 months, staying 

at hotels when traveling for leisure, and familiarity with online hotel booking. In an attempt to 

decrease heterogeneity associated with differences in service quality of hotels ranging from budget 

to luxury hotels, individuals were invited to participate in the study based on the service quality 

(i.e., star level) of their typical choice of hotel. This consideration was supported by pilot study I, 
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which found that three-star hotels represented the hotel service quality typically chosen for 

domestic leisure trips. Further, pilot study III found that individuals are more likely to stay in four-

star than three-star hotels (Table 4.4). In addition, it may not be likely that individuals trade-down 

from three-star hotels to two-star hotels. Instead, it is more likely that individuals trade up to four-

star hotels. Thus, individuals who typically stay in both three- and four-star hotels were invited to 

participate in the study.  

The research agency was provided with the Chinese version of the questionnaire, and it 

facilitated the administration of the data collection from its consumer panel. In total, 702 completed 

questionnaires were collected. The research agency guaranteed to collect 800 questionnaires for 

pilot study III and the main study, whereof 96 was used for pilot study III. Key sociodemographic 

characteristics (age, gender, city) and experimental blocks were used to determine the quota for 

the particular subgroup. Because the main study involved 3 experimental blocks, and the gender 

distribution followed the national average (i.e., male: 51% and female: 49%), each age group per 

gender, city and experimental block was calculated for the 702 responses to be collected, including 

the following steps. First, the full sample was divided based on gender distribution, resulting in 

360 male and 342 female respondents. Male respondents were separated into four equal groups 

based on the four age group categories used in previous research (Z. J. Huang & Cai, 2015), 

resulting in 90 respondents per age group. The 90 respondents were further divided into six sub-

sets (i.e., 3 experimental blocks for Beijing and Guangzhou), with 15 respondents for each cell. 

The same procedure was applied for female respondents, where the number of respondents per cell 

was 14. The above calculation is illustrated in Table 5.1. As can be seen from the table, the female 

group aged between 20 and 29 had a quota of 15 instead of 14. This decision is justified by the 

research of Huang and Cai (2015), where the 20-29 age group had a slightly higher representation 
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compared to the other age groups. Despite the fact that the number of recruited participants for this 

female subgroup was higher, the overall gender distribution was not affected.  

 

Table 5.1 Quota distribution based on experimental block, city, age and gender 

 
Male 
20-29 

Male 
30-39 

Male 
40-49 

Male 
50-59 

Female 
20-29 

Female 
30-39 

Female 
40-49 

Female 
50-59 

Total 

Beijing (block 1) 15 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 117.00 
Beijing (block 2) 15 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 117.00 
Beijing (block 3) 15 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 117.00 
Guangzhou (block 1) 15 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 117.00 
Guangzhou (block 2) 15 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 117.00 
Guangzhou (block 3) 15 15 15 15 15 14 14 14 117.00 
Total 90 90 90 90 90 84 84 84 702.00 

 

As the first step of the data analysis, data screening was processed, which involved handling 

missing values and identifying respondents with straight-line response pattern. Because no missing 

values were observed in the dataset, missing values was not a concern. Straight-line response 

pattern is regarded as non-differentiation in ratings, which typically occurs when respondents do 

not feel motivated to engage in a survey for various reasons – for instance not having the mental 

energy to complete the survey or the questionnaire is perceived as too complex and demanding 

(Vanette, 2018). Because data resulting from such response pattern might produce biased results, 

researchers usually attempt to identify respondents with such responding tendencies. Because the 

choice model aims to investigate trade-offs, it was crucial to eliminate participants with straight-

line responses. Thus, at first, responses to the choice tasks were screened, and three respondents 

who choose the same alternative for each of the ten choice tasks were eliminated. The same process 

was applied to the 29 indicators of decision-making styles, where two respondents were deleted 

from further analysis. The next steps of the preliminary analysis on the choice data involved 
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assessing (1) how well the estimated choice model explains respondents’ observed choices in the 

experiment and (2) whether scarcity cues implemented in the attribute named room availability 

induced heuristic processing. 

The second strategy in the preliminary analysis involved examining choice patterns of 

respondents. After the estimation of a choice model, it can be observed whether the choice pattern 

of an individual is, for example, close or far from the choice pattern of the sample. If the choice 

pattern of an individual is far away from the choice pattern of the sample, the individual may be 

considered an outlier because he/she makes choices in a very different way as compared to the 

sample. In assessing choice patterns, a metric was obtained which indicated how well the estimated 

model predicted an individual’s observed choices. If the choice model poorly predicts one’s 

choices, then his/her choices make a low contribution to the log-likelihood that explains choices 

of the sample; therefore, these respondents may be considered outliers. Next, a series of models 

was estimated where 24 individuals whose choice pattern cannot be explained by the choice model 

were eliminated. After the exclusion of these participants, the log-likelihood of the model 

increased by 481 units of log-likelihood – this can be considered a large improvement. In total, 29 

respondents were eliminated during the screen process, and the final sample size was established 

as 673. 

The choice experiment involved an attribute that aimed at understanding whether capacity 

scarcity of rooms in a hotel alternative impacts preference. According to Cialdini (2009), imposing 

scarcity leads to an increased perceived value of the product, which may introduce a heuristic 

processing. To rule out the heuristic processing induced by scarcity, an analysis was conducted on 

the valuation of the alternatives with scarcity versus non-scarcity. As a first step, the frequency of 

choices of alternatives with scarce and non-scarce information was counted. According to this 
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count, out of 6,730 choice observations in the dataset, 3,092 choices were observed with no 

scarcity imposition (45.94% of all choices), followed by 2,279 choices with the highest scarcity 

(33.86% of all choices), and 1,359 choices with the decreased scarcity (20.19% of all choices). 

These counts may suggest a shift of the preferences toward the non-scarce alternatives compared 

to valuation of scarce alternatives. However, substitution patterns may exist across attributes of 

alternatives. That is, evaluating frequencies of scarce/non-scarce alternatives may fully uncover 

how individuals value scarce alternatives. Therefore, as the next step, the impact of change from 

scarce to non-scarce attribute levels on utility was investigated in detail. 

In this research, the attribute level with the highest perceived scarcity was coded as “0”, 

whereas no scarcity was coded as “2”. The results across different models in the thesis are 

consistent, and they indicate that individuals derive utility (i.e., positive estimates) as attribute 

levels change from scarce to non-scarce alternatives. That is, travelers prefer alternatives where 

no scarcity is observed. If negative parameters had been obtained in the analysis, this would have 

indicated that individuals prefer/value alternatives with the scarce alternatives more. In this 

context, the results of this thesis are in line with previous research, thereby indicating that scarcity 

induces the desire to compensate for not having enough, and seek for abundance (Cialdini, 2001). 

Supporting this view, one additional Multinomial Logit Model was estimated, where focus was on 

the change across scarce and non-scarce attribute levels. To achieve this, the attribute involving 

the scarcity was dummy coded; therefore, two parameters were estimated. The result of this MNL 

model suggests that change from the highest scarce attribute level to the non-scarce attribute level 

is statistically significant and larger (0.16, t-ratio: 5.01) than change to the attribute level with 

decreased scarcity (0.09, t-ratio: 2.01). Moreover, in seeking abundance as a result of scarcity, 

change from scarce attribute levels to non-scarce attribute level could be traded-off with other 
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attributes. That is, the substitution pattern across attributes should be investigated. In the 

experiment of this thesis, location, service and room represent qualitative attributes; therefore, the 

quantification of the trade-off with availability is not straightforward (i.e., it is difficult to interpret 

change in review rating from fair to good or excellent). However, in the case of price and past 

guest recommendation, the quantification is meaningful, and the results have been summarized in 

the Table 5.2.  

Table 5.2 Compensation measures between scarce and non-scarce options 

Compensated by Change to decreased scarcity Change to no scarcity  
Recommendation 0.32 0.54 
Price ¥ 75.65 ¥ 127.74 

 

Table 5.2 suggests that change from the highest level of imposed scarcity to no scarcity needs 

to be compensated by a higher price than change to the decreased level of scarcity. Specifically, 

an individual would be required to pay an additional ¥ 127.74 to compensate for the change from 

scarce to non-scarce attribute level, and change to decreased scarcity would have to be 

compensated by an additional ¥ 75.65. Regarding recommendation, the difference between 

attribute levels equates to 20%, and results in Table 5.2 indicate that change from scarce to non-

scarce attribute levels needs to be compensated by 10.8% increase of recommendation ratings 

provided by previous guests of the hotel whereas change to decreased scarcity should be 

compensated by 6.4% increase of recommendation ratings. The results from Table 5.2 provide 

evidence that obtaining a non-scarce attribute level needs to be compensated by increased price 

and increased recommendation ratings, suggesting that non-scarce alternative may be valued more 

than scarce alternatives. That is, the heuristic processing induced by scarcity may be ruled out.  
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5.3 Descriptive statistics 

Before proceeding to the main analysis, the data was analyzed using descriptive statistics and 

the profile of respondents was generated. Table 5.3 shows the respondents’ profile. As can be seen, 

51.7% of the respondents are male, that is in line with the national level gender distribution in 

Mainland China (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2017). With regard to age, the four age 

groups are roughly equally distributed. More than 90% of respondents have a full-time 

employment, and nearly three-quarters of participants (73.1%) have a Bachelor’s degree. The 

monthly income level was also recorded, and the income distribution shows that more than three-

quarters of respondents earn between ¥ 8,000 and 16,999. Within this range, almost one-third of 

participants (31.9%) had a monthly income between ¥ 11,000 and 13,999, followed by nearly a 

quarter of respondents with an income between ¥ 8,000 and 10,999 (23.6%), and income between 

¥ 14,000 and 16,999 (22.0%).  

Because data was collected from Beijing ang Guangzhou, it was necessary to investigate 

whether differences in demographic variables exist between the two cities. Thus, Chi-square tests 

and independent samples t-test were adopted on demographic variables, including gender, age, 

income, education and employment status. While the Chi-square tests on age and gender did not 

identify statistically significant differences (p<0.05) between the two cities, respondents’ 

educational background (e.g., high school and bachelor degree) and job status (e.g., self-

employment and students) were different. In terms of income, individual-level data was available, 

which was subjected to a t-test, resulting in statistically significant differences in income between 

Beijing ang Guangzhou.  
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Table 5.3 Profile of respondents (n=673) 

Characteristic Percent Characteristic Percent 
Gender 

 
Booking channel typically used 

 

Male 51.7 Hotel's official website 12.0 
Female 48.3 OTA's website 41.3 
Age 

 
Hotel app 3.6 

20-29 23.5 OTA app 42.9 
30-39 25.7 Other 0.1 
40-49 24.5 Number of sites visit  
50-59 26.3 1-2 29.0 
Income 

 
3-4 58.8 

¥ 5000 - 7999 15.8 5-6 11.1 
¥ 8000 - 10999 23.6 More than 6 1.1 
¥ 11000 - 13999 31.9 Information sources used 

 

¥ 14000 - 16999 22.0 Hotel's official website 11.1 
¥ 17000 - 18999 6.7 Travel blogs/forums 17.1 
Education 

 
Social media review websites/app 20.5 

High school 7.1 Website /app of OTA 51.3 
Diploma 13.1 Booking in advance  
Bachelor degree 73.1 0-3 days 11.9 
Master degree or above 6.7 4-7 days 32.2 
Job-status  8-14 days 41.3 
Full-time employment 96.3 15-30 days 12.2 
Part-time employment 0.1 1-2 months 2.2 
Self-employment 2.2 More than 2 months 0.2 
Student 0.6 Hotel brand typically booked  
Retiree 0.6 Domestic hotel chain 64.2 
Currently unemployed 0.1 International hotel chain 29.6 
Travel frequency (per year) Independent hotels 6.2 
1-3 times 41.0 Hotel loyalty membership  
4-6 times 34.0 Yes 56.2 
7-9 times 23.0 No 43.8 
More than 9 times 2.0   

 

In addition to sociodemographic characteristics, travel related information was collected from 

respondents with a focus on hotel selection and online information search for hotels. Information 

related to these travel characteristics have been displayed in Table 5.3. As can be seen, 41.0% of 

respondents travel one to three times per year, followed by four to six times per year (34.0%) while 

about a quarter of respondents (23.0%) travel for leisure seven to nine times per year. Further, 
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respondents predominantly use OTA’s platform for hotel booking, with OTA app being the most 

frequently indicated platform (42.9%) while OTA’s website was also frequently reported (41.3%). 

That is, direct bookings through hotel websites or hotel apps are substantially lower compared to 

OTA. In terms of information search behavior on hotels, respondents seem to invest extensive 

effort to find information on hotels. That is, 58.8% of respondents search for information on three 

to four websites, followed by 29.0% of participants visiting one to two websites to gather 

information. Further, OTA is not only a booking platform, but also a source to gather information. 

As Table 5.3 indicates, more than half of respondents (51.3%) collect hotel information on OTA’s 

platform, followed by social media review platforms (20.5%) and travel blogs (17.1%) while 

hotels’ websites are considered by only 11.9% of respondents as the primary information source. 

The time of hotel booking prior to the travel date may be considered as an indication of 

involvement in the decision-making process. In that regard, 41.3% of respondents book their hotels 

eight to fourteen days prior to the travel date, followed by 32.2% of respondents who make hotel 

reservations four to seven days while 12.2% of participants book hotels 15 to 30 days prior to the 

respective travel date. Respondents appear to prefer chained hotels as respondents typically make 

reservations in domestic hotel chains (64.2%), followed by international hotel chains (29.6%) and 

independent hotels (6.2%). Also, more than half of participants (56.2%) reported participating in 

hotel loyalty membership program.  

Further to respondents’ profile, descriptive statistics were generated on the measurement items 

of decision-making styles, measured on a seven-point Likert scale (i.e., 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = 

disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neither disagree nor agree, 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = agree, 7 

= strongly agree). The distribution of responses to the items are shown in Table 5.4. 
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Response patterns for four of seven constructs, including Effortful decision-making, Brand 

preference, Recommendation consciousness and Quality consciousness are straightforward, while 

response patterns of the remaining three constructs require some explanation. Items of these four 

constructs were rated with agreement (i.e., response to 5-7 of the measurement scale) by more than 

70%, while disagreement accounted for less than 10% of respondents. Participants appeared to 

rather agree than disagree to items of Variety-seeking as agreement was rated by at least 59% and 

disagreement was rated by less than 22% of respondents. Further, agreement to VS_5 was lower 

compared to the other items of Variety-seeking, which may be explained by the fact that the item 

asked about the opposite meaning of the construct. For the remaining two constructs, 

disagreements to items outweighed agreements that may be explained by two factors. First, all 

items of Effortless decision-making were phrased with negation; thus, the higher proportion of 

disagreement is sensible. Second, participants appeared to disagree with statements that regarded 

hotel decisions made as last-minute. In fact, the lower proportion of agreement concurs with the 

tourism literature, portraying the tourist decision process to be one that requires an increased 

cognitive effort (McCabe et al., 2016). Therefore, these response pattern may have been expected. 
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Table 5.4 Responses to measurement items of decision-making styles (n=673) 

        Strongly disagree                                                                                      Strongly agree 
Item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
VS_1 0.9% 4.5% 10.1% 27.6% 21.8% 24.2% 10.8% 
VS_2 0.6% 4.3% 13.8% 21.7% 21.5% 27.6% 10.4% 
VS_3 1.2% 4.5% 16.2% 17.5% 24.2% 24.4% 12.0% 
VS_4 0.9% 3.9% 13.2% 21.0% 21.5% 26.7% 12.8% 
VS_5 1.5% 8.0% 19.3% 23.3% 19.6% 19.9% 8.3% 
EFF_1 - 1.0% 2.7% 10.3% 34.0% 36.1% 15.9% 
EFF_2 - 1.8% 1.9% 15.3% 28.5% 36.6% 15.9% 
EFF_3 0.1% 1.6% 1.9% 8.9% 30.9% 35.5% 21.0% 
EFF_4 - 0.9% 2.4% 10.3% 27.6% 39.2% 19.6% 
EFF_5 - 1.8% 2.7% 10.8% 31.2% 33.7% 19.8% 
BRAND_1 0.1% 0.6% 1.6% 14.3% 29.9% 35.7% 17.8% 
BRAND_2 0.4% 1.9% 3.9% 14.0% 33.9% 36.3% 9.7% 
BRAND_3 0.3% 0.4% 1.3% 10.8% 34.0% 36.0% 17.1% 
BRAND_4 0.4% 2.8% 4.3% 17.2% 30.8% 31.6% 12.8% 
BRAND_5 0.3% 2.7% 6.1% 19.8% 28.2% 28.1% 14.9% 
RC_1 - 0.1% 2.1% 7.1% 32.7% 40.3% 17.7% 
RC_2 - 0.3% 0.6% 5.1% 23.3% 43.4% 27.3% 
RC_3 - 0.1% 0.4% 7.6% 31.9% 38.6% 21.2% 
RC_4 - 0.1% 1.8% 8.5% 26.7% 42.3% 20.5% 
EFF_L_1 11.7% 22.7% 20.7% 13.1% 14.3% 12.5% 5.1% 
EFF_L_2 12.9% 23.0% 17.2% 13.8% 14.3% 13.7% 5.1% 
EFF_L_3 11.9% 19.6% 18.6% 14.4% 17.1% 12.3% 6.1% 
QUAL_1 - 0.7% 0.4% 5.5% 30.3% 38.0% 25.0% 
QUAL_2 - 0.4% 1.8% 12.0% 26.6% 39.8% 19.3% 
QUAL_3 - 0.4% 0.1% 5.9% 25.0% 42.1% 26.4% 
QUAL_4 - 0.6% 0.6% 9.2% 28.1% 42.8% 18.7% 
LM_1 3.4% 12.6% 24.2% 22.4% 15.6% 14.7% 7.0% 
LM_2 12.8% 20.4% 25.4% 13.5% 10.5% 12.3% 5.1% 
LM_3 13.5% 22.4% 23.6% 12.5% 9.8% 12.5% 5.6% 

Note: The complete list of items is provided in Appendix 11 

5.4 Normality test 

The main model of this study accounts for the influence of habitual propensity on the choice 

of hotel alternatives. In explaining heterogeneity, decision-making styles will be used. Before these 

tests, normality tests were performed on the items of decision-making styles. The violation of 

normality assumptions can result in the inflation of Chi-square statistics, and the determination of 

the statistical significance for the key coefficients may be biased (Hair et al., 2009). Thus, 

normality assumptions were tested on the 29 decision-making style indicators by assessing 

measures of skewness and kurtosis as well as conducting Kolmogorov-Smirnova and Shapiro-
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Wilk tests. Normality is verified if skewness and kurtosis measures are equal to zero. However, if 

skewness and kurtosis measures are in the range of -1.5 and 1.5, the data can be considered 

approximately normally distributed (Hair et al., 2009). As shown in Table 5.5, both kurtosis and 

skewness measures are within the range; skewness values range from -0.821 to 0.455 while 

kurtosis values range from -1.085 to 1.102. This suggests that while data is not normally 

distributed, the shape of the distribution is not severely non-normal. Further, measures of 

Kolmogorov-Smirnova and Shapiro-Wilk are statistically significant (p<0.001, df=673), providing 

further evidence that the data does not severely violate the assumption of normal distribution.  

Table 5.5 Descriptive statistics for indicators of decision-making styles 
 Mean Std. 

Deviation 
Skewness Kurtosis Kolmogorov-

Smirnova 
Shapiro-

Wilk 
RC_1 5.64 0.933 -0.48 0.253 0.23 0.882 
RC_2 5.91 0.896 -0.693 0.652 0.248 0.855 
RC_3 5.72 0.907 -0.299 -0.25 0.219 0.879 
RC_4 5.71 0.955 -0.572 0.149 0.248 0.879 
VS_1 4.81 1.367 -0.27 -0.451 0.158 0.935 
VS_2 4.84 1.386 -0.31 -0.675 0.179 0.93 
VS_3 4.8 1.451 -0.324 -0.656 0.16 0.933 
VS_4 4.9 1.414 -0.347 -0.608 0.177 0.93 
VS_5 4.45 1.481 -0.068 -0.8 0.14 0.943 
EFF_F_1 5.49 1.029 -0.594 0.542 0.209 0.892 
EFF_F_2 5.44 1.096 -0.62 0.36 0.22 0.896 
EFF_F_3 5.59 1.087 -0.821 1.102 0.211 0.879 
EFF_F_4 5.61 1.043 -0.687 0.475 0.235 0.885 
EFF_F_5 5.52 1.113 -0.687 0.528 0.203 0.891 
LM_1 4.06 1.558 0.156 -0.786 0.155 0.944 
LM_2 3.46 1.727 0.412 -0.824 0.19 0.923 
LM_3 3.43 1.77 0.455 -0.858 0.191 0.915 
QUAL_1 5.79 0.944 -0.633 0.847 0.217 0.864 
QUAL_2 5.62 1.013 -0.544 0.032 0.239 0.889 
QUAL_3 5.87 0.907 -0.638 0.59 0.24 0.86 
QUAL_4 5.68 0.94 -0.595 0.558 0.248 0.876 
BRAND_1 5.51 1.045 -0.496 0.235 0.214 0.897 
BRAND_2 5.26 1.105 -0.819 1.066 0.207 0.89 
BRAND_3 5.54 1.001 -0.582 0.967 0.207 0.888 
BRAND_4 5.21 1.206 -0.661 0.438 0.188 0.909 
BRAND_5 5.17 1.257 -0.465 -0.134 0.176 0.922 
EFF_L_1 3.53 1.747 0.322 -0.985 0.171 0.925 
EFF_L_2 3.55 1.789 0.269 -1.085 0.166 0.923 
EFF_L_3 3.67 1.774 0.185 -1.044 0.147 0.933 

Note: The complete list of items is provided in Appendix 11 
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5.5 Measurement model testing 

5.5.1 CFA for decision-making styles 

Constructs of decision-making styles were identified in pilot study II with EFA. Thus, these 

constructs were subjected only to CFA in the main study. Because these constructs conceptually 

represent decision-making styles, they were entered into CFA simultaneously. To ensure a 

satisfactory CFA, multiple runs with different specifications were estimated. The result of the final 

model has been presented in Table 5.6 – the second indicator of Quality consciousness was deleted 

due to its low factor loading (i.e., less than 0.6). As can be seen from the table, all factor loadings 

exceed 0.6, suggesting that the indicators measured the constructs relatively well. The goodness-

of-fit indices of the model are as follows: r% = 933.003, df = 327, r%/df = 2.853, comparative fit 

index (CFI) = 0.942, Tucker–Lewis index (TLI) = 0.933, root mean square error of approximation 

(RMSEA) = 0.052 and Standardized root mean square residual (SRMR) = 0.052. As an adequate 

goodness of fit measure, CFI and TLI should exceed 0.90 whereas RMSEA and SRMR should be 

less than 0.08 (acceptable fit) or 0.05 for good fit (Hair et al., 2009). The aforementioned model 

goodness-of-fit indices meet these criteria for CFA, suggesting that the proposed measurement 

model fits the data well. 
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Table 5.6 Results of CFA (n=673) 

 Factor loading Z-value 
Variety-seeking   
VS_5 0.828 25.760 
VS_2 0.844 26.522 
VS_3 0.818 25.273 
VS_4 0.855 27.096 
VS_1 0.801 24.479 
Brand-preference   
BRAND_1 0.711 19.494 
BRAND_2 0.658 17.640 
BRAND_3 0.669 18.029 
BRAND_4 0.693 18.881 
BRAND_5 0.605 15.914 
Last-minute decision-making   
LM_2 0.937 31.385 
LM_3 0.888 28.738 
LM_1 0.807 24.864 
Effortless decision-making   
EFF_L_1 0.922 30.950 
EFF_L_2 0.929 31.323 
EFF_L_3 0.887 29.021 
Effortful decision-making   
EFF_F_1 0.8 23.574 
EFF_F_2 0.667 18.407 
EFF_F_3 0.733 20.839 
EFF_F_4 0.629 17.058 
EFF_F_5 0.708 19.906 
Recommendation consciousness   
RC_1 0.625 16.584 
RC_2 0.642 16.222 
RC_3 0.687 16.404 
RC_4 0.664 16.855 
Quality consciousness   
QUAL_1 0.785 22.244 
QUAL_3 0.746 20.840 
QUAL_4 0.622 16.532 

Note: The full list of items is provided in Appendix 11 

As part of CFA, reliability and validity of the constructs were assessed. Reliability means to 

produce the same measures under same conditions. In assessing reliability, researchers typically 

report Cronbach’s alpha, which is considered as a widely accepted tool. However, it was shown to 

be inflated by the sample size and the number of items included in the test (Kopalle & Lehmann, 

1997). Thus, in addition to Cronbach’s alpha, this thesis reports the composite reliability scores. 

For reliability scores, measures exceeding 0.7 are regarded as reliable (Kline, 2016). As shown in 
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Table 5.7, both Cronbach’s alpha and composite reliability measures exceed this threshold; thus, 

reliability of all constructs were established. As regards validity, convergent and discriminant 

validity were assessed. While convergent validity is regarded as the extent to which constructs are 

related, discriminant validity assesses whether constructs are different (Kline, 2005). To confirm 

convergent validity, average variance extracted (AVE) was assessed against the threshold (0.5), 

indicating the explained variance by a construct (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). As Table 5.7 shows, 

AVE of all constructs exceed this threshold; thus, convergent validity was established. Lastly, 

discriminant validity is confirmed if the square root of AVE of the construct exceeds the 

correlation with other factors (Kline, 2016). According to this examination, discriminant validity 

was confirmed for all constructs except for Recommendation consciousness where the square root 

of AVE (0.730) was slightly less than its correlation with Quality consciousness (0.743). That is, 

it was possible that these two constructs overlap. Consequently, an additional CFA with combined 

factors (i.e., treating Recommendation consciousness and Quality consciousness as a single factor) 

was estimated, which was followed by performing a r%difference test. As the test provided 

statistical evidence that the two models were not identical ( r%  difference = 114, df=8), 

discriminant validity was established for Recommendation consciousness as well.  
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Table 5.7 Correlation, reliability and AVE 

 VS BRAND LM EFF-L EFF-F QUAL RC 
VS 1       
BRAND 0.317 1      
LM 0.499 0.375 1     
EFF-F 0.255 0.278 0.474 1    
EFF-L 0.283 0.382 0.348 -0.119 1   
QUAL 0.384 0.548 0.129 -0.054 0.602 1  
RC 0.339 0.582 0.107 -0.137 0.654 0.743 1 
AVE 0.727 0.547 0.794 0.846 0.588 0.599 0.534 
SRAVE 0.8524 0.7393 0.8912 0.9195 0.7666 0.7741 0.7308 
CR 0.914 0.800 0.911 0.937 0.835 0.750 0.763 
& 0.916 0.795 0.907 0.937 0.834 0.706 0.759 
Note: VS=Variety-seeking, BRAND= Brand preference, LM=Last-minute proneness, EFF-F=Effortful decision-

making, EFF-L= Effortless decision-making, RC= Proneness for recommendations, QUAL=Proneness for quality, 

AVE=Average variance extracted, SRAVE=square root values of AVE, CR= Composite reliability, α= Cronbach’s 

alpha 

5.6 Results from stated choice experiment 

5.6.1 MNL and MMNL models 

To understand respondents’ hotel preferences toward the defined attributes, MNL and MMNL 

models were estimated. As discussed in Section 3.6.2, two MMNL models were estimated, 

specifically (1) heterogeneity captured by individual sensitivities in attributes (denoted as 

MMNLUC) and (2) additional layer of heterogeneity captured resulting from correlations among 

attributes (denoted as MMNLC). The results of the MNL model have been presented in Table 5.8. 

Statistically significant parameters were obtained for all attributes except for discount. The non-

significant coefficient for discount was similar to pilot study III, suggesting that the Chinese 

sample appears to be indifferent to changes in attribute levels of discount in the format presented 

in the experiment. We observe that the sign of the attribute availability changed from negative to 

positive compared to pilot study III. Because the labels of the attribute were adjusted, a positive 
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sign may have been expected. Coefficients indicate a change in utility as a result of an increase in 

attribute levels. It can be observed from the attributes that individuals derive utility from review 

content, recommendation and availability; meanwhile, an increase of price results in disutility. 

Further, from the review content attributes, the highest utility is derived from room, followed by 

location and service. Previous guest recommendations are important for individuals as its 

contribution to overall utility is slightly higher than service. Lastly, respondents derive utility if a 

hotel has more available rooms as opposed to low room availability with high demand. Since the 

MNL model does not account for unobserved taste heterogeneity, MMNL models were estimated. 

Table 5.8 Results of MNL model (n=673) 

***: significant at 1% level, **: significant at 5% level, *: significant at 10% level 

The MMNL models were estimated with 500 Halton draws. The results have been presented 

in Table 5.9, with the common components of the two MMNL models presented in the upper half 

of the table. Parameters in the MMNL models were specified as random variables with the 

assumption of a normal distribution except for the discount attribute. Despite different model 

specifications on the distribution of discount in the MMNL models, it did not have significant 

impact on utility; therefore, it was kept as non-random. As the model fit indicates, the MMNLUC 

model outperforms the MNL model by 486.839 units of log-likelihood at the expense of six 

 Estimate SE t-ratio 

nSTUVWXTY 0.3845*** 0.0174 22.1083 
nZ[\]XU[ 0.2685*** 0.0198 13.5482 
n\TT^ 0.4312*** 0.0214 20.1150 
n\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY 0.2999*** 0.0202 14.8776 
nV]VXSV`XSXWa 0.0812*** 0.0160 5.0620 
nb\XU[ -0.0013*** 0.0001 -12.2181 
n_XZUTcYW 0.0122 0.0168 0.7256 

Log-likelihood -6425.78   
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additional parameters (i.e., K parameters). From Table 5.9, we observe statistically significant 

influence in the mean estimates (i.e., s parameters) for all attributes specified as random while 

discount remains statistically insignificant. The results of the MMNLUC follow a similar pattern as 

the MNL, where room characteristics had the largest impact on utility among the review content 

attributes, followed by location and service. Further, individuals derive utility from both 

recommendation and availability. The K parameters indicate an unobserved taste heterogeneity 

associated with these attributes. As can been seen from the table, except for the availability 

attribute, individuals are highly heterogeneous with respect to all attributes specified as random in 

the model. Further, the heterogeneity specified in this model suggests that differences among 

individuals stem from sensitivities in attributes.  

Turning to the MMNLC model, further heterogeneity was decomposed by capturing 

correlations among attributes. To capture the complex correlation structure among six attributes, 

fifteen additional parameters were specified in the model (see the lower-right hand side ofTable 

5.9). Similar to MMNLUC, discount was kept as a non-random parameter as no statistically 

significant impact on utility was derived in the random specification. Accounting for additional 

heterogeneity, MMNLC obtained 77.533 units of log-likelihood over MMNLUC. The sign, 

magnitude and statistical significance of parameter estimates between the two MMNL models are 

consistent. In addition to heterogeneity in sensitivities (i.e., K parameters corresponding to the 

attributes), significant heterogeneity was observed resulting from capturing correlations among 

attributes (e.g., σdefghiej+klmnifl). The additional heterogeneity is termed scale heterogeneity in the 

literature (Hess & Train, 2017) – this represents a scale and possibly explains the differences 

among respondents. 
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Table 5.9 Results of MMNL models (n=673) 

 MMNLUC MMNLC 
Log-likelihood -5938.941 -5861.408 
 Estimate t-ratio Estimate t-ratio 
pSTUVWXTY 0.5665*** 18.9473 0.5852*** 17.9269 
qSTUVWXTY 0.4902*** 14.6095 0.4983*** 13.5761 
pZ[\]XU[ 0.3833*** 13.0831 0.4414*** 13.4908 
qZ[\]XU[ 0.3383*** 7.5442 0.2655*** 6.3463 
p\TT^ 0.6793*** 16.1115 0.6901*** 14.7528 
q\TT^ 0.7107*** 15.4867 0.6110*** 10.3007 
p\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY 0.4342*** 12.9782 0.4339*** 12.7267 
q\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY 0.5368*** 13.7458 0.4060*** 5.6922 
pV]VXSV`XSXWa 0.1133*** 5.4900 0.1134*** 5.2898 
qV]VXSV`XSXWa -0.0422 -0.4260 -0.0930 -1.0372 
pb\XU[ -0.0023*** -10.0605 -0.0022*** -10.5132 
qb\XU[ 0.004*** 14.1258 0.0014** 4.7981 
p_XZUTcYW -0.0038 -0.1855 -0.0069 -0.3101 
qSTUVWXTY+Z[\]XU[ - - 0.2889*** 6.2700 
qSTUVWXTY+\TT^ - - 0.1250** 1.9825 
qZ[\]XU[+\TT^ - - 0.2906*** 3.0978 
qSTUVWXTY+\[UT^^[Y_ - - 0.0849 1.5847 
qZ[\]XU[+\[UT^^[Y_ - - -0.1414 -1.5993 
q\TT^+\[UT^^[Y_ - - 0.2656*** 4.3809 
qSTUVWXTY+V]VXS - - -0.0394 -1.1335 
qZ[\]XU[+V]VXS - - 0.0007 0.0186 
q\TT^+V]VXS - - -0.0149 -0.4726 
q\[UT^^[Y_+V]VXS - - -0.0912** -2.0354 
qSTUVWXTY+b\XU[ - - 0.0002 0.7362 
qZ[\]XU[+b\XU[ - - 0.0028*** 8.4397 
q\TT^+b\XU[ - - -0.0008** -2.0454 
q\[UT^^[Y_+b\XU[ - - -0.0004 -0.7707 
qV]VXS+b\XU[ - - -0.0002 -0.8179 

***: significant at 1% level, **: significant at 5% level, *: significant at 10% level 
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5.6.2 Hybrid choice models 

MNL and MMNL models were extended by estimating two hybrid choice models (Hybrid 1 

and Hybrid 2) as mentioned in Section 3.6.4. In the hybrid models, the s parameters indicate the 

average influence of the attribute, the P parameters indicate heterogeneity associated with habitual 

propensity, and K parameters indicate unobserved heterogeneity, just like in the MMNL model. 

HCM1 model was estimated under the assumption that heterogeneity associated with habitual 

propensity is perfectly correlated with random heterogeneity (i.e., no additional heterogeneity is 

captured). Meanwhile, HCM2 model assumes that additional heterogeneity beyond those identified 

in HCM1 may be captured. Thus, HCM2 model accounts for both unobserved heterogeneity and 

heterogeneity attributed to the habitual propensity. 

Because the hybrid models contain additional components (i.e., latent variable, indicators) in 

addition to choice data, it is not possible to directly compare their model fit with the MNL or 

MMNL model. However, a portion of the log-likelihood related to the choice data can be factored 

out and compared to other models. Examining the log-likelihood value related to the choice data 

in HCM1, an improvement of 264.947 units in log-likelihood was observed at the cost of six 

additional parameters as compared to MNL. The gain of HCM2 model over HCM1 was less than 

the improvement when moving from the MNL to MMNL. The choice component log-likelihood 

value further indicates that the choice data is explained better by HCM1 than MNL model and by 

HCM2 than MMNL.  

Before looking at the hybrid models, the results of the measurement model in the latent 

variable component are discussed. In measuring habitual tendency in hotel choice, four variables 

were used: Travel frequency, Number of sites visited for information search, Booking in advance 

and Distribution channel used for making a booking. There was an attempt to include additional 
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variables in the measurement model; however, no statistically significant impact was found. It is 

hypothesized that habitual tendency in the hotel choice context can be captured through these 

variables. The results have been presented in Table 5.10, where u indicates the influence of the 

habitual tendency on the indicator variable while " in each variable indicates cut-off points in the 

ordered logit model estimation depending on the number of levels each variable was measured 

with. All uparameters are statistically significant, suggesting that the stronger habitual tendency 

leads to more frequent travel, more sites visited for information search and more hotel booking in 

advance. A binary logistic regression was used on the final indicator, and the estimated coefficient 

suggests an increase in respondents’ preferences toward OTA channels compared to direct 

channels as a result of an increase in habitual propensity. That is, association was observed 

between habitual propensity and traveler’s typical hotel booking practices.  

Table 5.10 Results of the measurement model  

 HCM1 HCM2 
 Estimate t-ratio Estimate t-ratio 
vo\V][S	p\[qc[YUa 0.8332*** 8.1718 0.9171*** 6.8169 
vrc^`[\	Tp	ZXW[Z	]XZXW[_ 0.6767*** 6.8787 0.6156*** 5.5212 
vsTTtXYu	XY	V_]VYU[ 0.4959*** 6.0276 0.2942*** 4.0645 
vvXZW\X`cWXTY	UwVYY[S 0.8417*** 10.0571 0.5231*** 8.2554 
wo\V][S	p\[qc[YUa	x 1.0922*** 4.8222 2.4646*** 6.5287 
wo\V][S	p\[qc[YUa	y 2.8698*** 10.1993 4.3915*** 9.7462 
wo\V][S	p\[qc[YUa	z 5.9539*** 13.8937 7.6193*** 12.8172 
wrc^`[\	Tp	ZXW[Z	]XZXW[_	x 0.2136*** 1.1155 0.9291*** 3.2166 
wrc^`[\	Tp	ZXW[Z	]XZXW[_	y 3.4463*** 12.3906 4.1886*** 10.9160 
wrc^`[\	Tp	ZXW[Z	]XZXW[_	z 6.1210*** 13.0257 6.8759*** 12.5704 
wsTTtXYu	XY	V_]VYU[	x -1.2168*** -7.0479 -1.1160*** -4.6972 
wsTTtXYu	XY	V_]VYU[	y 0.6850*** 3.9724 0.7234*** 2.9855 
wsTTtXYu	XY	V_]VYU[	z 2.8326*** 12.9752 2.7930*** 10.0934 
wsTTtXYu	XY	V_]VYU[	{ 4.7920*** 15.0169 4.7370*** 13.1614 
wsTTtXYu	XY	V_]VYU[	| 7.5875*** 7.4419 7.5291*** 7.2933 

***: significant at 1% level, **: significant at 5% level, *: significant at 10% level 
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The results of the hybrid models have been presented in Table 5.11. Looking at the estimates 

of HCM1, we note significant parameters for all hotel attributes, including discount. That is, while 

MNL and MMNL models could not explain individuals’ preferences for the discount attribute, 

both hybrid models indicate statistical evidence on the influence of discount on utility. While 

discount in MMNL model showed significant heterogeneity, no significant influence in the mean 

parameter was observed. However, once habit was included in the hybrid models through a latent 

variable, the influence became statistically significant. P  parameters are significant for all 

attributes, indicating that heterogeneity can be attributed to habitual tendency. The extent to which 

heterogeneity can be explained by only habitual tendency may be questioned in view of which 

additional heterogeneity was estimated in HCM2.  

The K  and P  values for all attributes are statistically significant, indicating random 

heterogeneity and heterogeneity explained by the latent habitual tendency. Further, looking at the 

s parameters in the hybrid models, we found that individuals became less sensitive to changes in 

attribute levels compared to MNL and MMNL models. That is, once habitual tendency in hotel 

choice was accounted for, the average impact of attributes on utility became less important. 
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Table 5.11 Estimation results of hybrid choice models (n=673) 

 HCM1 HCM2 
Overall log-likelihood -8702.774 -8285.414 
Choice component likelihood -6160.833 -5767.808 
Model parameters 38 45 

 Estimate t-ratio Estimate t-ratio 
pSTUVWXTY 0.0647** 2.1504 0.1516*** 3.5022 
qSTUVWXTY - - 0.3974*** 10.7882 
xSTUVWXTY 0.2651*** 9.7710 0.1791*** 7.1386 
pZ[\]XU[ 0.0386 1.1061 0.1510*** 2.9786 
qZ[\]XU[ - - -0.3639*** -7.7388 
xZ[\]XU[ 0.1459*** 5.0179 0.0624*** 2.6944 
p\TT^ 0.1537*** 3.9370 0.4201*** 6.3050 
q\TT^ - - 0.8390*** 16.2248 
x\TT^ 0.2132*** 5.9012 0.1255*** 4.3893 
p\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY 0.5749*** 15.2573 0.8532*** 14.4050 
q\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY - - 0.5317*** 12.8809 
x\[UT^^[Y_VWXTY -0.1782*** -6.4277 -0.1746*** -6.2658 
pV]VXSV`XSXWa 0.0898*** 3.2184 0.0051 0.1350 
qV]VXSV`XSXWa - - -0.1341** -2.0574 
xV]VXSV`XSXWa -0.0035 -0.1674 0.0619*** 3.7744 
p_XZUTcYW 0.2607*** 9.3806 0.1996*** 4.9682 
q_XZUTcYW - - 0.1779*** 3.2859 
x_XZUTcYW -0.1697*** -7.5929 -0.0756*** -4.1888 
pb\XU[ -0.0011*** -9.6762 -0.0022*** -9.4146 
qb\XU[ - - -0.0036*** -12.3169 
xb\XU[ -0.0003*** -5.7280 -0.0001*** -3.3612 
y}cSS+WX^[	[^bSTa[[ 1.3378*** 6.2732 1.9537*** 6.1183 
y~u[	z�+zÄ 0.0851 0.5466 0.0013 0.0067 
y~u[	{�+{Ä 0.2822* 1.7659 0.5036** 2.4359 
y~u[	|�+|Ä -0.1864 -1.1792 -0.1933 -0.9616 
yÅYUT^[	|���+ÇÄÄÄ -0.6367*** -3.0030 -0.4336 -1.5641 
yÅYUT^[	É���+x�ÄÄÄ -0.2280 -1.1490 0.3892 1.4902 
yÅYUT^[	xx���+xzÄÄÄ 0.4602** 2.2926 1.3252*** 4.7300 
yÅYUT^[	x{���+xÑÄÄÄ 0.7882*** 3.6481 1.6130*** 5.3348 
yÖ[ZX_[YU[	s[XÜXYu 0.6060*** 5.5141 0.8082*** 5.3585 
***: significant at 1% level, **: significant at 5% level, *: significant at 10% level 
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As HCM2 captures both random heterogeneity and heterogeneity attributed to habitual 

tendency, it is necessary to indicate the degree of heterogeneity that can be attributed to habitual 

tendency. This information can be calculated as the proportion of variance of randomness 

associated with the latent variable and pure randomness. Table 5.12 shows the proportion of 

random heterogeneity associated with habitual tendency in each choice attribute. In general, it is 

evident that a smaller portion of randomness can be attributed to habitual tendency compared to 

pure random heterogeneity. Specifically, habitual tendency can explain more than 15% of 

randomness in the attributes of availability (17.55%), location (16.87%), and discount (15.30%) 

respectively.  

Table 5.12 Sources of random taste heterogeneity in HCM2 

   Components of variance in 	
( 

Random heterogeneity % 

Attribute ) * Pure 
random 

Linked 
to LV Combined Pure random Linked to 

LV 
Location 0.3974 0.1791 0.1580 0.0321 0.1900 83.13% 16.87% 
Service -0.3639 0.0624 0.1324 0.0039 0.1363 97.14% 2.86% 
Room 0.8390 0.1255 0.7039 0.0158 0.7197 97.81% 2.19% 
Recommendation 0.5317 -0.1746 0.2827 0.0305 0.3131 90.27% 9.73% 
Availability -0.1341 0.0619 0.0180 0.0038 0.0218 82.45% 17.55% 
Discount 0.1779 -0.0756 0.0316 0.0057 0.0374 84.70% 15.30% 
Price -0.0036 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 99.90% 0.10% 
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5.6.3 Willingness to pay measures 

Beyond exploring preferences for hotel attributes and heterogeneity, this study aimed to 

quantify the marginal rates of substitution (i.e., trade-off), specifically willingness-to-pay (WTP) 

values. As mentioned in Section 3.7, this thesis used four predefined segments in estimating WTP 

values (see Table 5.13) – the statistically insignificant estimates have been excluded from the table.  

For WTP values across low-, medium- and high-income groups, a general observation 

involves the increase of WTP measures with increased income. However, differences may be noted 

across income groups with regard to WTP values of attributes. That is, for the low-income group, 

WTP value is the highest for room, followed by recommendation and location. On the contrary, 

for medium-income group, the highest WTP values is recorded for location, followed by room and 

service. For the high-income group, however, the highest WTP value was observed for room, 

followed by location and service. That is, change in levels in the recommendation attribute appears 

to be compensated by low-income travelers, while the two other income groups tend to compensate 

changes in attribute levels by other attributes such as location or service.  

The next set of models was estimated where the segmentation was related to typical choice of 

hotel in connection with the affiliation of hotel chains (i.e., domestic or international chains, 

independent hotels). Overall, it is clear that individuals who typically stay at international chain 

hotels and domestic chain hotels are willing to compensate changes in the attribute levels with a 

higher amount compared to travelers who typically stay at independent hotels. In general, changes 

in the room characteristics attribute are compensated with the highest amount of money for all 

groups. Given the differences across segments, it is interesting to note the statistically significant 

estimate of the discount attribute for the independent hotel group despite the insignificant 

parameters obtained in MNL and MMNL models on the full sample. Thus, the discount attribute 
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is considered important by the independent hotel segment. Further, travelers are willing to 

compensate for changes in the location and service attributes for the domestic chain group 

compared to the independent hotel group. Meanwhile, changes in attribute levels for 

recommendation was compensated by a larger amount for the independent hotel group than the 

domestic chain hotel segment.  

The next set of models was derived on the basis of distribution channels typically used to 

make hotel bookings. Using this segmentation, a few interesting compensation patterns were 

noted. Overall, the lowest compensation measures were recorded for the OTA web group, followed 

by OTA app and direct channels. However, the highest WTP values across the three groups were 

observed on different choice attributes. Indeed, the highest WTP values were observed for 

recommendation for the OTA web segment, room characteristics for the OTA app group and 

location for the direct channel segment. Further, discount was significant only for the OTA web 

segment, but insignificant for the other two groups. Finally, changes in the room available attribute 

are compensated by the travelers who typically make hotel bookings on OTA channels but not on 

direct channel.  

Finally, the last three MNL models were obtained by segmentation based on travel frequency, 

including (1) 1-3 times per year, (2) 4-6 times per year, and (3) 7-9 times per year. For location 

and room, WTP increases as the traveling frequency increases. That is, the more frequently 

individuals travel, the more sensitive they become to changes in review content on location and 

room. While an increase in WTP for service between frequency of 1-3 and 4-6 times per year was 

observed, this attribute becomes less important as travel experience further increases. For 

recommendation, WTP measures indicate a compensation for 20% increase in previous guest 

ratings. While substation rate for recommendation increases as travel frequency increases from 1-
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3 to 4-6 times per year, it drops substantially as travel frequency further increases. Changes in 

availability attribute indicate a shift from urgency of booking due to lack of rooms to increased 

room availability. More frequent travelers (4-6 trips per year) are more inclined to compensate the 

change between urgency and room availability while the most experienced travelers (7-9 trips per 

year) are indifferent toward this attribute. Moreover, discount levels represent 5% differences in 

the amount of discount. Inexperienced travelers are willing to compensate for a 5% discount; 

however, more experienced travelers are indifferent toward a change of the attribute levels. 

Discount for the most experienced travel group showed a disutility, indicating a preference for less 

discount/no discount.  
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Table 5.13 Measures of willingness to pay 

 Location Service Room Recommendation Availability Discount 

Base-MNL ¥ 296.77 ¥ 207.22 ¥ 332.81 ¥ 231.45 ¥ 62.66 - 

Income       

Low-income ¥ 149.13 ¥ 85.29 ¥ 171.24 ¥ 150.22 ¥ 37.96 - 

Medium-income ¥ 324.49 ¥ 267.99 ¥ 276.35 ¥ 228.44 ¥ 110.75 - 

High-income ¥ 470.30 ¥ 333.11 ¥ 626.73 ¥ 288.37 - - 

Hotel affiliation       

Independent hotel ¥ 213.92 ¥ 128.37 ¥ 230.99 ¥ 194.85 - ¥ 73.83 

Domestic chain hotel ¥ 237.52 ¥ 163.94 ¥ 248.54 ¥ 148.16 ¥ 35.75 - 

International chain hotel ¥ 409.38 ¥ 316.67 ¥ 545.40 ¥ 454.56 ¥ 153.85 - 

Distribution channel       

OTA web ¥ 203.27 ¥ 129.68 ¥ 187.22 ¥ 268.85 ¥ 90.75 ¥ 55.23 

OTA app ¥ 373.12 ¥ 276.54 ¥ 468.20 ¥ 221.35 ¥ 30.19  

Direct channel ¥ 448.05 ¥ 313.04 ¥ 422.84 - - - 

Travel frequency       

Travel-frequency: 1-3 ¥ 222.43 ¥ 128.33 ¥ 254.53 ¥ 274.84 ¥ 81.40 ¥ 67.01 

Travel-frequency: 4-6 ¥ 372.13 ¥ 313.19 ¥ 413.99 ¥ 304.77 ¥ 103.96 - 

Travel-frequency: 7-9 ¥ 419.19 ¥ 289.27 ¥ 469.72 ¥ 110.54 - - 
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5.7 Findings on individual preferences 

This section discusses the findings related to individual preferences on hotel choice attributes. 

In contrast to the discussion in Section 5.6 where the aggregate influence was explored, this section 

deals with understanding individual preferences on hotel attributes from the perspective of 

individual characteristics. In addition, HCM2 model identified large proportion of unobserved 

heterogeneity in each attribute that can be partially explained by habitual propensity. Therefore, 

there is a need to further explore an explanation of heterogeneity. Thus, individual level parameters 

of HCM2 model were estimated using the process described in Section 3.6.2. Linear regressions 

were then estimated where the individual specific marginal utilities (i.e., ! coefficients in HMC2) 

were used as dependent variables while individual specific factor scores of decision-making styles 

were used as independent variables extracted from the CFA model explored in Section 5.5.1. Thus, 

linear regressions aim to explain heterogeneity toward attributes with individual specific 

characteristics, namely decision-making styles. Consequently, seven linear regressions were 

estimated. The results have been presented in Table 5.14 – the statistically significant results have 

been highlighted in bold. Decision-making styles are latent constructs; therefore, their impact on 

the marginal utilities cannot be expressed as percentage change.  

Table 5.14 Linear regression results on marginal utilities 

 Location Service Room Recommend. Avail. Discount Price 
Constant 0.1943*** 0.1815*** 0.46744*** 0.8536*** 0.0354*** 0.2129*** -2.34E-03*** 
VS -0.010 -0.006529 -0.0972*** -0.0621*** 0.0043** 0.0012 4.57E-05 

EFF-F -0.0287 -0.0371*** -0.0929* 0.0095 -0.0036 0.0099** -2.52E-04** 
EFF-L -0.0113 -0.014927 -0.2134*** -0.0219 -0.0014 -0.0042 -9.11E-04*** 
BRAND -0.0289* -0.0262** -0.0221 -0.1041 -0.0021 0.0024 1.71E-05 

RC -0.0038 -0.011609 -0.0497 0.0501* -0.0001 -0.0030 9.02E-04*** 
QUAL 0.0552** 0.0756*** 0.1665*** 0.0680* 0.0036 -0.0051 -2.93E-05 

LM -0.0142 0.0273** 0.1281*** -0.0296 0.0042 -0.0084** 4.65E-04*** 
***: significant at 1% level, **: significant at 5% level, *: significant at 10% level 
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As can be seen from the table, heterogeneity in each attribute can be explained by at least one 

decision-making style, and the regression analysis sometimes results in negative values. However, 

negative coefficients do not necessarily imply that individuals dislike certain choice attributes. 

Instead, they suggest declines in marginal utility in the attributes. Variety seeking significantly 

explained heterogeneity in the room, recommendation and availability attributes. The positive 

impact on availability suggests that individuals with variety seeking tendencies attach more utility 

to availability and less to room and recommendation. Individuals with inclination for effortful 

decision-making attached more utility to discount and less utility to service, room and price. That 

is, effortful decision-makers tend to care about price reductions. Effortless decision-makers 

attached less utility to room and price; however, compared to effortful decision-makers, the impact 

on room was stronger in the negative domain for effortless decision-makers. Brand preference 

resulted in a decline in utilities for the attributes of location and service. These results should be 

intuitive as individuals with stronger brand preference may not consider review content for a hotel. 

Recommendation consciousness displayed an increase in the marginal utilities for 

recommendation and price. That is, a disposition to consider others’ opinions in the decision 

process would lead to increase in utility for these two attributes. Individuals with a tendency for 

quality consciousness will have in increase in utilities for all hotel attributes. Finally, a tendency 

for last-minute decision-making leads to an increase in utilities for service, room and price, and a 

decrease in utilities for discount.  

Based on the above analysis, the results of hypothesis testing have been summarized in Table 

5.15. This thesis found that individuals derived utility from the non-price attribute and derived 

disutility from the price attribute. Also, they traded-off non-price attributes with price attributes 

and exhibited heterogeneous preferences toward hotel attributes. Thus, Hypothesis 1a, Hypothesis 
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1b, Hypothesis 1c and Hypothesis 1d were supported. Further, a relationship between habitual 

propensity and typical hotel booking practices was established; thus, Hypothesis 2 was supported. 

In addition, this thesis found that in accounting for habitual propensity, a deviation from rationality 

in travelers’ preferences was observed and habitual propensity captured heterogeneity among 

individuals, providing support for Hypothesis 3a and Hypothesis 3b. Finally, no conclusive 

evidence was found that all decision-making styles explain heterogeneous preferences for all 

choice attributes; hence, Hypothesis 4a, Hypothesis 4b, Hypothesis 4c, Hypothesis 4d, Hypothesis 

4e,  Hypothesis 4f and Hypothesis 4g are partially supported. 

Table 5.15 Summary of the results of hypothesis-testing  

Hypothesis Result 
H1a Supported 

H1b Supported 

H1c Supported 

H1d Supported 

H2 Supported 

H3a Supported 

H3b Supported 

H4a Partially supported 

H4b Partially supported 

H4c Partially supported 

H4d Partially supported 

H4e Partially supported 

H4f Partially supported 

H4g Partially supported 
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Chapter 6 Discussion and implications 

6.1 Evaluation of research objectives 

The main aim of this thesis was to explore how habitual propensity influences consumer 

preference for hotels. The importance of hotel attributes in travelers’ evaluations in the decision-

making process is well documented (Book et al., 2016; Kwok et al., 2017; Mellinas et al., 2019; 

Noone & McGuire, 2013; S. Park & Nicolau, 2015). Further, travelers’ heterogeneity toward hotel 

attributes was identified (D. Kim & Park, 2017; Masiero et al., 2015). Thus, this thesis further 

explored whether heterogeneity in individuals’ preferences is associated with habitual propensity, 

and identified drivers of heterogeneous preferences.  

This study found that individuals attached different levels of importance to hotel attributes, 

namely location, service, room, past recommendations, availability, price and discount. In 

addition, individuals derive utility from online review content associated with location, service and 

room features as well as previous guests’ recommendations. These hotel attributes often appear on 

social media sites. Among these four attributes, travelers exhibit the strongest preference for room 

characteristics, followed by location, previous guest recommendation and service. That is, this 

thesis not only identified the importance of hotel attributes in general, but also showed that the 

different hotel attributes are weighted against each-other and against price attributes. In doing so, 

this research found and quantified decision-makers’ trade-off of price for other hotel attributes. In 

addition, willingness-to-pay values were identified for groups segmented based on four 

predetermined variables: income and travel characteristics including travel frequency, hotel 

choice, and channel typically used for hotel booking. Overall, decision-makers are willing to 
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sacrifice the highest amount of their budget for a hotel with better reviews on the room domain, 

followed by review content in the location domain and previous guests’ recommendations.  

This study found that decision-makers’ heterogeneity can be attributed to habitual propensity. 

Because habitual propensity is individual specific, its influence may indicate that individuals’ 

assessments of choice attributes are driven by a specific mindset as well as habit formation 

introduced by typical behavior. That is, the degree of habitual propensity would influence the way 

decision-makers assess attributes. As revealed in the hybrid models, the average sensitivity in 

attributes became smaller compared to the model in which habitual propensity was not introduced. 

The decreasing sensitivity indicates that individuals are less sensitive to changes in the attribute 

levels as a result of the impact imposed by habitual propensity. The phenomenon may be 

responsible for the decreasing sensitivity is inertia, considered as a tendency to favor alternatives 

that one typically uses or used most recently (Cantillo, Ortúzar, & Williams, 2007). Given that 

alternatives in the experiment of this thesis were unlabeled (i.e., no information on brand), 

decision-makers were only able to rely on the attribute levels shown to them. Thus, habitual 

propensity was present in the preference formation toward attributes, instead of alternatives. The 

existence of inertia underlying habitual propensity in this study is further supported by findings of 

Masiero and Qiu (2018). Specifically, in the context of destination choice, individuals appeared to 

prefer the attributes of service quality and attractions of the typical destination as opposed to new 

destinations. While Maisero and Qiu (2018) adopted a reference dependent specification, this 

thesis used a hybrid discrete choice model specification, where habitual propensity was considered 

as an underlying construct. Thus, this study provided new insights how typical behavior relates to 

decisions tourists make in the travel planning process.  
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The introduction of habitual propensity may help identify a mindset that is related to habit 

formation, namely habitual mindset as termed by Verplanken (2006). The activation of a mindset 

requires knowledge accessibility (Förster & Liberman, 2007). That is, as a result of the experiences 

accumulated in prior encounters when searching for and booking a hotel, the mindset may have 

been activated and guided the choice process of individuals. The decreasing sensitivity of attributes 

provides evidence for this claim. Indeed, when habitual propensity was not included in the model, 

it appears that individuals assess attributes with a higher cognitive involvement. However, once 

habitual propensity was introduced in the hybrid model, the sensitivity decreased substantially, 

suggesting a shift in mindset. Habit is associated with being able to automatically perform 

behaviors and it is facilitated by the consistent occurrence of the behavior in stable contexts (Aarts 

& Dijksterhuis, 2000; Wood et al., 2002). The impact of habitual propensity on sensitivities may 

be considered as the result of decision-making occurring in the stable context. It can be argued that 

booking a hotel room on an OTA platform represents a stable environment for decision-makers 

where the behavior reoccurs. Indeed, as previous research on the use of information platforms 

(e.g., using online platform/mobile app for hotel booking) has shown, satisfaction (Bhattacherjee, 

2001a; Hong, Thong, & Tam, 2006), perceived usefulness (Bhattacherjee, 2001b; Khalifa & Liu, 

2007), habit (M.-H. Hsu et al., 2015; Limayem et al., 2007), perceived value (M.-H. Hsu et al., 

2015), and trust (C.-M. Chiu et al., 2012) predict continued intention of using these systems. Thus, 

when travelers search for information or decide on a tourism product, they are likely to choose a 

familiar online platform to do so.  

This study found that accounting for habitual propensity leads to a decrease in sensitivities, 

suggesting that in the presence of habitual propensity, individuals may not need to consider hotel 

attributes with high cognitive involvement. That is, it can be argued that habitual propensity 
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assisted individuals in processing attributes. Related research indicates that individuals may not 

consider all alternatives when they make choices on an online platform. For example, Pan et al. 

(2013) found that when decision-makers look at a list of hotel alternatives on websites (e.g., on an 

OTA), individuals tend to pay more attention to hotels listed on the top of the list as compared to 

the middle or bottom. Thus, the possibility that individuals do not assess attributes of alternatives 

with an increased cognitive mindset is very likely. Consequently, the tendency to resist new 

information is a possibility.  

Another possible explanation for the impact of habitual propensity may be associated with 

limited or routinized problem-solving. From previous experiences, individuals may retain 

information internally, and thus do not need to rely on extensive external information sources and 

increased cognitive processing. In the context of domestic travel, Dutch and Italian vacationers did 

not require all stages involved in the decision-making process (Bargeman & van der Poel, 2006; 

Massidda & Etzo, 2012). Habit is facilitated through the existence of a stable environment which 

may be the OTA platform itself, making it is easier for individuals to recall the prior experiences 

they typically follow. In this research, habitual propensity was measured by typical behavior. 

Evidence from the measurement equations in Table 5.10 suggests, for example, that a higher 

tendency in habitual propensity is an indication of higher travel frequency. Also, as a result of the 

increased habitual propensity, travelers prefer using an OTA platform to make hotel bookings 

compared to direct channels. Based on the concept of limited problem-solving (Engel et al., 1995) 

and empirical evidence mentioned above, habitual propensity may be associated with a higher 

degree of internal information retrieval. A further argument to this claim is that the research on 

hotel choice may have reached saturation of influential factors. That is, despite using different 

methods (e.g., machine learning, discrete choice modeling, regression, structural equation 
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modeling), researchers appeared to identify similar influential dimensions such as location, 

service, facilities, room characteristics, amenities and price (C. Chiu et al., 2015; D. Kim & Park, 

2017; D. Kim & Perdue, 2013; G. Li et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2013; Masiero et al., 2015, 2016, 2019; 

Philander & Zhong, 2016; Román & Martín, 2016). Thus, it can be argued that individuals have 

relatively stable preferences toward hotel attributes in which case travelers do not require extensive 

information search because they have relatively stable preference toward hotel attributes. As a 

consequence, they may rely on their past experience in evaluating attributes rather than evaluating 

attributes with increased cognition. 

Finally, this thesis explored and identified decision-making styles that are specific to hotel 

choice behavior. By integrating previous measurement scales into a single instrument, this research 

discovered seven distinct decision-making styles applicable to online hotel choice, namely variety-

seeking, last-minute decision-making, effortful decision-making, effortless decision-making, 

quality consciousness, recommendation consciousness and brand preference. The lower mean 

value for the effortless decision-making style notwithstanding, the results can provide new insights 

in into consumer heterogeneity. In fact, the lower value may have been anticipated. According to 

previous literature, tourist decision-making is portrayed as a process that requires an increased 

cognitive effort (McCabe et al., 2016). In line with the results of this thesis, previous studies found 

that the effortless decision-making style had the lowest average mean value across other decision-

making styles (Fischer et al., 2015). Despite its lower mean score, the decision-making style 

remained consistent across multiple stages (i.e., pilot studies, main study) throughout this research. 

Moreover, effortless decision-making style explained heterogeneity for two attributes, namely 

room characteristics and price, as shown in Table 5.14. The negative sign in the relationship 

between effortless decision-making style and room characteristics may indicate that individuals 
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prone to this style may attach decreased utility to the characteristics of the room or price. That is, 

the inclusion of effortless decision-making style can throw shed more light on hotel choice 

behavior.  

This thesis found significant heterogeneity in individuals’ preferences for hotel attributes. In 

addition to random heterogeneity (i.e., MMNL models), a portion of heterogeneity was captured 

and attributed to habitual propensity in the hybrid models. The explored heterogeneity was 

explained by decision-making styles. The heterogeneity identified in this thesis highlights the 

importance of appropriate market segmentation and product presentation on OTA distribution 

channels using different types of hotel attributes.  

6.2 Academic contributions 

The scale of decision-making styles was developed and empirically validated in the hotel 

choice context. Two measurement scales can be found in the previous literature. These scales were 

developed on different conceptual grounds, namely cognitive and affective orientations (Sproles 

& Kendall, 1986) and habitual orientations (Scott & Bruce, 1995). Previous studies typically 

adopted either of these measurement scales. Despite the numerous criticisms levelled against these 

scales (Bakewell & Mitchell, 2006; Bauer et al., 2006; Wickliffe, 2004), recent studies often 

adopted the scales without amendments (Alavi et al., 2016; Atadil et al., 2018; Seo & Moon, 2016). 

Therefore, the two existing scales were combined, and were subjected to an academic panel and 

several test-retest analyses. The measurement scale was validated through three waves of data 

collection, two pilot studies and data collection for the main study. The empirical data collected 

with the measurement scale strongly supported the reliability and validity of the scale of decision-

making styles. 
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Seven underlying constructs that underpin decision-making styles in the hotel choice context 

were identified. The main study successfully maintained the factor structure obtained in pilot study 

II. Of the seven underlying dimensions of decision-making styles, three were related to cognitive 

and affective orientation, including Variety seeking, Brand-preference, Quality consciousness, and 

three decision-making styles were based on habitual orientations, including Last-minute decision-

making, Recommendation consciousness and Effortless decision-making. Meanwhile Effortful 

decision-making style incorporated items from both the cognitive and affective orientation-based 

decision-making styles (Value for money consciousness) and habitual orientation based decision-

making styles (Rational decision-making). The integrated scale as well as Effortful decision-

making style suggests that the cognitive and affective orientation based decision-making styles 

and the habitual orientation based decision-making styles are related. This relationship can be 

explained by two factors, including (1) the context of this research and (2) differences in shopping 

behavior nowadays. First, previous research adopted the decision-making styles in the retail 

context, for example shopping in a mall (Alavi et al., 2016). By contrast, the setting of this research 

involved making choices for a tourism product, namely hotel. Previous research recognized the 

experiential nature of tourism products, and realized differences between purchasing and 

consuming of tangible (i.e., retail setting) and intangible products (i.e., tourism setting) (H. Zhang 

et al., 2018). That is, decision-making styles in the tourism setting may involve a correlation 

between the conceptually different decision-making styles. Second, both decision-making style 

measurements were developed in an era when shopping was usually conducted offline. However, 

consumers nowadays increasingly do shopping online (Farag, Schwanen, Dijst, & Faber, 2007; 

Hsiao, 2009), including the purchase of tourism products (S. Park & Nicolau, 2015; Schuckert et 

al., 2015). This research found that online decision-making styles can be measured with an 
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integrated measurement scale; therefore, the conceptual differentiation between habitual 

orientation-based (Scott & Bruce, 1995) and cognitive and affective based decision-making styles 

(Sproles & Kendall, 1986) may not be necessary. Thus, the measurement scale developed in this 

thesis consolidates previous research on decision-making styles in that the two previous scales 

were combined as a single scale. That is, the measurement scale may provide a foundation for 

related research in consumer behavior, especially in the hospitality domain.  

This thesis extends research on habit in three areas: (1) measurement of habit, (2) 

heterogeneity associated with habitual propensity and (3) empirically identifying habitual mindset. 

Previous studies typically measure habit with self-reported measures that are based on attitudes 

and perceptions (G. Agag & El-Masry, 2016; C.-M. Chiu et al., 2012; M.-H. Hsu et al., 2015; 

Limayem et al., 2007), and the latent variable associated with habit is constructed based on 

correlation among items. Contrary to these studies, this research used past behavior to measure 

habitual tendency. Specifically, questions related to typical behavior were asked. Based on the 

concept of habit, repeated behavior and stable context are required for habit formation (Wood & 

Neal, 2007). Consequently, if a behavior is typical, then it can be assumed that habitual tendency 

is developed. Typical behavior is related to the concept of habit in a sense that the behavior is 

expected to be repeated consistently over time in a stable context. That is, this research has a 

different and more direct approach to measure habitual tendency. Second, this research identified 

that heterogeneity can be attributed to habitual propensity. Capturing differences among 

individuals attributed to habitual tendency is exceptionally rare in the literature. Previous research 

usually adopt habit as an underlying construct, and its direct influence on behavioral outcomes 

(Liao et al., 2006; Limayem et al., 2007) or its moderating influence (G. Agag & El-Masry, 2016; 

M.-H. Hsu et al., 2015) on structural relationships is assessed. By including habitual propensity in 
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a structural model, the overall impact can be evaluated, but the individual differences cannot be 

identified. By contrast, this study accounted for heterogeneity with respect to habitual propensity. 

Further, this thesis incorporated habitual propensity in a discrete choice model unlike previous 

studies. Third, the findings of this research indicate a decrease in sensitivity as a result of including 

habitual propensity in the estimation model. Verplanken (2006) used the term habitual mindset in 

an attempt to describe evaluation in an efficient and less cognitively involved manner. The 

decreasing sensitivity found in this research suggests that accounting for habitual propensity could 

reveal this habitual mindset in attribute evaluation. That is, this study provides empirical evidence 

that helps to identify the habitual mindset.  

An objective of this research was to explore and explain decision-makers’ heterogeneity. In 

addition to heterogeneity in sensitivities, this thesis found evidence that additional heterogeneity 

can be explored by accounting for the complex correlation structures among attributes. By 

empirically accounting for correlations among attributes, this thesis provides evidence for 

Lockyer’s (2005a) assumption that hotel attributes involved in the choice are not independent; 

instead, an interaction among the attributes may be responsible for the choice. The correlation 

structure observed in this thesis indicates further differences in how individuals assess choice 

attributes. In tourism research, capturing additional heterogeneity with the imposition of 

correlation structures is rare. Hence by doing so, this thesis provides additional insights into 

heterogeneity. As regards understanding heterogeneity, this research utilized decision-making 

styles as explanatory variables, providing evidence that heterogeneity can be attributed to 

information search and habitual tendencies that vary across individuals. Using decision-making 

styles to explain heterogeneity has not been observed in both the tourism and consumer behavior 

literature.  
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The tourist decision-making process is often seen as a complex task made up of several steps. 

McCabe et al. (2016) categorized tourist decision-making as normative, cognitive and structured-

process approaches. The common characteristic in this typology is the assumption that individuals 

go through a rather extensive information processing. The main finding of this thesis relates to the 

decreasing sensitivity in choice attributes as a result of habitual propensity. That is, the choice task 

familiarity appears to enable individuals to process information with less cognitive effort. 

Extensive information processing in the tourist decision-making process has often been challenged 

(Decrop, 2014; McCabe et al., 2016). Making use of habitual propensity, this research provides 

new insights into circumstances where extensive information processing may not hold. Indeed, 

comparing estimates of this thesis from the MNL and MMNL models with the hybrid models, it 

is evident that the rationality assumption can be challenged by accounting for habitual propensity. 

While it seems logical that habitual propensity decreases the importance of extensive information 

processing, previous research neglected to directly compare the explicit impact of habitual 

propensity on rationality. In general, this research contributes to existing knowledge on tourist 

decision-making by incorporating habitual propensity into a rationality-oriented choice model.  

6.3 Practical contributions 

This study explored hotel attribute preferences in the context of a short-term travel, such as 

extended weekend, and found that Chinese domestic travelers derive utility from online review 

content related to room of the hotel, followed by review content associated with hotel location as 

well as previous guest recommendations. That is, when a search for an extended weekend hotel 

stay at a Chinese domestic destination is initiated, hotel alternatives should have product attributes 

that involve hotel room and location. Therefore, different stakeholders (e.g., tour operators, travel 
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agents, hotel operators, OTAs) targeting domestic travelers may consider highlighting these 

influential hotel attributes on their respective distribution channels.  

The findings of this research suggest that decision-makers consider hotel attributes associated 

with online review and recommendation scores independently. Further, this study used highlights 

of review content by giving a snapshot of online reviews associated with the attributes. The results 

indicate that decision-makers trade-off these attributes as part of the decision-making process. 

Currently, customer reviews are extensively used by distribution channels where potential 

travelers have access to reviews in full length. In addition to customer reviews, the overall ratings 

on accommodations are shown to potential travelers. Contrary to previous research that provided 

the full review content (Noone & McGuire, 2013; Tanford & Kim, 2018) or overall review scores 

(Book et al., 2018), the present study showed only a summary of the review content (e.g., excellent 

location), and findings suggest that individuals can quickly assess alternatives using highlights of 

reviews. It is, therefore, recommended that accommodation providers make use of this practice, 

and show review highlights on their booking platforms in addition to the overall rating scores. 

Based on the content of full-length reviews, highlights may be produced by, for example, 

implementing machine learning algorithms that conduct real-time sentiment analysis on the 

reviews and produce these highlights. If the reviews consist of positive sentiments in relation to 

the hotel location, then a review highlight may be provided such as “Excellent location”. Less 

positive experiences may also be incorporated in a similar way, and they may be presented to 

travelers. For example, hotel attributes with negative sentiments may be presented as “Fair” or 

“Average”. In addition to providing information to travelers, hotel managers can utilize these 

highlights on hotel attributes in their daily operations by, for example, improving service quality 

of the specific attributes that have negative sentiments. Showing snapshots of the hotel can be 
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especially important in the initial information search stage when a potential traveler sees a list of 

hotel alternatives. Providing highlights can attract individuals’ attention. Even though this thesis 

used review highlights in the hotel choice context, but other types of accommodations that have a 

database of online reviews, such as Airbnb, can also use review highlights to attract potential 

guests. 

This thesis investigated willingness to pay for changes in attribute levels, which was achieved 

on the overall sample as well as on four types of predefined segmentation as shown in Table 5.13. 

The results from these segments have important practical implications. First, if individuals 

typically stay in international chain hotels, they are willing to compensate changes in attribute 

levels the most, followed by those who typically stay in Chinese domestic chain hotels and 

independent hotels. This suggests that when an individual searching for a hotel clicks, for example, 

on a hotel from a domestic chain to see more details (e.g., reviews, specifics of rooms), other 

domestic chain or independent hotels could be displayed. This is because the willingness-to-pay 

values are similar for these two segments compared to the international hotel chain guests, 

suggesting preference similarities. Furthermore, when other domestic chain hotels are displayed, 

information such as review highlights or ratings of room features and location should be provided. 

However, if the related hotel shown belongs to an international chain, information such as review 

highlights or overall ratings of room features and past guest recommendations (e.g., percentage of 

previous guests recommending the hotel) should be provided. Given the clear differences in terms 

of willingness-to-pay values across segments associated with hotel affiliation, OTAs should 

consider embedding personalization algorithms in their search engines in order to provide a more 

personalized content for their customers.  
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Second, this thesis found differences in willingness-to-pay values across distribution channels 

that individuals typically use for hotel bookings, implying that distribution channels should utilize 

different attribute presentations across distribution channels. For example, hotels distributed on 

OTA websites should highlight attributes of past guest recommendations, location and room 

characteristics to potential travelers. OTA websites can further highlight discounts on their 

platform. As can be seen in Table 5.13, the discount attribute was significant only for the OTA 

website segment but not for the other two segments. On the contrary, direct channels should 

highlight location and room characteristics. These findings clearly demonstrate the need for hotel 

digital marketing managers to implement pricing strategies such as differentiated pricing 

associated with different hotel attributes across distribution channels. Third, segmentation based 

on travel frequency indicates differences in willingness-to-pay values. For example, the discount 

attribute was only statistically significant for the segment travels 1-3 times per year, suggesting 

that companies may not need to utilize price promotion strategies in other segments to generate 

bookings as discount may not be important to them. Individuals who travel frequently are more 

willing to compensate changes in attributes levels. This highlights the need to record prior purchase 

and bookings so that appropriate pricing strategies can be implemented, including differentiated 

pricing strategy.  

Due to the commoditized nature of hospitality products and the large share of OTA hotel 

bookings, travelers predominantly rely on information obtained from OTA distribution channels. 

Consequently, travelers often book hotel rooms without visiting the hotel’s website. Thus, hotel 

operators that wish to drive direct bookings can make use of the findings of this study. For 

example, potential travelers derive utility from online review content as well as recommendation; 

therefore, hotels should provide information related to reviews in the form of summaries, such as 
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“Excellent location”, “Good service”, or “Comfortable room,” on their websites. However, simply 

providing these reviews might not be enough. It is crucial that potential travelers do not migrate to 

other channels (e.g., OTA). Therefore, hotels that wish to drive direct bookings could, for example, 

show prices across different channels or offer incentives, such as early check-in/late check-out, 

F&B vouchers or shuttle services, to motivate travelers to make bookings on the direct channel. 

Given the importance of mobile payments (Sun et al., 2020), another way to generate direct 

bookings may be to develop mobile application and mobile transaction facilities.  

This study found that individuals’ sensitivity toward attributes decreases as a result of the 

influence associated with habitual propensity. Given that travelers repeatedly use their preferred 

distribution channels to make hotel bookings, the decision environment where choices are made 

(e.g., hotel website, OTA platform) remains the same. Therefore, it may not be entirely surprising 

that decision-makers exhibit inertia when processing the same attributes in a repeated choice 

context. Further, habitual propensity varies across individuals; hence, this should be taken into 

consideration by content managers when hotel alternatives with their respective attributes are 

presented to experienced travelers on distribution channels. Thus, travel platforms that have 

information about their customers’ purchasing/hotel booking history, can improve their 

recommending system to provide more personalized alternatives characterized by attributes 

associated with various choice attributes in accordance with their consumers’ preferences. 

This thesis identified and validated seven decision-making styles that are relevant in the online 

hotel choice setting. Further, decision-making styles were used to explain heterogeneity in 

attributes associated with hotel choice. The relationship among decision-making styles and 

preferences for hotel attributes indicates that some attributes are more appealing to individuals 

with specific decision-making styles. For example, the results shown in Table 5.14 indicate that 
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higher degree in variety seeking would prompt sensitivity in the attribute regarding availability of 

the hotel rather than room characteristics or service of the hotel. Moreover, higher propensity of 

quality consciousness leads to an increased sensitivity in hotel attribute of room characteristics, 

followed by service, past guests’ recommendation and location. Also, higher degree in 

recommendation consciousness results in higher attribute sensitivity in past guests’ 

recommendation and price. These examples suggest that the way a decision-maker approaches 

choice (i.e., propensity in a specific decision-making style) influences preferences with respect to 

attributes of a product. Although it is difficult to identify decision-making styles, the results of this 

thesis can help practitioners to link attribute preferences with decision-making styles that may be 

useful in displaying alternatives on search engines of travel products. For example, using browsing 

history or data from previous bookings, decision-making styles may be inferred from preferences 

of attribute characteristics (e.g., high rating on reviews associated with room or location). Further, 

companies that utilize big data to learn about preferences of their customers can make use of the 

findings of this research by implementing the relationship between choice attributes and decision-

making styles in machine learning algorithms. 

This research incorporated perceived capacity scarcity as an influential factor on choice, 

representing a choice attribute in the experiment, named room availability. The results of HCM2 

model indicated significant heterogeneity among decision-makers in assessing this attribute. 

Further, Table 5.14 indicates that heterogeneity may be explained by variety seeking tendencies. 

These findings are particularly interesting in the Chinese hotel choice context. Indeed, while some 

Western distribution channels (e.g., Booking.com) make use of capacity scarcity to attract booking 

or increase prices, the same practice is not observed on Chinese distribution channels. Given the 

heterogeneity in preferences toward this attribute, Chinese hoteliers and web-designers can make 
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use of the results of this research when deciding whether to include capacity scarcity on their 

websites in the presentation of hotel products. Because heterogeneity in the availability attribute 

may be explained by variety seeking tendencies, accommodation providers planning on 

implementing capacity scarcity should target individuals with variety seeking tendencies. In this 

thesis, characteristics related to variety seeking tendencies involved the enjoyment derived from 

trying out new hotel brands that had not been experienced or heard about before. That is, targeting 

individuals with variety seeking tendencies can be achieved by, for example, collecting and 

observing the booking history of travelers. Individuals who are frequently switching hotel brands 

can be targeted by indicating capacity scarcity along with other relevant product features. 

This thesis incorporated recommendation scores provided by previous hotel guests as an 

influential factor on choice. Moreover, introducing habitual propensity resulted in an increase in 

sensitivity for recommendation and a decrease in other attributes such as location, service or room 

characteristics. That is, when accounting for habitual propensity, individuals increasingly rely on 

recommendation scores that may assist in setting the expectations with the hotel. Therefore, 

accommodation service providers should motivate guests to evaluate the hotel services not only 

after their stay, but also during the hotel stay. For example, hotel guests may be contacted by 

different means of communication tools, including text messages, emails, or chat function of the 

hotel app. To encourage in-house guests to rate the hotel services, accommodation providers may 

offer small incentives such as coupons at the hotel’s outlet. Higher percentages in guest 

recommendation scores should then be displayed on various distribution channels to persuade 

potential guest to choose their hotel. Furthermore, hotel managers should carefully examine 

response patterns, and enhance service quality in case of a decrease in recommendation percentage. 

In addition, recommendation ratings should be monitored on other distribution channels where the 
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hotel is listed. Based on a careful observation of service evaluation by hotel guests, hoteliers should 

design and present cues that trigger travelers’ hotel choice.  

6.4 Limitations and directions for future research  

This research is not without limitations. The sample that was recruited to participate in this 

research included residents of two major cities in Mainland China, namely Guangzhou and Beijing. 

Thus, this research can be extended to other origin markets, including other first-tier cities in 

Mainland China, such as Shenzhen and Shanghai, as well as to smaller cities such as Qingdao, 

Zhengzhou, Changsha, Xi’an, or Tianjin, to validate results of the study. Also, the sample consisted 

of only working middle-class travelers. Therefore, future research can be conducted on other 

segments, for example, retirees or millennials.  

The stated choice experiment that was developed in this thesis was based on travel for an 

extended weekend to a domestic destination. Thus, future studies can consider hotel selection for 

outbound travels. Also, the stated choice experiment was based on hypothetical hotel alternatives 

where no label (i.e., brand) was attached to the alternatives. Thus, future research can combine 

revealed (i.e., past behavior) and stated preference data to have a more comprehensive view on the 

decision-making dynamics. Additionally, future research can consider accounting for habits in real 

choice settings rather than in hypothetical choice tasks.  

This study found that past behavior did not play a major role in choice behavior. This may 

imply that some individuals are indifferent to some attributes or some attributes are not considered 

in the decision-making process. Behaviors associated with skipped attributes are regarded as 

attribute-non-attendance (Scarpa, Gilbride, Campbell, & Hensher, 2009) or attribute ignoring 

(Hensher, Rose, & Greene, 2005a). This research did not account for attribute-non-attendance; 
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hence, future studies can investigate whether this decision-rule has an impact on choice behavior 

in the hotel choice context.  

The scale developed for decision-making styles was adopted for hotel choice, and was used 

to investigate the influence of decision-making styles on individual preferences. Similar 

investigations could be conducted using a hybrid choice model formulation by investigating 

whether decision-making styles drive decision-rules. For example, Masiero, Yang and Qiu (2019) 

compared two decision-rules, namely Random Utility Maximization and Random Regret 

Minimization. These two decision rules can be incorporated in a latent class model, where 

individuals are segmented based on the decision-rule. In this vein, it would be interesting to 

understand whether decision-making styles are drivers of decision-rules that decision-makers 

adopt in the decision-making process. Finally, future studies can adopt the measurement scale of 

decision-making styles developed in this research and apply it to different online decision-making 

contexts such as restaurant or package tours. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Questionnaire for expert panel review 

Questionnaire for Expert Panel Review 
Decision-making styles are regarded as a subset of cognitive styles describing how individuals utilize 

their intellectual abilities in situations, for instance in processing information (Galotti et al., 2006). Further, 

Sproles and Kendall (1986, p. 286) defined decision-making styles as “mental orientation characterizing a 

consumer’s approach to making choices”. Another characterization includes the notion that decision-

making styles are habitual patterns used in decision-situations (Driver, 1979). This scale is about Chinese 

travelers’ decision-making styles in a domestic travel setting. 

Please mark the appropriate score to evaluate to what extent a certain item represents a traveler’ 

decision-making styles based on the definition provided below and give your comments or suggestions to 

enhance the clarity or validity of items or the scale (1= “not representative”; 2= “somewhat representative”; 

3= “clearly representative”). In addition, please indicate whether the constructs (highlighted with bold) fit 

the context of the study: leisure travelers’ hotel choice.  

 Definition of decision-making styles in the hotel choice context 

Decision-making Styles Definitions in the hotel choice context 
Perfectionistic, High-
quality conscious 

Travelers are quality-oriented. Hotel is chosen primarily based on the expected 
quality. 

Price conscious They care more about the price of the hotel room. They are more likely to prefer 
places that will give them the best value of their money. 

Brand conscious, “Price 
equals quality” consumer 

They choose a hotel because of its brand and reputation. They are also likely to 
choose relatively expensive hotel since they believe “price equals quality”. 

Novelty/fashion conscious  They look more into having a novel hotel experience and like to try out new 
things. 

Recreational, hedonistic  They simply enjoy the experience of staying in a hotel. 
Habitual, brand-loyal  Travelers have preferences for their favorite hotel brands that they frequently 

choose when traveling. 
Impulsive, careless  The hotel is selected as a result of a quick/random decision and less concern is 

shown about how much they spend.  
Confused by over-choice  They find it hard to choose a hotel since they experience information overload 

from many alternative options. 
Rational  Traveler searches for information thoroughly and evaluate alternatives logically.  
Intuitive Traveler heavily relies on instincts and feelings. 
Dependent Traveler seeks for advice and direction from others. 
Avoidant Traveler attempts to avoid decision making. 
Spontaneous Traveler makes quick and sudden decisions 
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Measurement items for decision-making styles in the hotel choice context 

NO Measurement item Score Comments 
or 

suggestions 
 When it comes to booking a hotel for my holiday, … NR SR VR 

 Confused by over-choice 1 2 3  
1 I often feel confused when I have to make a decision on where to stay 1 2 3  

2 All the information I get on different hotel products confuses me 1 2 3  

3 The more I learn about hotels, the harder it seems to choose the best 
hotel to stay at 

1 2 3  

4 The more alternatives for hotels available at the destination, the more 
it confuses me to choose 

1 2 3  

 Habitual/Brand loyal consumers 1 2 3  

5 I choose my favorite hotel brands over and over again 1 2 3  

6 Once I find a hotel brand I like, I stick to it 1 2 3  

7 I tend to choose the same hotel brand every time I travel 1 2 3  

8 I change hotel brands regularly 1 2 3  

 Novelty/Variety seeking 1 2 3  

9 It is fun to stay at a hotel that I have not stayed before 1 2 3  

10 When it comes to selection of hotels, I like to try out new options 1 2 3  

11 Trying out new hotels every time I travel is exciting 1 2 3  

12 I do not mind staying at hotels where I never stayed before 1 2 3  

13 To get a variety, I choose different hotels brands every time I travel 1 2 3  

 Perfectionistic, high-quality conscious 1 2 3  

14 Getting a hotel with excellent services is very important to me 1 2 3  

15 I try to get the very best or perfect choice 1 2 3  

16 I usually select the very best quality offers 1 2 3  

17 I make special effort to choose the very best quality hotels 1 2 3  

18 My standards and expectations for the hotels are very high 1 2 3  

19 The hotel does not have to be the highest quality to satisfy me 1 2 3  

20 I do not give the decision much thought or care  1 2 3  

21 I make a decision quickly by selecting an offer that seems good enough 1 2 3  

 Impulsive/careless 1 2 3  

22 I prefer making quick decisions on which hotel to stay during my 
vacation 

1 2 3  

23 I usually book a hotel without hesitation 1 2 3  

24 I should select my hotel more carefully than I do 1 2 3  

25 If I find any attractive hotel deal, I quickly book it 1 2 3  

26 I carefully watch how much I spend on hotels  1 2 3  
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 Price conscious 1 2 3  

27 To get the best value for money, I search carefully to find the best hotel 
deal 

1 2 3  

28 Before making a decision, I am willing to spend time to compare prices 
in order to find the lower prices option 

1 2 3  

29 I carefully watch how much I spend on the hotel for my vacation 1 2 3  

30 For my vacation, the lower priced hotels are usually my choices 1 2 3  

31 As much as possible, I book a hotel at discounted prices 1 2 3  

 Recreational/Hedonistic 1 2 3  

32 Searching and booking a hotel is not a pleasant activity for me 1 2 3  

33 I enjoy searching and booking a hotel for my holiday 1 2 3  

34 Searching and booking a hotel is one of the enjoyable activities before 
the vacation 

1 2 3  

35 I usually make my hotel bookings very fast 1 2 3  

36 Searching and booking a hotel for my holiday waste my time 1 2 3  

 Brand conscious, “Price equals quality” consumer 1 2 3  

37 I prefer staying at well-known international hotels 1 2 3  

38 The most advertised hotel brands are usually very good choices 1 2 3  

39 I would not choose another hotel brand if my favorite hotel brand is 
available 

1 2 3  

40 The higher is the price, the better is the quality 1 2 3  

41 The well-known international brands are the best for me 1 2 3  

 Rational decision-maker 1 2 3  

42 I double-check the information sources to be sure I have the right facts 
before choosing a hotel for my vacation 

1 2 3  

43 When I chose a hotel, I make a decision in a logical and systematic way 1 2 3  

44 My decision making requires careful thought 1 2 3  

45 I consider various options in terms of a specific goal 1 2 3  

46 I explore all of my options before making a decision 1 2 3  

 Dependent decision-maker 1 2 3  

47 I often need the assistance from others when making important 
decisions 

1 2 3  

48 I rarely make decisions without consulting other people 1 2 3  

49 I use the advice of others in making my important decisions 1 2 3  

50 I like to have someone to steer me in the right direction when I am 
faced with important decisions 

1 2 3  

51 If I have the support of others, it is easier for me to make important 
decisions 

1 2 3  

 Intuitive decision-maker 1 2 3  

52 I rely upon my instincts 1 2 3  

53 I tend to rely on my intuition 1 2 3  
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54 I generally make decisions that feel right to me 1 2 3  

55 I trust my inner feelings and reactions 1 2 3  

56 It is more important for me to feel the decision is right than to have a 
rational reason for it 

1 2 3  

 Avoidant decision-maker 1 2 3  

57 I avoid making important decision until the pressure is on 1 2 3  

58 I postpone decision making whenever possible 1 2 3  

59 I often procrastinate when it comes to making important decisions 1 2 3  

60 I generally make important decisions at the last minute 1 2 3  

61 I put off making many decisions because thinking about the makes me 
uneasy 

1 2 3  

 Spontaneous decision-maker 1 2 3  

62 I generally make snap decisions 1 2 3  

63 I often make decisions on the spur of the moment 1 2 3  

64 I make quick decisions 1 2 3  

65 I often make impulsive decisions 1 2 3  

66 When making decisions, I do what seems natural at the moment 1 2 3  
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Appendix 2: Questionnaire of Pilot study I. 

Screening questions: 
 
• What is your age? 

� 19 or younger 

� 20-39 

� 40-59 

� 61 or older 

• What is your monthly personal income (after tax)?  

� Less than CNY 5500 

� CNY 5501-9000 

� CNY 9001-12500 

� CNY 12501-16000 

� More than CNY 16000 

• What type of accommodation do you typically stay when you travel for leisure?  

� Airbnb  

� Friends’/relatives’ home 

� Hotel/Resort 

� Others.  
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Dear Sir/Madam, 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this study. We are investigating the travel 

behavior of Chinese tourists to a domestic destination, their hotel choice in particular. Please 

indicate your viewpoint about the following statements. All the information collected with this 

questionnaire will be used for academic research purpose only. Your answers will be treated with 

anonymity and confidentiality. The questionnaire will take about 15 minutes to complete. Your 

participation in this research will assist tourism and government stakeholders to further develop 

appropriate tourism products at the destinations.  

Thank you very much for your participation! 

Yours sincerely,  

Richard Hrankai (Ph.D. Student)  

Email: richard.hrankai@

Phone: +852 / 3400-

School of Hotel & Tourism Management, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
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Section I: Hotel choice 

1. Imagine that you are planning a travel for an extended weekend (2-4 nights) to a domestic

destination in mainland China. You have selected a city destination for this trip that offers a
wide range of cultural attractions (e.g., sightseeing, museums), natural landscape, entertainment

facilities, local cuisine, as well as shopping districts.

Please imagine that you plan to travel to the above-mentioned destination, and you were 
browsing online for hotel deals on different websites. In this situation, you face a large number 

of hotel booking websites and hotel brands available for booking.  

How important are the following hotel characteristics for you when selecting a hotel for the 

above-mentioned trip? By clicking on the following items, please rank their importance to you. 
(NOTE: the order of clicking represent their important to you, that is most important = 1, least 

important = 7). For example, if you think “price is the most important, please click it first. Also, 

please note a rank cannot be repeated. 

Hotel Characteristics Rank 

Official hotel star rating (i.e., 1-5 star) 

Opening date of hotel (i.e., how old is the hotel?) 

Price (i.e., room rate per night) 

Travel time (minutes) from the hotel to your point of interest (e.g., tourist attractions) 

Online guest ratings (e.g., 4.5, 4.2, 3.4, etc.) 

Hotel brand (e.g., hotel brands you know or you have stayed at) 

Year of refurbishment (e.g., 2013) 
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Section II: Decision-making styles 

1. Decision-making styles describe how individuals use their intellectual abilities in decision-

making situations. How important are the following factors for you when selecting a hotel for

leisure travel to a destination of your choice? Please rate the following statements with 1 =

strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neither disagree nor agree, 5 =

somewhat agree, 6 = agree 7 = strongly agree.

NO Measurement item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Strongly disagree  Strongly agree 
1 I am concerned about making hotel reservations on third party 

travel websites I do not know because they may use my 
personal information for other purposes without my 
authorization. (UC1) 

2 In finding a hotel for my vacation, I often seek assistance from 
my family or friends. (REC1) 

3 I do not mind staying at hotels where I never stayed before. 
(VAR1) 

4 Before I select a hotel for my vacation, I consider various 
options. (RAT1) 

5 I feel worried booking a hotel for my upcoming vacation, if I 
do not have accurate information about the hotel (e.g., brand 
name, location, customer ratings) because I don’t know what 
kind of hotel I am booking. (UC2) 

6 My decision for selecting a hotel requires careful thought. 
(RAT2) 

7 I double-check the information sources (e.g., different travel 
websites) to be sure I have the right facts before making a 
hotel choice decision. (RAT3) 

8 Hotels mostly offer very similar services, which makes it 
difficult for me to choose the one that suits my needs. (UC3) 

9 When considering a hotel for my upcoming vacation, I listen 
to the advice of the online community (e.g., online reviews) 
rather than adverts. (REC2) 

10 If I travel to a destination I visited before, I often postpone 
hotel booking to the last minute. (LM1) 

11 I am concerned about selecting a hotel whose service quality 
or brand I am not familiar with. (UC4) 

12 Before making hotel choice decisions, I always look at online 
reviews to help me assess the hotel’s quality of service. 
(REC3) 

13 For my holiday, I typically make hotel reservations last 
minute. (LM2) 

14 For a change, I like to experience different hotels I do not 
know. (VAR2) 

15 I have high expectations of service quality in a hotel. 
(QUAL1) 
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16 To get the best value for money, I search carefully to find the 
best hotel deal. (VALUE1) 

17 Even if I have to pay more, I prefer hotels with better quality 
standards. (QUAL2) 

18 It makes sense to choose my favorite hotel brand instead of 
any other hotel brand, even if they are similar. (BRAND1) 

19 Due to the large number of hotel alternatives at the 
destination, I systematically eliminate options based certain 
criteria (e.g., location, price, ratings).  (RAT4) 

20 Staying at a hotel with excellent services is very important to 
me. (QUAL3) 

21 It is fun to stay at a hotel where I have not stayed before. 
(VAR3) 

22 Once I found a hotel brand that I like, I stick with it. 
(BRAND2) 

23 Hotels mostly offer similar services, which makes it difficult 
for me to choose the one that suits my needs. (UC3) 

24 My favorite hotel brand is always superior to its rival hotels. 
(BRAND3) 

25 I carefully watch how much I spend on the hotel stay for my 
vacation. (VALUE2) 

26 I tend not to choose other hotel brands if my favorite hotel 
brand is available at the destination I visit. (BRAND4)  

27 Even if a hotel brand that I know is available at the 
destination, I enjoy trying out new options. (VAR4) 

28 As much as possible, I book a hotel at discounted prices. 
(VALUE3) 

29 Before making a decision on where to stay, I am willing to 
spend time to compare hotel prices to find the best offer. 
(VALUE4) 

30 I tend to avoid making hotel choice decisions of my upcoming 
holiday until I must make a choice. (LM3) 

31 A hotel does not need to provide extraordinary services to 
satisfy me. (QUAL4) 

32 To answer this statement, please select “6” (agree). 

33 I check online ratings and comments to help me decide where 
to stay during my vacation. (REC4) 

34 I am very cautious about trying out new hotel products or 
brands. (VAR5) 

35 I tend not to put much effort or care in the information search 
of hotels for my upcoming vacation. (SPONT1)  

36 When I plan my holiday, I do not spend too much time on 
deciding which hotel to stay. (SPONT2) 

37 If I find an attractive hotel deal, I book it without hesitation. 
(SPONT3) 

38 For my vacation, the lower priced hotels are usually my 
choices. (VALUE5) 
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Section III: Demographic and travel characteristics 

Travel characteristics 

1. A city destination typically offers a wide range of hotel types and hotel brands. What hotels do

you typically consider for a leisure domestic trip?

☐ Domestic hotel brand ☐ International hotel brand

2. When you travel for leisure, what category hotel do you typically stay?

☐ Economy (1-2 star) ☐ Mid-scale (3-star) ☐ Upscale (4-star) ☐ Luxury (5-star)

3. Considering the answers you provided in point 2) and point 3), please list at least one hotel

brand that comes into your mind matching the type and category.

Please write your answer on the line:_________________________ 

4. How do you typically book your hotel when you travel for leisure? (please one of the options)

☐Hotel’s website ☐ Website of an Online Travel Agent (e.g., Ctrip, Qunar, eLong) ☐ Mobile

phone application of the hotel ☐ Mobile phone application of an Online Travel Agent (e.g., Ctrip, 

Qunar, eLong) ☐ Others  

5. How many websites do you typically use for searching hotel information and hotel deals?

☐ 1 ☐ 2 ☐ 3 ☐ More than 3

Demographic characteristics 

6. Gender: ☐ Male ☐ Female

7. Age: ☐ 20-29 ☐ 30-39 ☐ 40-49 ☐ 50-59

8. What is your monthly personal income (after tax)? Answer to this question will be treated

with confidentiality, and will be used for statistical analysis only.

☐ CNY 5501-8000

☐ CNY 8001-10500

☐ CNY 10501-13000

☐ CNY 13001-16000

This is the end of this survey. Thank you for your participation! 
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Appendix 3: Questionnaire for pilot study II. 

Screening questions: 

• What is your age?

� 19 or younger 

� 20-39 

� 40-59 

� 61 or older 

• What is your monthly personal income (after tax)?

� Less than CNY 5500 

� CNY 5501-9000 

� CNY 9001-12500 

� CNY 12501-16000 

� More than CNY 16000 

• What type of accommodation do you typically stay when you travel for leisure?

� Airbnb  

� Friends’/relatives’ home 

� Hotel/Resort 

� Others.  
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2. How do you find and choose your hotel for your upcoming vacation? Please rate the following

statements with 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neither disagree

nor agree, 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = agree 7 = strongly agree.

NO Measurement item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When deciding on the hotel for my upcoming holiday, 
I…  

Strongly disagree  Strongly agree 

1 Seek assistance from other people (e.g., friends or family) 
to facilitate the decision. (RC1) 

2 Trust the advice of the online community (e.g., online 
reviews) more than adverts. (RC2) 

3 Read online reviews to assess the hotel’s quality of service. 
(RC3) 

4 Search information to learn about others’ experiences in a 
hotel. (RC4) 

5 Check online ratings or comments to help finalize a 
decision. (RC5) 

6 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands that I have never heard 
of. (VS1) 

7 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands that I have never 
experienced before. (VS2) 

8 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands even if a familiar brand 
is available. (VS3) 

9 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands for the sake of trying 
something new. (VS4) 

10 Like to stay at hotels that I have never experienced before. 
(VS5) 

11 Consider various options before I make a final decision on 
a hotel. (RAT1) 

12 Make a choice after careful consideration (e.g., based on 
specific requirements). (RAT2) 

13 Compare information from different sources before I make 
a choice. (RAT3) 

14 Consider a hotel only if it meets some of my selection 
criteria (e.g., location, guest ratings). (RAT4) 

15 Spend considerable amount of time on the decision, 
including information search and comparing alternatives. 
(RAT5) 

16 Postpone hotel booking to the last minute. (LM1) 

17 Put off making a choice as long as possible.(LM2) 

18 Avoid making a decision until I must make a choice. (LM3) 

19 Typically make hotel reservations well in advance before 
my travel date. (LM4) 

20 Give special consideration to the hotel’s quality of service. 
(QUAL1)  

21 Prefer a hotel with high quality standards, even if it is more 
expensive. (QUAL2) 

22 Consider the hotel’s service quality very important. 
(QUAL3) 

23 Have high expectations of service quality in a hotel. 
(QUAL4) 
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24 Search carefully to find the hotel deal that offers the best 
value for money. (VALUE1) 

25 Am willing to spend time to compare hotel options to find 
the best offer that fits my budget. (VALUE2) 

26 Typically book hotels offering discounted prices. 
(VALUE3) 

27 Make hotel bookings on websites that offer incentives (e.g., 
discounts) so that I can save money. (VALUE4) 

28 Watch carefully how much I spend on the hotel stay. 
(VALUE5) 

29 Prefer my favorite hotel brand instead of any other hotel, 
even if they are similar. (BRAND1) 

30 Consider my favorite hotel brand always superior to other 
hotel brands. (BRAND2) 

31 Believe that choosing my favorite hotel brand is a smart 
choice. (BRAND3) 

32 Do not choose other hotel brands if my favorite hotel brand 
is available at the destination. (BRAND4) 

33 Rarely switch from my favorite hotel brand that I like. 
(BRAND5) 

34 Book a hotel without hesitation once I find an attractive 
deal. (SPONT1) 

35 Do not put much effort in the information search of hotels. 
(SPONT2) 

36 Do not spend too much time on deciding which hotel to 
stay. (SPONT3) 

37 Do not think too much. I choose the first option that seems 
good enough. (SPONT4) 
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Appendix 4: Questionnaire for Pilot study III. 

Section I: Answer to these questions will be treated with confidentiality, and will be used for statistical analysis 
only.  

1. What is your gender?
☐ Male
☐ Female

2. What is your age?
☐ 19 or younger
� 20-29
☐ 30-39
☐ 40-49
☐ 50-59
☐ 60 or older

3. What is your monthly personal income (after tax)?
☐ Less than 5000
� CNY 5001-7999
☐ CNY 8000-10999
☐ CNY 11000-13999
☐ CNY 14000-16999
☐ CNY 17000-18999
☐ CNY 19000 or more

4. What is the highest level of education you have completed?
☐ Less than high school
☐ High school
☐ Diploma (i.e., professional education)
☐ Bachelor degree
☐ Master degree or above

5. Where is your current place of residence?
� Beijing (vicinity)  
� Guangzhou (vicinity) 
� Other 

6. Which of the following best describes your current job-status?
☐ Full-time employment
☐ Part-time employment
☐ Self-employment
☐ Student
☐ Retiree
☐ Currently unemployed
☐ Other
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7. When you travel for leisure, what type of accommodation do you typically stay?
� Hotel/Resort 
� Airbnb 
� Friends’/relatives’ home 
� Others.  

8. How do you typically arrange your accommodation when you travel for leisure?
� Book myself online 
☐ Buy a package trip organized by a travel agent (i.e., transportation + accommodation)

9. When you travel for leisure, what category hotel do you typically stay?
☐ Economy (1-2 star) � Mid-scale (3-star) ☐ Upscale (4-star) � Luxury (5-star)

10. How many times did you travel for an overnight leisure trip (i.e., minimum 1 night) to a Chinese
domestic destination in the past 12 months?

� 1-3 times 
☐ 4-6 times
☐ 7-9 times
☐ More than 9 times
☐ None

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this study. We are investigating the travel behavior 
of Chinese tourists to a domestic destination, their hotel choice in particular. Please indicate your viewpoint 
in the following sections of this questionnaire. All the information collected will be used for academic 
research purpose only. Your answers will be treated with anonymity and confidentiality. The questionnaire 
will take about 25 minutes to complete. Your participation in this research will assist tourism and 
government stakeholders to further develop appropriate tourism products at the destinations.  

Thank you very much for your participation! 

Yours sincerely,  
Richard Hrankai (Ph.D. Candidate)  
Email: richard.hrankai@
Phone: +852 / 3400-
School of Hotel & Tourism Management, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
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Section II: Hotel choice experiment 

Scenario description 

Imagine that you are planning a domestic travel (i.e., within Mainland China) for an extended 

weekend (2-4 nights). The destination that you have chosen for this trip is a city that offers a wide 

range of sightseeing activities (e.g., shopping, entertainment, museums). In the city, you plan to 

visit the main tourist attractions. Given you decided which destination you are visiting, it is time 

to book your hotel.  

Please imagine that you have been searching for hotels and you found some attractive options 

in the 3-star and 4-star hotel category. In the following, you will be given a sequence of choice 

scenarios, in which you are requested to make a choice for a hotel option described by a 

combination of service attributes. In evaluating these attributes, please remember that you are 

considering 3 and 4 star hotels. After evaluating the alternatives, please select the hotel option in 

each choice scenario, which you prefer the most.  

In the following page, you will be provided an example how a choice task looks like. Please 

take some time to familiarize yourself with the content. In the scenarios afterwards, you will be 

requested to a make choice. 
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EXAMPLE OF CHOICE SCENARIO 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Good Excellent Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
service) Good Good Good 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Recommendation 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

5 rooms left at this price Rooms are available 

Original price (per night) CNY 600 CNY 750 CNY 300 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 570 
(5% discount) 

CNY 750 
(No discount available) 

CNY 300 
(No discount available ) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 1 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Excellent Excellent Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Good Good Good 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Recommendation No information available 95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available Rooms are available 

Original price (per night) CNY 600 CNY 750 CNY 450 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 570 
(5% discount) 

CNY 750 
(No discount available) 

CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 2 

 

     Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights        

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions)     Excellent Fair Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service)     Excellent Fair Fair 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness)     Excellent Excellent Fair 

Recommendation     No information available 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 

Room availability and pricing        

Room availability     5 rooms left at this price 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available 

Original price (per night)     CNY 750 CNY 600 CNY 450 

Discounted price (per night)     CNY 750  
(No discount available) 

CNY 600  
(No discount available) 

CNY 405  
(10% discount) 

 

Which hotel do you prefer?    
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Scenario 3 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Good Good Good 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Good Good Good 

Recommendation 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available 5 rooms left at this price 

Original price (per night) CNY 300 CNY 600 CNY 600 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 285 
(5% discount) 

CNY 600 
(No discount available) 

CNY 540 
(10% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 4 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Fair Fair Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Fair Fair Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Fair Fair Excellent 

Recommendation No information available 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available 

Original price (per night) CNY 450 CNY 300 CNY 600 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 300 
(No discount available) 

CNY 600 
(No discount available) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 5 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Fair Excellent Excellent 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Good Good Good 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Fair Fair Excellent 

Recommendation 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 95% of previous guests 

recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 5 rooms left at this price Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Original price (per night) CNY 450 CNY 600 CNY 750 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 450 
(No discount available) 

CNY 570 
(5% discount) 

CNY 675 
(10% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 6 

 

    Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights        

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions)     Excellent Fair Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service)     Good Good Good 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness)     Excellent Fair Fair 

Recommendation     95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available No information available 

Room availability and pricing        

Room availability     Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

5 rooms left at this price 

Original price (per night)     CNY 600 CNY 450 CNY 450 

Discounted price (per night)     CNY 600  
(No discount available) 

CNY 405  
(10% discount) 

CNY 428  
(5% discount) 

 

Which hotel do you prefer?    
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Scenario 7 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Fair Fair Excellent 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Excellent Fair Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Recommendation No information available 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability Rooms are available Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Original price (per night) CNY 600 CNY 450 CNY 750 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 600 
(No discount available) 

CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 675 
(10% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 8 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Fair Excellent Excellent 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Fair Excellent Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Fair Excellent Excellent 

Recommendation 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 5 rooms left at this price 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available 

Original price (per night) CNY 450 CNY 600 CNY 750 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 450 
(No discount available) 

CNY 540 
(10% discount) 

CNY 750 
(No discount available) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 9 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Excellent Excellent Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Excellent Fair Fair 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Good Good Good 

Recommendation 95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 80% of previous guests 

recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

5 rooms left at this price 5 rooms left at this price 

Original price (per night) CNY 600 CNY 450 CNY 300 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 540 
(10% discount) 

CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 300 
(No discount available) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Block 2 

Scenario 10 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Good Good Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Fair Excellent Excellent 

Recommendation 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

5 rooms left at this price Rooms are available 

Original price (per night) CNY 300 CNY 450 CNY 600 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 285 
(5% discount) 

CNY 450 
(No discount available) 

CNY 540 
(10% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 11 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Good Good Good 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Fair Fair Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Fair Fair Excellent 

Recommendation No information available No information available 95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 5 rooms left at this price Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Original price (per night) CNY 450 CNY 300 CNY 600 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 300 
(No discount available) 

CNY 540 
(10% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 12 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, commercial 
areas, main tourist attractions) Good Good Good 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of customer 
service) Good Good Good 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Excellent Excellent Fair 

Recommendation 95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 80% of previous guests 

recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms in high demand! 
Only 2 rooms left at this 

price! 
Original price (per night) CNY 750 CNY 750 CNY 450 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 750 
(No discount available) 

CNY 675 
(10% discount) 

CNY 428 
(5% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 13 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Excellent Excellent Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Excellent Fair Fair 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Good Good Good 

Recommendation 95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available No information available 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Original price (per night) CNY 750 CNY 600 CNY 450 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 750 
(No discount available) 

CNY 570 
(5% discount) 

CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 14 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Excellent Good Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Excellent Good Fair 

Recommendation No information available 95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

5 rooms left at this price Rooms are available 

Original price (per night) CNY 600 CNY 450 CNY 300 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 600 
(No discount available) 

CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 285 
(5% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 15 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Excellent Fair Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Excellent Fair Fair 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Excellent Fair Excellent 

Recommendation No information available 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability Rooms are available Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Original price (per night) CNY 600 CNY 300 CNY 450 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 600 
(No discount available) 

CNY 300 
(No discount available) 

CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 16 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Fair Excellent Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Fair Excellent Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Good Good Good 

Recommendation 80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 80% of previous guests 

recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available 

Original price (per night) CNY 450 CNY 750 CNY 600 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 750 
(No discount available) 

CNY 600 
(No discount available) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 17 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist attractions) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
customer service) Good Good Good 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Good Good Good 

Recommendation No information available 95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 5 rooms left at this price 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available 

Original price (per night) CNY 450 CNY 750 CNY 450 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 713 
(5% discount) 

CNY 450 
(No discount available) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Scenario 18 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 

Online review highlights 

Hotel location (close to public transport, commercial 
areas, main tourist attractions) Good Good Good 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of customer 
service) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness) Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Recommendation 95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

80% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel No information available 

Room availability and pricing 

Room availability 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Rooms are available 
Rooms in high demand! 

Only 2 rooms left at this 
price! 

Original price (per night) CNY 450 CNY 450 CNY 750 

Discounted price (per night) CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 405 
(10% discount) 

CNY 750 
(No discount available) 

Which hotel do you prefer? 
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Section III: Decision-making styles 
Decision-making styles describe how individuals use their intellectual abilities in decision-making situations. How 
important are the following factors for you when selecting a hotel for leisure travel to a destination of your choice? 
Please rate the following statements with 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neither 
disagree nor agree, 5 = somewhat agree, 6 = agree 7 = strongly agree. 

NO Measurement item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When deciding on the hotel for my upcoming holiday, I… Strongly disagree      Strongly agree 

1 Trust the advice of the online community (e.g., online reviews) 
more than adverts. 

2 Read online reviews to assess the hotel’s quality of service. 

3 Search information to learn about others’ experiences in a hotel. 

4 Check online ratings or comments to help finalize a decision. 

5 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands that I have never heard of. 

6 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands that I have never experienced 
before. 

7 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands even if a familiar brand is 
available. 

8 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands for the sake of trying something 
new. 

9 Like to stay at hotels that I have never experienced before. 

10 Consider various options before I make a final decision on a hotel. 

11 Make a choice after careful consideration (e.g., based on specific 
requirements). 

12 Compare information from different sources before I make a 
choice. 

13 Search carefully to find the hotel deal that offers the best value for 
money. 

14 Am willing to spend time to compare hotel options to find the best 
offer that fits my budget. 

15 Postpone hotel booking to the last minute. 

16 Put off making a choice as long as possible. 

17 Avoid making a decision until I must make a choice. 

18 Give special consideration to the hotel’s quality of service. 

19 Prefer a hotel with high quality standards, even if it is more 
expensive. 

20 Consider the hotel’s service quality very important. 

21 Have high expectations of service quality in a hotel. 

22 Prefer my favorite hotel brand instead of any other hotel, even if 
they are similar. 

23 Consider my favorite hotel brand always superior to other hotel 
brands. 
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24 Believe that choosing my favorite hotel brand is a smart choice. 

25 Do not choose other hotel brands if my favorite hotel brand is 
available at the destination. 

26 Rarely switch from my favorite hotel brand that I like. 

27 Do not put much effort in the information search of hotels. 

28 Do not spend too much time on deciding which hotel to stay 

29 Do not think too much. I choose the first option that seems good 
enough. 

Section IV: Past travel behavior on information search and choice of hotels 
1. When you travel for leisure, do you typically change hotel brands intentionally?
☐ Yes
☐ No

2. What kind of hotel brands do you typically consider for your holiday?
☐ Hotel brands that you experienced before
☐ Hotel brands that you are familiar with but did not experience before
☐ You do not pay attention to the brand of the hotel

3. Of the 5 most recent hotel booking occasions, how often did you book the same hotel
brand as your previous trip?
☐ None
☐ 1-2 times
☐ 3-5 times

4. What type of hotels do you typically book for your domestic travel?
☐ Domestic chain hotels
☐ International chain hotels
☐ Hotels that are independent of any hotel chain

5. Do you have a membership to any hotel loyalty programs (i.e., collecting points to
redeem free nights)?
☐ Yes
☐ No

6. Of your 5 most recent hotel booking occasions, how often did you book the hotel brand
of which you have the reward membership?
☐ None
☐ 1-2 times
☐ 3-5 times
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7. What platform do you use most frequently when you book your hotel for your holidays?
☐ Hotel’s official website
☐ Website of an Online Travel Agent (e.g., Ctrip, Qunar, eLong)
☐ Mobile phone application of the hotel
☐ Mobile phone application of an Online Travel Agent (e.g., Ctrip, Qunar, eLong)
☐ Others

8. How many websites do you typically visit when searching hotel information and hotel
deals?
☐ 1
☐ 2
☐ 3
☐ More than 3

9. What platform do you use most frequently to collect information on the hotel that you are
considering for your leisure travel?
� Hotel’s official website 

☐ Travel blogs or travel forums (e.g., ���)

☐ Social media review websites/apps (e.g., ����, TripAdvisor)

☐ Website/app of an Online Travel Agent (e.g., Ctrip, Qunar, eLong)
10. When you travel for leisure, with whom do you typically travel?
☐ Alone
☐ Partner or spouse
☐ With family (including children or parents)
☐ With friends, relatives or colleagues

11. When you travel for leisure, on average what is the size of your travel
companion?
☐ 2
☐ 3-5
☐ 6-10
☐ Greater than 10

12. On average, how many days prior to your travel-date do you typically book a
hotel for your domestic holiday?
☐ 0-3 days
☐ 4-7 days
☐ 8-14 days
☐ 15-30 days
☐ 1-2 months
☐ More than 2 months
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13. Think about the extended weekend travel described in the earlier section of the
questionnaire. Please complete the following statement:
When I stay overnight at an urban destination (i.e., city), I am willing to pay CNY_________
per night for a hotel room.
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Appendix 5: Questionnaire for the main study 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Thank you very much for agreeing to participate in this study. We are investigating the travel 

behavior of Chinese tourists to a domestic destination, their hotel choice in particular. Please 

indicate your viewpoint in the following sections of this questionnaire. All the information 

collected will be used for academic research purpose only. Your answers will be treated with 

anonymity and confidentiality. The questionnaire will take about 25 minutes to complete. Your 

participation in this research will assist tourism and government stakeholders to further develop 

appropriate tourism products at the destinations.  

Thank you very much for your participation! 

Yours sincerely,  

Richard Hrankai (Ph.D. Candidate)  

Email: richard.hrankai@

Phone: +852 / 3400-

School of Hotel & Tourism Management, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University 
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Section I: Answer to these questions will be treated with confidentiality, and will be used for 
statistical analysis only.  

1. What is your gender? 

☐ Male

☐ Female

2. What is your age?

☐ 19 or younger

☐ 20-29

☐ 30-39

☐ 40-49

☐ 50-59

☐ 60 or older

3. What is your monthly personal income (after tax)?

☐ Less than CNY5000

� CNY 5000-7999 

☐ CNY 8000-10999

☐ CNY 11000-13999

☐ CNY 14000-16999

☐ CNY 17000-18999

� CNY 19000 or more 
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4. What is your monthly personal income after tax?

RMB _________ 

5. What is the highest level of education you have completed?

☐ Less than high school

☐ High school

☐ Diploma (i.e., professional education)

☐ Bachelor degree

☐ Master degree or above

6. Where is your current place of residence?

� Beijing  

� Guangzhou 

� Other 

7. Which of the following best describes your current job-status?

☐ Full-time employment

☐ Part-time employment

☐ Self-employment

☐ Student

☐ Retiree

☐ Currently unemployed

☐ Other
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8. When you travel for leisure, what type of accommodation do you typically stay?

� Hotel/Resort

� Airbnb

� Friends’/relatives’ home

� Others.

9. How do you typically arrange your accommodation when you travel for leisure?

� Book myself online

☐ Buy a package trip organized by a travel agent (i.e., transportation + accommodation)

10. When you travel for leisure, what category hotel do you typically stay?

☐ Economy (1-2 star) � Mid-scale (3-star) ☐ Upscale (4-star) � Luxury (5-star)

11. How many times did you travel for an overnight leisure trip (i.e., minimum 1 night) to a

Chinese domestic destination in the past 12 months?

� None 

� 1-3 times 

☐ 4-6 times

☐ 7-9 times

☐ More than 9 times

12. When you travel for leisure, on average how much do you spend on hotel accommodation

per night?

� RMB 200 or less 

� RMB 200-349 

☐ RMB 350-499

☐ RMB 500-649

☐ RMB 650-799

� RMB 800-949 
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☐ RMB 950-1099

☐ RMB 1100-1249

☐ RMB 1250-1399

☐ RMB 1400-1549

☐ RMB 1550-1699

☐ RMB 1700-1849

☐ RMB 1850-1999

☐ RMB 2000-2149

☐ RMB 2150-2299

☐ RMB 2300-2449

☐ RMB 2450-2599

13. On average, how much do you spend on hotel accommodation per night?

RMB _________ 
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Section II: Hotel choice experiment 

Scenario description 

Imagine that you are planning a domestic travel (i.e., within Mainland China) for an extended 

weekend (2-4 nights). The destination that you have chosen for this trip is a city that offers a wide 

range of sightseeing activities (e.g., shopping, entertainment, museums). In the city, you plan to 

visit the main tourist attractions. Given you decided which destination you are visiting, it is time 

to book your hotel.  

Please imagine that you have been searching for hotels and you found some attractive options 

in the 3-star and 4-star hotel category. In the following, you will be given a sequence of choice 

scenarios, in which you are requested to make a choice for a hotel among three hypothetical hotel 
options (Hotel A, Hotel B, Hotel C) described by a combination of service attributes. In evaluating 

these attributes, please remember that you are considering 3 and 4 star hotels. In each choice 

scenario please select the hotel option that you prefer the most.  

In the following page, you will be provided an example how a choice task looks like. Please 

take some time to familiarize yourself with the content. In the scenarios afterwards, you will be 

requested to a make choice. 
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EXAMPLE OF CHOICE SCENARIO 

Hotel A Hotel B Hotel C 
Online review highlights 

   

Hotel location (close to public transport, 
commercial areas, main tourist 
attractions)     

Good Excellent Fair 

Hotel service (hotel amenities, quality of 
service)     

Good Good Good 

Room comfort (cleanliness, bed comfort, 
quietness)     

Excellent Excellent Excellent 

Recommendation 75% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

95% of previous guests 
recommend this hotel 

Only 55% of previous 
guests recommend this 

hotel 
Room availability and pricing 

 

Room availability Rooms in high demand! 
Only 2 rooms left at this 

price! 

5 rooms left at this price Rooms are available 

Price you pay (per night) RMB 157 RMB 297 RMB 385 
Discount (included in price)  5% discount 10% discount  No discount available 

Which hotel would you choose? ☐ ☐ ☐
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Section III: Decision-making styles 

3. Decision-making styles describe how individuals use their intellectual abilities in decision-
making situations. How important are the following factors for you when selecting a hotel for
leisure travel to a destination of your choice? Please rate the following statements with 1 =
strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = somewhat disagree, 4 = neither disagree nor agree, 5 =
somewhat agree, 6 = agree 7 = strongly agree.

NO Measurement item 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
When deciding on the hotel for my upcoming holiday, 
I…  

Strongly disagree  Strongly agree 

1 Trust the advice of the online community (e.g., online 
reviews) more than adverts. 

2 Read online reviews to assess the hotel’s quality of service. 

3 Search information to learn about others’ experiences in a 
hotel. 

4 Check online ratings or comments to help finalize a 
decision.  

5 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands that I have never heard 
of. 

6 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands that I have never 
experienced before. 

7 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands even if a familiar brand 
is available. 

8 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands for the sake of trying 
something new. 

9 Like to stay at hotels that I have never experienced before. 

10 Consider various options before I make a final decision on 
a hotel.  

11 Make a choice after careful consideration (e.g., based on 
specific requirements). 

12 Compare information from different sources before I make 
a choice. 

13 Search carefully to find the hotel deal that offers the best 
value for money. 

14 Am willing to spend time to compare hotel options to find 
the best offer that fits my budget. 

15 Postpone hotel booking to the last minute. 

16 Put off making a choice as long as possible. 

17 Avoid making a decision until I must make a choice. 

18 Give special consideration to the hotel’s quality of service. 

19 Prefer a hotel with high quality standards, even if it is more 
expensive. 

20 Consider the hotel’s service quality very important. 

21 Have high expectations of service quality in a hotel. 
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22 Prefer my favorite hotel brand instead of any other hotel, 
even if they are similar. 

23 Consider my favorite hotel brand always superior to other 
hotel brands. 

24 Believe that choosing my favorite hotel brand is a smart 
choice. 

25 Do not choose other hotel brands if my favorite hotel brand 
is available at the destination. 

26 Rarely switch from my favorite hotel brand that I like. 

27 Do not put much effort in the information search of hotels. 

28 Do not spend too much time on deciding which hotel to 
stay. 

29 Do not think too much. I choose the first option that seems 
good enough. 

Section IV: Past travel behavior on information search and choice of hotels 

14. When you travel for leisure, do you typically change hotel brands intentionally?
☐ Yes
☐ No

15. What kind of hotel brands do you typically consider for your holiday?
☐ Hotel brands that you experienced before
☐ Hotel brands that you are familiar with but did not experience before
☐ Hotel brands that you are not familiar with and did not experience before to try

something new. 
☐ You do not pay attention to the brand of the hotel
� Other

16. Of the 5 most recent hotel booking occasions, how often did you book the same hotel
brand as your previous trip?

☐ None
☐ 1-2 times
☐ 3-5 times

17. What type of hotels do you typically book for your domestic travel?
☐ Domestic chain hotels
☐ International chain hotels
☐ Hotels that are independent of any hotel chain

18. Do you have a membership to any hotel loyalty programs (i.e., collecting points to
redeem free nights)?

☐ Yes
☐ No

19. Of your 5 most recent hotel booking occasions, how often did you book the hotel brand
of which you have the reward membership?

☐ None
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☐ 1-2 times
☐ 3-5 times

20. What platform do you use most frequently when you book your hotel for your holidays?
☐ Hotel’s official website
☐ Website of an Online Travel Agent (e.g., Ctrip, Qunar, eLong)
☐ Mobile phone application of the hotel
☐ Mobile phone application of an Online Travel Agent (e.g., Ctrip, Qunar, eLong)
� Others

21. What platform do you use most frequently when you book your hotel for your holidays?
☐ Ctrip
☐ Qunar
☐ eLong
☐ Tuniu
☐ CY
� Mafengwo
☐ Lvmama
☐ Alitrip
� Others

22. How many websites do you typically visit when searching hotel information and hotel
deals?

☐ 1-2
☐ 3-4
☐ 5-6
☐ More than 6

23. What platform do you use most frequently to collect information on the hotel that you are

considering for your leisure travel?

� Hotel’s official website 
☐ Travel blogs or travel forums (e.g., ľćë)
☐ Social media review websites/apps (e.g., h Òđ, TripAdvisor)
☐ Website/app of an Online Travel Agent (e.g., Ctrip, Qunar, eLong)

24. When you travel for leisure, with whom do you typically travel?

☐ Alone
☐ Partner or spouse
☐ With family (including children or parents)
☐ With friends, relatives or colleagues

25. When you travel for leisure, on average what is the size of your travelling group?

☐ 2
☐ 3-5
☐ 6-10
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☐ Greater than 10
26. On average, how many days prior to your travel-date do you typically book a hotel for

your domestic holiday?

☐ 0-3 days
☐ 4-7 days
☐ 8-14 days
☐ 15-30 days
☐ 1-2 months
☐ More than 2 months

This is the end of this questionnaire. Thank you for your participation! 
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Appendix 6: Example of choice experiment in the main study (block 1, price range ¥ 

500 - ¥ 649) 
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Appendix 7: Questionnaire of Pilot study I: Chinese translation 

òģĮĹ: 

• �ŀ: ☐ 19}���☐ 20-39 ☐ 40-59 ☐ 60}���

• *;��R>�S4/�2�$? I7+J�?5#�:
@F<;%�6�!�

� "� 5500�Ì� 

� 5501-9000�Ì� 

� 9001-12500�Ì� 

� 12501-16000�Ì� 

� Ŀ� 16000�Ì� 

• �����	�
���R��S

� AirbnbŃÔ�ĜńïÌrâå 

� ºK���q

� ĩ�/�+¿ 

� 1�
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y©Ý-Ù/ieŅ 

Ķ��ė�U�I��Ýãê���Ê`ĖÃ_Ðp`_2ÞÝaÝ°ÐĈ�Ņ

àīÿu��vĩ�Ýģ �ĕv�9ĊĠMĊ�ÝČÒ�ĮF�§Ĵ*��Ú�m½ã

ê���!v�Ý]ðğĈBVfØ��Å)s�n�«�ĮFh÷ĵċ 15 7ĭ��Ý

I�x¹?�¢>ÞÝa°Ð	J¨�ß0S®�M¶=TĢÝ°Ð�Z�

3É�ė�ÝI�ł

Ëă

Richard Hrankai (EeÙ)  
Ûħ: richard.hrankai@ 
ÛĔ: +852 / 3400-
ĽÏØ~hmĩ�J°Ð	óØmĳ
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î�Ĩ7: ĩ�ģ  

1. Đ�%`č8�� !�"µÝ_2X¼ÐŃĲ2aAdń����úģ �Âc�$�°
ĈÞÝaŅĦĪ¹�tÝ¬@ěÑŃ'jGRĥġ�EÖļń�āÓĺ.�k�Đ

¯��aþĻYĚÖĉA�

Đ��Ê`Ď86Ĉ;�ĠÝ°ÐÞÝaŅ�¥ö��UýíÝĩ��ZŅķvQ

ģ ÝhĬĩ�ĸďýíYĩ�ZÕ�

�	�L0BM,N'1T��J�N'98"*AEOD) �VI-N'98;OD=(
Q&8�KB.&R7U3�8�;N'98C3OD�� T*G	“�6”2��3OD
;TI�8�HP98�� 1=3ODT7=3�OD T��O���S� 

Ţ�Ćā Ã�

�ÊŢ�ÓġŹ\ 1-5Óź 

Ţ���ÎßŹ\Ţ�ŕĳ�(ź

'íŹ\óÕ´'ź

!Ţ�O©®CőþĺāŹ}żÌþÖāŻ��£źĊ�ŝÐūŹ$Kťļź

ħ��³ńKŹ} 4.5Ż4.2Ż3.4 Ĝź 

Ţ�pĄŹ}ż1đŞ²ĪÙĥ.ŔĊŢ�pĄź

Ķ9²İŹ}ż�����ź� �
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î�Ĩ7ņ4ñĺÅ

1. 4ñĺÅÚ�£Ġ��`4ñ���ĝÚáĒĀ<Ý®����H�ģÞÝa�į�
+²Ņ�9^õ`�ģ ĩ�²Ýīċ�j#ŇĕÚªlv��£ĠğĈđøŅ1

1=Ķ��U�Ņ2=�U�Ņ3=¹Ò�U�Ņ4=±�Lv��U�Ņ5=¹ÒU�Ņ6=U
�Ņ7=Ķ�U��

�

e

ü�Ūŵ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Ű��h Ű�h

1 w�Ă¨Ċě�ÊÌþħĘų�Ţ�Ż±®O½£Ż

t~%dĬwàĥ±ÂâĊªH��±Ċ��8§

Ė0~Ĉ�

2 �<º�Ţ�ÐŻ±ĥ�ll�Ü|`ĊĹ�

3 ±� @.!à.ŔĊŢ��

4 Ŝ��<Ţ�QŻ±+ĩĴy��

5 ųĽŢ�´ūÐŻ<łøÛIĒŢ�8§Ź}żpĄ

iĕ�-ĨoŲ�ńKź+Ŀ±½¥Żt±�đŞ

±+ųĽO����êĊŢ��

6 ±wĒ�Ţ�Ŝ¿ÐŮĸľĐ¦ĩ�

7 wG�Ţ�Ŝ¿QŻ±+Fîëè8§äÿŹ4}�

hĊÌþħĘź$Ē7ªHIĒ�

8 fŢ�Æ5ĊÝUD�šzh��ŻtñŜ¿Ěgĭ

�Ů÷ĊŢ�ZKuŭ�

9 \�Jĵ�<Ŝ¿Ţ�ÐŻ±+laħ�ēYĊ�

ŀŹ}żħ�ńŁźīŰcď�n�

10 }æ±Ô^ÙĥOŃŔĊċĊxÌþŻŠ�±ĥ�+

¾OÚj�P·ų�Ţ�� 

11 }æ±�Ă¨Ţ�ĊÝUŋŤ²pĄŻŠ�ŘêĊŜ

¿+Ŀ±½£�

12 wĒ�Ţ�Ŝ¿QŻ±ĥ�èďħ�ńŁŻ$�V±

�ĻŢ�ĊÝUŋŤ�

13 �<Ð±ŝ�+wÚj�Pų�Ţ��

14 �÷bXŻ±sï�Ņ�Ă¨Ċf�Ţ��

15 ±�Ţ�ĊÝUŋŤÛœŷß �

16 �Ŧİ¢:Ż±+"ģ�ºÚ*Ţ��Ò�

17 �ĞyİŦŻ±�Ŝ¿ÝUéIØŷĊŢ��

18 Ŝ¿±ÚsăĊŢ�pĄīŰD#pĄÔÑ×��Ż

\6~%ğ,�

19 }æċĊxÛzŤŢ�d5Ŝ¿Ż±+ìÁç�éI

Ź}-Ĩ�'í�ÓġźäRŬŜ¿�

20 @.��ÝU�ûĊŢ��±äŇZKţĸ�

21 @.��àÙ.ŔĊŢ�>Ā�ő�
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22 �ÏºO��±sïĊŢ�pĄŻ±+v�Ŝ¿Ř�

pĄ�

23 Ţ�ŝ�Æ5ŷ�č,ĊÝUŻtñŜ¿Ěgĭ�Ů
÷ĊŢ�ZKuŭ��

24 ±ÚsïĊŢ�pĄô~Ċę��¶Ø|�

25 ±+�Lù)<�Ţ�.�Ċİŧ�

26 }æÌþċĊxÛ±sïĊŢ�pĄŻ±;k��Ŝ

¿D#pĄ��
27 \3ċĊxÛ±đŞĊpĄŻ±�sï�ŅÉĊŜ

¿�

28 ±+�dĬ$»¹'ųĽŢ��

29 wG�@.q�Ţ�QŻ±¯İÐūôœŢ�'í

$Ĳ¢Ú*'�

30 \�Jĵ�<Ŝ¿Ţ�ÐŻ±;k�ĜOÚj·=

JŜ¿�

31 Ţ��¤Æ5[ŐĊÝUäĀŒ±�

32 ��áŵŻňŜ¿���Źhź��

33 ±�ħèďńKoń'Ż$�Vĭ�G��<ÐŜ¿

q�Ţ��

34 
�v{ēÝĩ��Z�ZÕĶ�Ę��

35 \�OäĊ�<Ŝ¿Ţ�ÐŻ±;k��İō{y

ĠTèº8§�

36 wļM)<ÐŻ±�+İ{yÐūĩĴ@.q�Ţ

��

37 }æ±ºO���ŴEm�TĊŢ��ÒŻ±+õ�

ćŊřĵųĽ�

38 Ø�'ĊŢ�ŝ�Ô±�<ÐĊŜ¿�

î�Ĩ7: �OüĎY°Ð×� 

°Ð×� 

1. c�ÞÝaĤ�¤(Säĩ�ôbYĩ�ZÕ�v�_2�įÐŅ�Ĥ�ÿĆ��ĩ

�ZÕŇŃDģń

� _2ĩ�ZÕ � _ıĩ�ZÕ

!  ��į°Ĉ²·ú�ģ [ôĩ�ŇŃDģń�

☐�úÎb���
³��☐�ĄĢb���³��☐�ĿÇb��\³��☐�ęCb���³��
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3. Ä¡�`ĮĹ 1 YĮĹ 2 ¤(ÝðÆŅĕ`�9Èù�96��;Ýĩ�ZÕVæ

ŃĂz��ńņ__________________________________

�� 	����������������
���������

☐���oý ☐ `ù°Ðýí ('j¦ç�H[,�ąŁ) ☐ ĩ�Ý�¾�Ú ☐`ù°
ÐýíÝ�¾�Ú('j¦ç�H[,�ąŁ) � 1� 

5. ¥öĩ�*�Jĸďĩ�²�Ĥ�!&Ú;5�ýíŇ

☐ 1 ☐ 2 ☐ 3 ☐ h� 3�

�OüĎ×� 

6. �:: ☐ Ü ☐ i

7. �ŀ: ☐ 20-29 ☐ 30-39 ☐ 40-49 ☐ 50-59

8. �Ý��ŃéWń¸§/´gz? ĕÍ�Ğ�ûÁxPÚ�üĎÞÝ��Å)s�

☐ 5501-8000�Ì�

☐ 8001-10500�Ì�

☐ 10501-13000�Ì�

☐ 13001-16000�Ì�

ĖÃ;ËûÀ��ė�ÝI�! 
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Appendix 8: Questionnaire of Pilot study II: Chinese translation 

òģĮĹ: 

• �ŀ: ☐ 20}���☐ 21-40 ☐ 41-60 ☐ 61}���

• *;��R>�S4/�2�$? I7+J�?5#�:
@F<;%�6�!�

� "� 5500�Ì� 

� 5501-9000�Ì� 

� 9001-12500�Ì� 

� 12501-16000�Ì� 

� Ŀ� 16000�Ì� 

• �������������
�������

�AirbnbŃÔ�ĜńïÌrâå 

�ºK���q

� ĩ�/�+¿ 

� 1�
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y©Ý-Ù/ieŅ 

Ķ��ė�U�I��Ýãê���Ê`ĖÃ_Ðp`_2ÞÝaÝ°ÐĈ�Ņ

àīÿu��vĩ�Ýģ �ĕv�9ĊĠMĊ�ÝČÒ�ĮF�§Ĵ*��Ú�m½ã

ê���!v�Ý]ðğĈBVfØ��Å)s�n�«�ĮFh÷ĵċ 15 7ĭ��Ý

I�x¹?�¢>ÞÝa°Ð	J¨�ß0S®�M¶=TĢÝ°Ð�Z�

3É�ė�ÝI�ł

Ëă

Richard Hrankai (EeÙ)  
Ûħ: richard.hrankai@
ÛĔ: +852 / 3400-
ĽÏØ~hmĩ�J°Ð	óØmĳ
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4. 4ñĺÅÚ�£Ġ��`4ñ���ĝÚáĒĀ<Ý®���´j#�+»w��ģ
 ĩ�ÝŇĕ|�9NĠ�7Ņ1 = Ķ��U�Ņ2 = �U�Ņ3 = è��U�Ņ4 = 
ìŅ5 = è�U�Ņ6 = U�Ņ7 = Ķ�U��

Ħe üŤűċ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Ŝ¿<ßĸ.ĊŢ�ÐŻ±… Ű��h Ű�h

1 �÷D#�Ź4}Ü`²��źĊ�ŀ$�VG

��

2 ôŏ�nŻØč8Ģ�ēYĊĹŹ4}ħ�Ċń

Łź�

3 ýĺħ�ńŁä�ĻŢ�ĊÝUpŋ�

4 èŎÈ$�ĻD#�Ċ@./Ŷ�

5 ýĺħ�ńK²ńŁ$�V=JÚĤG��

6 sï�Ņĭ�ølŔĊÉŢ�pĄ�

7 sï�Ņĭ�ø.ŔĊÉŢ�pĄ�

8 \6ĭ�Ă¨ĊŢ�pĄÛė´, �sï�ŅÉĊŢ
�pĄ�

9 sï�ŅÉŢ�pĄŻt¬ĸ�ŅÉĊ	ķ�

10 sï.w!ø.ŔĊŢ��

11 =ÚĤG�QŻ+ĩĴ¡yŜ¿�

12 ŉ°¦ĩŹ4}ĩŤĆòŮ÷źj=Ŝ¿�

13 ôœ�häÿĊ8§Ż·=G��

14 �Ţ�Ěg±Ċ��ĝŜã&Ź4}xā�´�ń

KźjŻ·+ĩĴ~�

15 İ¡ũÐū=G�ŻWÀºŎÈoôœ�hŜ¿�

16 wÚj�P·ĽŢ��

17 Ĭ¾y�=G��¾y��

18 ş?=G�ŻČOŰG��d�

19 ŝ�wĔ<ßŗ¡�Ð�ĽŢ��

20 ĆNĩĴŢ�ĊÝUpŋ�

21 \3ôœŌŻ�sïÛŷpŋéIĊŢ��

22 ľŢ�ĊÝUpŋŰ�ţĸ�

23 �Ţ�ĊÝUpŋßÞ¡ŷ�

24 "ģ�ºÚąÛµ:ĊŢ��

25 ¯İÐūôœ�hŜ¿ŻºOÚĚgĭ�ųĞĊ

Ţ��

26 ŝ�ųĽðw¸»ĊŢ��
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27 �ĎŦŻwÆ5*«Ź4}»¹źĊħĘ�ĽŢ

��

28 "ģĉĭ�wŢ��İ�y�Ŧ�

29 \6Ûč,ĊD#pĄŻôœsïĭ��ĊŢ�

pĄ�

30 ľĭ��ĊŢ�pĄöŚšôD#Ţ�pĄ

|�

31 č8Ŝ¿ĭ��ĊŢ�pĄÔÑ×���

32 }æĭ��ĊŢ�pĄÛė´ĊņŻ�+Ŝ¿D

#Ţ�pĄ�

33 ¡�Ŝ¿�Ôĭ�sïĊŢ�pĄ�

34 �ÏÛMĞĊŜ¿Ż+õ�ćŊĊųĽ�

35 �+İ{yĠTèŢ�ŎÈ�

36 �+İ{yÐūG�ĸ.qūŢ��

37 �+¬{yŻČÄŜ¿ě��ďŏäŗ�ŨĊŢ

��

ĖÃ;ËûÀ��ė�ÝI�! 
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Appendix 9: Attributes and attribute levels in pilot study III: Chinese translation 

ħ�ńŁţā

Ţ�-ĨŹŖAB�ŝ�r�Y��ĸÌþÖāź • �į

• 2

• å2

Ţ�ÝUŹŢ�łË�ÝUpŋź • �į

• 2

• å2

´ūĮś�ŹÇú���ĊĮś���ů�ź • �į

• 2

• å2

Åı • Í8§

• 80% Ċ$�.�ÅıñŢ�

• 95% Ċ$�.�ÅıñŢ�

@.ªH_'í

@.ªH • ´ū¡¼¶Ÿñ'í�S
ūė´Ÿ

• ñ'íÛ 5ūė´

• Ûė´

]' • ¥ 750

• ¥ 600

• ¥ 450

• ¥ 300

»¹ • Í»¹

• ��»

• �»
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Appendix 10: Attributes and attribute levels in the main study: Chinese translation 

ħ�ńŁţā • 

Ţ�-ĨŹŖAB�ŝ�r�Y��ĸÌþÖāź • �į

• 2

• å2

Ţ�ÝUŹŢ�łË�ÝUpŋź • �į

• 2

• å2

´ūĮś�ŹÇú���ĊĮś���ů�ź • �į

• 2

• å2

Åı • 55% Ċ$�.�ÅıñŢ�

• 75% Ċ$�.�ÅıñŢ�

• 95% Ċ$�.�ÅıñŢ�

@.ªH_'í

@.ªH • ´ū¡¼¶Ÿñ'í�S
ūė´Ÿ

• ñ'íÛ 5ūė´

• Ûė´

]' • ¥

• ¥

• ¥

• ¥

• ¥

»¹ • Í»¹

• ��»

• �»

Note: As described in Section 4.4, the price levels are calculated as a deviation, therefore no price 
levels are shown in this table 
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Appendix 11: List of measurement items for decision-making styles 

NO Measurement item 
RC_1 Trust the advice of the online community (e.g., online reviews) more than adverts. 

RC_2 Read online reviews to assess the hotel’s quality of service. 

RC_3 Search information to learn about others’ experiences in a hotel. 

RC_4 Check online ratings or comments to help finalize a decision. 

VS_1 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands that I have never heard of. 

VS_2 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands that I have never experienced before. 

VS_3 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands even if a familiar brand is available. 

VS_4 Enjoy trying out new hotel brands for the sake of trying something new. 

VS_5 Like to stay at hotels that I have never experienced before. 

EFF_F_1 Consider various options before I make a final decision on a hotel. 

EFF_F_2 Make a choice after careful consideration (e.g., based on specific requirements). 

EFF_F_3 Compare information from different sources before I make a choice. 

EFF_F_4 Search carefully to find the hotel deal that offers the best value for money. 

EFF_F_5 Am willing to spend time to compare hotel options to find the best offer that fits my budget. 

LM_1 Postpone hotel booking to the last minute. 

LM_2 Put off making a choice as long as possible. 

LM_3 Avoid making a decision until I must make a choice. 

QUAL_1 Give special consideration to the hotel’s quality of service. 

QUAL_2 Prefer a hotel with high quality standards, even if it is more expensive. 

QUAL_3 Consider the hotel’s service quality very important. 

QUAL_4 Have high expectations of service quality in a hotel. 

BRAND_1 Prefer my favorite hotel brand instead of any other hotel, even if they are similar. 

BRAND_2 Consider my favorite hotel brand always superior to other hotel brands. 

BRAND_3 Believe that choosing my favorite hotel brand is a smart choice. 

BRAND_4 Do not choose other hotel brands if my favorite hotel brand is available at the destination. 

BRAND_5 Rarely switch from my favorite hotel brand that I like. 

EFF_L_1 Do not put much effort in the information search of hotels. 

EFF_L_2 Do not spend too much time on deciding which hotel to stay. 

EFF_L_3 Do not think too much. I choose the first option that seems good enough. 
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